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ABSTRACT 
Buildings rarely fail within a short time of commissioning; most become unsatisfactory 
gradually, over a period of many years, as the design becomes obsolete and/or inadequate 
maintenance and improvements fail to keep pace with demand. Maintenance work is thus 
necessary to keep a building in an acceptable minimum condition. The industrialised 
building methods much used in the 1960s were frequently innovative and, at that time, 
unproven methods of construction. When these are added to the list of 'traditional build' 
failure contributors, the need for additional and regular maintenance is increased. 
Various factors contribute to domestic accommodation buildings ceasmg to be 
satisfactory - to fail in their purpose of providing a safe, warm and dry environment for 
the occupants. To the layperson, bad workmanship by the builders, poor quality 
materials, poor design and inadequate maintenance are common causes for complaint. 
This research investigated the cost of maintenance for buildings of multiple domestic 
accommodation, methods used to organise maintenance planning and budgeting, and 
considered whether the use of industrialised building methods had affected that cost. The 
current and anticipated future use of Planned Preventative Maintenance, together with 
other management methods, as tools for minimising maintenance cost is also examined. 
A method for introducing a system of planned preventative maintenance that is 
specifically tailored to individual buildings from a common pattern was developed as an 
output of this research. 
'Designing out' the need for maintenance reqUIres an understanding of maintenance 
activity cost centres (i.e. where does the money go and what elements of maintenance 
account for the greatest expenditure?). The way that building professionals perceive 
potential maintenance cost requirements is therefore investigated and comparison made 
with actual costs for the same elements of maintenance. 
11 
Key Words: Building maintenance, planned preventative maintenance, maintenance cos! 
categories, multiple domestic accommodation, Delphi technique, industrialised building 
methods. 
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Chapter One - Introduction 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
In the 1960s, many forms of industrialised building methods were used, with 
Government encouragement, as part of the national housing policy. Built with 
a design life of sixty years, many are now some forty years old. Discussions 
between the author and the managing agents of such buildings at sites in 
London (Packington Street) and Brighton (The Whithawk Estate) revealed that 
the maintenance cost of these buildings is beginning to rise to levels that are 
unacceptable to the owners. The initial build cost of these 'system built' 
homes, mainly flats in medium or high rise blocks, was proposed to be less 
than it would have been for more traditional construction. Much of the work 
did not rely on traditional building skills. Whether the long-term maintenance 
requirement and costs were given the special consideration they may have 
warranted, because of the new and unproven techniques being used, is unclear 
(Finnimore, 1998. Bates, A. CIB 3'" 1996). 
In addition to the above, many buildings of traditional construction are much 
older than their 'design life'. Some, such as 'buildings of historic or 
architectural merit' cannot be demolished and replaced, even if it would be 
economic to do so. The maintenance costs of these buildings must therefore be 
met now and in the future. If it is important that repair and maintenance work 
should provide 'value for money' and that all necessary works are carried out 
properly and at minimum cost, priorities will exist where there are limited 
financial resources. Therefore Architects, surveyors and like professionals 
need to ensure that their perceived priorities match reality. 
Magazines and publications, such as 'Facilities Manager' and the like, promote 
advertisements for companies offering 'planned preventative maintenance' 
(ppm) services. Whilst there may be evidence that ppm is used in office 
building maintenance, no published information was found that specifically 
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quantified the incidence of the use of ppm in the maintenance of domestic 
dwelling units. 
The above raises many questions, including: 
• How much does domestic dwelling maintenance cost in the U.K.? 
• Is the maintenance of dwellings created by industrialised building 
methods different to that of traditional construction? 
• What are the principal maintenance cost categories? 
• Are these categories and their influence on maintenance costs 
understood by domestic dwelling designers? 
• Is the industry 'designing out' maintenance In these and other 
categories? 
• How frequent IS the use of pro-active planned preventative 
maintenance? 
• How can planned preventative maintenance be implemented by 
housing managers without external consultants? 
The above list is not exhaustive, but illustrates the core questions behind this 
research. These ideas, and others relative to the theme, have been framed 
together into the following objectives: 
I To investigate maintenance costs of traditional and 'industrialised 
system built' multiple domestic accommodation buildings, and 
compare their maintenance costs. 
2 To identifY the principal maintenance cost categories perceived by 
various construction industry professions and test the hypothesis that 
'actual highest cost maintenance categories for domestic dwellings are 
not the same as those perceived as the highest cost categories by 
domestic dwelling design professionals'. 
- 2-
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3 To measure and compare the use of planned preventative maintenance 
programmes against other maintenance and repair policies. 
- 3 -
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Chapter 2 - Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
The design of the methodology used for this research commenced with a 
review of literature identifYing and recommending procedures for research 
projects. 
'A body of methods, procedures, working concepts, rules and postulates' IS 
the definition of methodology provided by Webster's International Unabridged 
Dictionary. The Shorter Oxford dictionary gives a more brief meaning as 'the 
science of method', where method is defined as 'procedure; way of doing 
anything, especially according to a regular plan; systematic or orderly 
arrangement; orderliness and regularity'. 
2.2 Seq uence of works 
Specific reference has been made to Fellows and Liu (1997), who stress the 
need for rigour in applying the research method appropriate for the subject 
under investigation. Time planning and allocation to topics is taken from Cryer 
(1996), strategy selection and check list application from Denscome (1998), 
and further general reference on methodology from Kumar (1999), who 
describes methodology as the 'how' of scientific research. A suggested 
construction management research process flow chart (from Fellows and Liu, 
source: SERC 1982) is reproduced as figure 2.0 and another, similar flow 
chart, taken from Kumar (1996), is shown as figure 2.1. Procedures used in 
this research are shown as figure 2.2, with the sequential activities arising from 
the methodology illustrated in figure 2.3. 
·4· 
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Figure 2.0 - The Research Process from Fellows and Liu, SERC 1982. 
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Figure 2.1 - Simplified Flow Chart ofthe Research Process. 
Kumar (1999), not specific to the construction industry. 
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FLOW CHART OF METHODOLOGY. 
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Figure 2.2 - Flow Chart of Methodology Used in this Research 
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Critical comparison of publications relating to 
maintenance management, building types, 
historical background and the development of 
industrialised building methods. 
Collection of two sets of data indicating rated 
overall cost importance of 15 maintenance 
categories and the selection and ranking of 5 
categories in importance in using planned 
preventative maintenance to reduce costs. 
A re-examination of categories remaInIng after 
Delphi I, providing data on perceived cost 
influence by category and importance relative to 
planned preventative maintenance. 
Collection of data on actual cost of building 
maintenance for the period 1995-1999, together 
with a comparison of current use of planned 
preventative maintenance with other methods. 
Data on possible future use planning was obtained 
from the same survey. 
Systematic examination of survey input tabulated 
and plotted graphically to identifY specific 
information. 
Comparison of information from the analysis, 
with discussion of anomalies shown by the 
results. 
Presentation of results and development arisIng 
from the research. 
Figure 2.3 - Sequential List of Research Activity 
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The research process shown in figure 2.1, and described by Kumar (1999) as 
'the research process at a quick glance', identifies the major steps and their 
progression relationship. However, as Kumar (1999) and Cryer (1996) point 
out, there is no 'hard and fast' rule in defining relevance. Fellows and Liu 
(1997) stress the importance of examining all potential indications, although 
they may lead nowhere, before deciding on their relevance to the research in 
hand. Unless material is considered relevant to the research, or is considered 
necessary for providing a more comprehensive background, these items are not 
included. 
Within the overall concept of gathering reliable data, the design of the 
collection method must enable separation and extraction of individual 
information items. Each of the three objectives sought dictates common and 
specific input requirements. Questionnaire and interview question 'script' must 
thus function to provide overall document data and individual question data. 
2.3 Research process selection 
Data collection methods available include data from pnmary sources: by 
observation, interviewing and questionnaires, or combinations thereof. Data 
from secondary sources (i.e. from preceding research by others) may also be 
available. Government type publications, covering topics such as economic 
forecasts, may be considered reasonably impartial, whilst individual research 
may be formatted in a way that makes the information unreliable, or even 
contain personal bias (Kumar 1999). Bias can be unwittingly written into a 
questionnaire or 'pushed' during an interview (Denscombe 1998). 
A pilot investigation to check the validity of the stated objectives and 
availability of information needed to complete the research was considered 
necessary. This pilot study took the form of a telephone survey with the help 
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and co-operation of two Local Authorities and two commercial operators of 
buildings in the categories of 'traditional building' (e.g. bricks and slates) 
and 'engineering construction' (concrete frame or 'system built') multiple 
domestic accommodation. 
The pilot revealed considerable interest in (I) the research objectives by the 
organisations involved and (2) that such data was available. 
2.4 Data collection method. 
The proposed design of the data collection methods and tools was changed as a 
result of the pilot survey to include qualitative data. Guidance on analysis of 
subjective views was researched from Fieldman (1995), Bateson (1984), 
Edwards (1957), and, principally, Yin (1989). This qualitative data was 
obtained via a Delphi survey of domestic building design professionals 
(specifically relevant to objective two only). 
Following Yin (1989) and Fellows and Liu (1997), the data requirement, 
sample size, and collection methods were identified from working back from 
the objectives. 'To determine the inputs of an information system, the outputs 
must be decided first' (Fellows and Liu, 1997). 
The inputs, as defined by the outputs sought, vary between the four objectives. 
Where possible, common boundaries and measures of (a) time period, (b) 
location, (c) size and (d) type of building, (e) existing age, and (f) anticipated 
future life span should be maintained, for consistency in any comparison made 
(Fellows and Lui 1997). Additional information, rather than alternative 
information, should be sought for the specialised areas under investigation in 
each objective. 
The pilot study revealed that although Local Authorities may have records of 
maintenance expenditure going back many years, only the records for those 
- 10-
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years which had been stored on computer were likely to be accessible. As 
virtually all organisations keep financial records for six years (as normal 
operational management and to satisfy legal and tax requirements), the time 
span for the survey was fixed at five years. 
2.5 Sample selection 
The age of the buildings under consideration for objective I was limited to 
between around thirty and forty years, following the Government's 
encouragement of Local Authorities to use industrialised construction methods 
during the 1960s. The operation of these buildings may be considered to be 
continuing beyond their 'economic life', but the very specialised nature of their 
construction and emerging maintenance problems is considered to be 
sufficiently complex to warrant a separate study. Buildings studied as 
'operating beyond their economic life' are taken mainly from those classified 
as 'Large Houses' (Brunskill, 1978), originally occupied by people of local, 
rather than national, importance. Many such buildings are now converted into 
flats, but some remain virtually intact, operating as lodging houses, hotels and 
youth hostels. 
Locations identified during the pilot study included the London Boroughs of 
Enfield and Islington north of the river Thames, and Southwark and Croydon 
to the south. Birmingham and Brighton also had extensive developments based 
on various forms of engineering construction during the 1960s. 'Large Houses' 
that have survived tend to be in semi-rural locations, possibly because the 
building and generally extensive grounds were not taken for redevelopment 
before their Heritage value was recognised. Buildings at Salisbury, Stratford-
upon-Avon and York are identified as suitable for study, based on the check-
list shown in figure 2.4. 
The unit size of buildings has been taken as an individual unit of 
accommodation. Most developments within the category of 'multiple domestic 
- 11 -
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accommodation' consist of several separate buildings, each of which may form 
up to 100 separate units of accommodation. Mixtures of 'bedsit' and 'multi-
bedroomed' accommodation are common, resulting from attempts at designing 
a mixed community. Considerations of whether these attempts were successful 
are outside the scope of this work. 
Checklist for Evaluating a Building for Objective 1 Study. 
1 Is the building between 100 and 200 years old? 0 
2 Is it operated as one building under one management? 0 
3 Is the building still in the 'as built' (with some 0 
4 modernisation not extensive alteration) form? 0 
5 Are maintenance records existing and accessible? 0 
6 Will full co-operation be provided by the operator? 0 
7 Can areas of confidentiality be identified and respected? 0 
8 Is this building a suitable comparison with other buildings 
also under investigation in this research? 0 
9 Is this building one that must be maintained because of 
'Listed' status? 0 
10 Are there any plans to radically change or demolish the 
building or its environment within the next five years, that 
might jeopardise follow up research? 0 
Figure 2.4 - Checklist for Evaluating a Building for Objective 1 Study. 
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Traditional buildings under consideration are large family houses, perhaps 
containing as many as twenty-five bedrooms, with usual domestic offices. 
Although these were originally built to be heated by open coal fires, none have 
been found that do not now have central heating installed. 
Precast concrete structures predominate as the building type satisfying the 
other restraints imposed by the methodology. These are essentially Local 
Authority-provided dwellings, where the maintenance is supplied and 
controlled by a division of the local council. Some traditional methods are 
incorporated within most of these forms of construction, perhaps with original 
feature panels of brickwork. Subsequent design changes after the completion 
of the main building could not have been done in concrete, as completed work 
above would impede access by crane. Hence, the addition of ground floor 
playrooms and other, mainly communal, facilities now stand as traditional 
construction amongst, inside, and under the original engineering forms of 
construction. 
From the literature review, it became apparent that some 'system' buildings 
were many years in design before building started, and that 'prototype' units 
were often provided during the early stages of the actual building process 
(Finnimore, 1998. Vale B, 1995). With concrete structural frames and light-
weight internal partitioning, considerable flexibility could be achieved. It is not 
part of this work to investigate any intention to use this flexibility facility at a 
future date, should living condition requirements make a different layout 
desirable. Changes in layout would only be possible during a major refit, as 
electrical installation, plumbing, and heating would all require adapting. 
Following the industrialised building boom of the I 960s, many of these 
buildings are now between 30 and 40 years old, and this dictated the age of 
buildings under consideration: 
- 13 -
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For traditional buildings, the age has been taken at between 100 and 200 years. 
Many 'Large Houses' were built with wealth from the industrial revolution or 
gained during the Napoleonic War, (1799-1815), when agricultural profits 
were considerable. 
Government backed financial support for housing development stipulated that 
the life span of 'system-built' accommodation was for not less than 60 years. 
Whether this was simply the term of the financial package, offered by the 
Government to Local Authorities, or the planned life to the building is not 
clear (Seeley, 1983). 
For those buildings that must be preserved and maintained, perhaps because of 
their historic or cultural conservation requirement, the situation is very 
different. There is effectively no end to the period for which maintenance must 
be planned. 
Strategies selected for data collection are partially dictated by what is to be 
collected and the nature of the sample it is to be collected from (Fellows and 
Liu, 1997, Kumar 1996, and Denscombe 1998). 
Denscombe (1998) points out the possibilities and danger of 'face interviews' 
allowing any personal bias held, even sub-consciously, by the interviewer to 
distort the responses by 'leading' the questioning. A set parameter of questions 
was therefore prepared for the Delphi survey (objective 2), to which additional, 
but not alternative, notes or comments were added. 
This consideration extends to building type, size, and location. Use is confined 
to 'buildings of multiple domestic accommodation'. Local Authority-
controlled 'blocks of flats', private landlord managed buildings, and the like 
that have common maintenance problems were included. 
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Prior to preparation of the survey interview questionnaire, a checklist was 
prepared to assist in ensuring that the possible pitfalls indicated by Denscombe 
(1998) and Fellows and Liu (1997) were avoided. This checklist is shown in 
Appendix 4b. 
Following Denscombe (1998), a checklist system was created, indicating the 
essential and desirable input required from that section of the information 
gathering process to which the checklist relates. The resulting hierarchy of lists 
breaks down the checks to ensure, as far as possible, that essential information 
is gained, together with some additional and desirable - but not essential -
input, and avoiding unnecessary or irrelevant data. 
Using the checklists as a guide, and as a planning tool, the actual interview 
questionnaires were prepared. These questionnaires are shown in Appendices 2 
and 3. 
The methods of measuring and assessing the data were treated separately for 
sections of the gathered information, with priority given to ensuring that the 
accuracy of individual items of data obtained was not compromised. 
For the outputs of the research to be valid, it is essential that the information 
gathered and the selected processes used to analyse and interpret the data into 
outputs are rigorously applied. 
A high degree of external validity is required and the sample must therefore be 
an accurate representation of the population. The nature of the different 
construction methods and the resultant dependant maintenance needs were 
spread over a considerable range. As it was not possible to achieve both high 
internal and high external validity (lung, 1991), rigorous objectivity was 
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necessary in obtaining data, so that cross referencing and comparisons could 
based on established facts only. 
Recording systems used by the sample providing data were required to be such 
that infonnation obtained during this research could be obtained again and 
should, thus, be exactly the same for an identical survey. However, it is 
accepted that, in the time lapse between an original and a repeat survey, there 
may be unforeseen changes in record-keeping methods. Historical data may be 
transferred from written documents onto computerised database records, and 
some detail is likely to be lost during that transfer. 
Kumar (1999) suggests that there are three basic principles that affect 
sampling. 
Principle I: 
'In a majority of cases where sampling is done, there will be a 
difference between the sample statistics and the true population mean, 
which is attributable to the selection of the units in the sample'. 
Principle 2: 
'The greater the sample size, the more accurate will be the estimate of 
the true population mean '. 
Principle 3: 
'The greater the difference in the variable under study in a population, 
for a given size, greater will be the difference between the sample 
statistics and the true population mean'. 
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Fellows and Liu (1997) stress the importance of sample size and obtaining 
'representativeness', as well as discussing the possible need for 'constrained 
sampling' (as used in this work) and the essential boundary framework that is 
required for this approach. The boundary framework is provided by a checklist 
so constructed that each site investigated complies with the identified 
boundaries. Thus the sample used in this work was not a random selection 
from a general population, but a non-random judgmental selection, taken from 
a carefully identified strata of the population. 
Oliver (1997) proposes that the key question to be asked by a researcher when 
choosing methodology is: 'What is the appropriate method or methods to 
resolve this question?' More than one method may be used, and they may be 
linked and compared, such that outcomes from different approaches may be 
focused to a common agreement. 
A simplified representation of the results of the three different methods of 
collecting (ideally) the same data is shown in figure 2.5. Areas I, 2, and 3 
represent the plotted data (which overlap, indicating the area of agreement 
between them all). The central core of this common focus provides a more 
reliable source of information than any single area alone. 
Kumar (1999) suggests that greater accuracy can be obtained by 
disproportionate stratified sampling, but that considerable rigour is necessary 
in identifying both the strata and the sample selected from it. Fellows and Liu 
(1997) suggest that this method of sampling is appropriate where the 
population occurs in distinct groups, or strata, and suggest methods of 
establishing appropriate sample size. However, whilst size is of relative 
importance, the crucial factor is to ensure that the samples themselves are truly 
representative of the population, in order to achieve a high level of validity. 
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Following Fellows and Liu (1997), Oliver (1997), and Kumar (1999), it is clear 
that each individual making up the total sample must be representative of the 
Plot of survey 3 
Common focus of 
agreement 
Plot of survey 2 
Figure 2.5 - Common Focus of Agreement by Multiple Methods. 
whole population, or as representative as is possible within the restraints of 
time and cost. In compliance with this, input from responders was first 
examined to ascertain suitability for inclusion, and those whose building did 
not match the criteria of the checklist were discounted. 
Following this scenario, it is clearly not possible to use any fonn of 'Random 
Probability' sampling technique and a mixture of 'Non-random' and 'Mixed 
(systematic) sampling' was selected. The sampling method relationship is 
shown in figure 2.6. 
Geographical distribution presents a problem of both time and cost, unless it is 
possible to collect more than one set of data at a location. The several 
industrialised building methods trials at Brighton, on the South Coast, during 
the late 1960s, and the local authorities response at the Pilot Study indicated 
that localised group data gathering might be a possible method of obtaining the 
quantity of infonnation sought within the time/cost constraint. 
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The size and complexity of the population does provide the opportunity to 
collect from a large sample, but consideration has been given to the amount of 
specific information required and the potential for diluting the data by over 
collection. Of the total population, a relatively small proportion was revealed 
by the pilot study to be available for detailed study, and 'judgemental' choice 
I TYPES OF SAMPLING 
I 
• + + Random probability Non-random probability Mixed 
sampling sampling sampling 
Quota 
.--
.. .. 1 
Simple Stratified Cluster Systematic 
random random sampling samolinl! 
sampling sampling 
Accidental r-. Judgemental 
Proportionate Single .-
stratified sampling .. stage ~ 
~ Snowball 
Dis-proportionate Double ~f-+ Multi stratified sampling .. stage stage 
Figure 2.6 - Types of Sampling Used for this Work: Relationship Diagram 
(adapted from Kumar, 1999) 
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was identified as the main route to sample selection, taken to ensure that any 
bias - even sub-consciously held - by the researcher did not influence the 
selection of further data input. This was achieved by adherence to the limiting 
parameters set out in the checklist. 
Within the limits of the buildings selected under figure 2.4, the research was 
restricted to those elements of maintenance that were indicated to be (I) of 
greatest cost significance and (2) as most important in preventing breakdowns 
by regular planned maintenance. 
The five elements considered most important were identified using the Delphi 
technique, via a panel of independent and non-communicating experts, 
anonymous to each other. Delphi is 'a structured approach to gaining the 
judgement ofa number of experts (i.e. in developing a consensus) on a specific 
issue relating to the future' (Bartol 1999) and 'to prevent the lobbiest from 
pushing their views onto others by force of personality' (Massie 1979). 
Fleet (1991), Schwatz (1980), and Dessler (1985) all confirm the descriptions 
given above, whilst Koontz and Weihrich (1998) stress the value of the 
technique as a means of obtaining several independent opinions, without any 
being influenced by any other. 
Procedures for each of the objectives varied to suit the individual requirements. 
2.6 Procedure for objective 1: 'to investigate the maintenance costs of 
traditional and system built multiple domestic accommodation buildings and 
compare their maintenance costs' . 
Lists of addresses of housing providers were obtained from web sites and 
reference library sources. In each case, an initial telephone call was made to 
establish: 
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a) That the organisation being called had buildings matching the checklists. 
b) That records were available and that the organisation was willing to 
participate in the survey. 
c) The name of the person to whom the enquiry should be sent and, where 
possible, their direct telephone number. 
Items (a) and (b) were generally given freely, but there was noticeable 
reluctance to provide (c). 
2.7 Procedure for objective 2: 'to identifY the principal maintenance cost 
categories perceived by various construction industry professions and test the 
hypotheses that 'actual highest cost maintenance categories for domestic 
dwellings are not the same as those perceived as the highest cost categories by 
domestic dwelling design professionals". 
A two-stage investigation, using a 'Delphi' survey technique, was carried out 
with 10 individual professionals operating in practices where future 
maintenance management practice would form a major part of their 
recommendations. These professionals include Architects (both in public and 
private practice), Surveyors, and Quantity Surveyors. The survey was 
conducted by establishing telephone contact, followed by an interview of 
approximately one hour. Each participant was invited to complete a simple 
questionnaire, without any prior notice of the questions, so that their 'initial 
response' would be recorded. On completion of the questionnaire, a semi-
structured discussion on building maintenance issues followed. This discussion 
period was started by using the same 'prompting question' of "what are your 
thoughts on building maintenance issues?". This was followed by "how do you 
see maintenance costs being reduced in the future?" These questions were 
selected (I) to start the discussion that could then follow the interviewees' 
particular interest, and (2) to allow the points raised to be noted without 
introducing any bias from the interviewer. 
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The results of this first round of interviews were tabulated to identify those 
categories marked as having the highest influence on building maintenance 
cost and, separately, the top five categories where regular planned maintenance 
was believed to be most important to prevent breakdowns requiring unplanned 
maintenance. These results were returned to the original panel for further 
consideration of the reduced range of categories, and those 'second round' 
results tabulated as round one, indicating the primary category believed to have 
the greatest influence on maintenance costs. Similar calculations indicated the 
category considered most important for preventative maintenance (if 
breakdowns and unplanned maintenance and repairs are to be avoided), and 
other categories (ranked in importance). 
2.8 Procedure for objective 3: 'to measure and compare the use of 
planned 
preventative maintenance programmes against other maintenance and repair 
policies' . 
Data for objective 3 was obtained as question 10 of the questionnaire for 
objective I (shown in chapter four). Contributors were asked to indicate those 
methods of maintenance used - where more than one might apply - and to 
indicate the predominate method in a second column. Question 10 is shown as 
figure 2.7. 
Restraints of time and cost required that fieldwork was kept to a minimum. 
Visits and interviews were carried out for objectives I and 3, where 
specifically requested by the potential interviewee during the initial telephone 
contact. The form of interview granted was generally the only opportunity to 
extract the required data from a mass of record sheets. All participants in the 
Delphi survey for objective 2 were interviewed, with a set time limit of one 
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hour. Geo!,rraphically, the interviewees ranged from Southwest and Southeast 
England, through London and the Midlands to Manchester. 
(QIO) 
Maintenance work is done: ("those that apply,J,) (the predominate method is " .j,) 
1 Only done when considered necessary. B § 2 Only done when something breaks down. 
0 3 Done as soon as necessary. 0 0 D 4 As a planned maintenance routine. D D 5 A mixture of more than one, (" them). D D 6 Left until funds available. D 
7 Other 
Figure 2.7 - Question 10 Extracted from Questionnaire. 
Following Denscombe (1998) and the need for uniformity in selecting a 
sample - combined with the pilot study's indication that being overcautious 
and restrictive in specification of the sample could result in limited data being 
obtained - a checklist (Appendix 4a) was used to check that the buildings 
forming the sample all fell into the same category (i.e. whilst they are not all 
identical, as a model of the Ford Mondeo car, they are all of the same type -
i.e. salon - and in size and price range). Thus, the boundary for the sample was 
limited to buildings of the same type and occupational use, with the different 
build methods being identified from the questionnaire survey. 
Some survey replies were in very precise form, with percentages calculated to 
2 decimal points, but generally, the replies were rounded to the nearest whole 
percentage point (or £ 1000). The survey did not ask for precise calculation, as 
it was anticipated that responders would begrudge the time required. Necessary 
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calculations to convert from pounds to percentages, etc., were generally done 
by the researcher. 
The Delphi survey to establish the 'instinctive reaction' of industry 
professionals was initially programmed to be carried out within a three-month 
period and was completed during November 2001. Input from this survey is 
used in preparing the questionnaire for the main survey, which commenced in 
January 2002 and was completed by March 2002. 
Returned questionnaires were reviewed against the checklist to ensure that the 
information referred to the appropriate building type (i.e. multiple domestic 
accommodation). Those questionnaires not applicable to the research were 
discarded. 
A master list of each enquiry sent out was generated at the same time as 
address labels were printed. This list was not definitive as the introductory 
cover slip asked the recipient to pass the enquiry on if they were not the correct 
person or department to be able to provide the information. The responders 
were also listed and compared to the initial enquiry list. 
Output from the numerical data obtained is analysed in chapter 4, and, 
following discussion in chapter 4, the conclusions shown in chapter 6. This 
data was obtained from the main questionnaire survey and is presented in 
various forms. As it was not possible to view and vet every individual building 
for which a survey return was made, the vetting was by comparison of the 
returned questionnaire against the checklist, discarding all those that did not fit 
within the limits of the defined category. An initial target of 500 enquiries was 
increased to 784, following improved leads to likely sources of information. A 
response rate of 11. 7% gross was obtained, resulting in a net input of 4.9% 
(when adjusted within the limits of the checklist to achieve uniformity). 
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All information supplied as part of this research has been treated as 
confidential. Members of the Delphi survey panel were given the choice of 
their identity remaining confidential, or being included in a list of panel 
members on completion of the research. Every Delphi survey questionnaire 
invitation contained the option for the organisation to remain anonymous and 
for the individual completing the questionnaire to remain anonymous. The 
main survey offered no choice and assured anonymity. This was deliberately 
worded to encourage response, following indications - given verbally during 
the pilot survey - that some responsibility for the way that maintenance issues 
were managed might be attributable to individuals if the outcome showed their 
management as less efficient than another method. 
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Chapter 3 - Literature Review. 
3.1 Introduction 
This Literature Review was developed after the initial research outline design. 
Following Denscombe (1998), it considers existing work on the subject, 
identifies key issues, and indicates 'where the research is coming from'. 
Theories and principles influencing previous works by others are discussed 
and compared as a starting point. Following Fellows, Liu (1997), and Oliver 
(1997), these are reviewed under topics common to various writers, rather 
than as inputs from the writers themselves. 
Not all writers have defined the meanings of terms used in their texts and 
whilst File (1991) defines maintenance as 'the act of keeping in repair' (citing 
the Oxford Dictionary as his source), a better definition may be found in 
Clifton (1974). Clifton identifies the discrepancies in meanings attributed to 
'planned maintenance' and uses British Standard 3811:1964, titled 'Glossary 
of General Terms Used in Maintenance Organisations'. This describes 
planned maintenance as 'the maintenance organised and carried out with 
forethought, control, and the use of records to a predetermined plan'. An 
extract of this standard is reproduced in Appendix 1. 
During the initial reading for this review, it became apparent that there are 
many publications dealing with facilities management and the organisation 
and planning of maintenance procedures for plant and equipment, and 
relatively few concerned with the building fabric itself. Of those publications 
dealing with plant maintenance, many were concerned with production plant 
in a factory environment. However, some of the procedures advocated, and 
the graphical analyses presented, that are discussed here as the underlying 
principles of preventing deterioration through systematic maintenance may be 
considered the same when applied to buildings (Howlett 1991, Chudley 1981, 
File 1991). 
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Relevant charts and diagrams have been reproduced which contain references 
to machines or plant, and maintenance being carried out whilst being in action 
or not operating. Rather than abridge the original work, the original text has 
been reproduced with added subtitles: 'buildings' for 'machines' and 'plant'; 
'occupied' to represent 'running'; and 'unoccupied' to represent 'stopped'. 
3.2 Types of Maintenance 
The consensus between many writers, including Howlett (1991), White 
(1973), Husband (1976), and File (1991), is that all maintenance falls into one 
of the following four principal categories: 
I) Replacement instead of maintenance, 
2) Planned replacement, 
3) Breakdown maintenance, and 
4) Preventative maintenance. 
1) Replacement instead of maintenance: an item may be more efficiently 
replaced than repaired. Even if maintained to its original standard, an item 
may not be considered adequate by today's standards. Double glazed and 
draught proofed 'replacement windows' may be included in this category. 
2) Planned replacement: allows for deliberate minimal maintenance from 
the outset. Good quality equipment is installed with the intention of replacing 
it after a predetermined span of time. Heating boilers still operating reliably 
are replaced with current technology and fuel conversion efficiency. The 
introduction of condensing boilers could be included under this category. 
3) Breakdown maintenance (or run-to-failure maintenance): involves 
only minor servicing or lubrication, if any. The item is operated until it fails 
and is then maintained. The item must be something that can allow the 
building to operate without it working, and this can involve a duplication of 
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the item to allow for the eventual breakdown. Ventilation fans and the like 
could be i ncl uded under this category. 
4) Preventive maintenance: reqUIres systematic and regular planned 
checking and maintenance to prevent breakdown. This is generally used to 
prevent business-critical failures, where the cost of breakdown is likely to be 
far greater than the cost of the repair. Sealed buildings cannot be used without 
their air-conditioning and heating systems, and high-rise buildings lose 
efficiency without lifts operating. Preventive maintenance tS required by 
legislation for certain operations (for example, lift maintenance). 
The separation and identification of planned and unplanned maintenance 
policies is discussed by various writers, with, perhaps, the clearest 
diagrammatic example being Howlett ( 1991), reproduced below as figure 3.1. 
MAlNTENANCE 
I I I 
Corrective Preventative 
maintenance marenance 
I I 
Systematic maintenance Condition based maintenance 
Figure 3.1 - Maintenance Policies (Howlett 1991) 
This basic separation analysis is taken further by White (1973), although the 
terminology is different. Where Howlett's initial separation of all maintenance 
is into corrective and preventive, White inserts an additional tier of planned 
and unplanned maintenance at the top of the tree (shown as figure 3.2) and 
makes further separations of method lower down. These must be considered 
as events, if unplanned, rather than planned activities. White and Howlett also 
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consider various other policies, and the interrelationship of prevention to cure. 
White, who uses further sub-categories to identifY whether the 
machinelbuilding can be running/open during the maintenance operation, 
considers the effect of maintenance work on the usability of the building 
(figure 3.2). . 
Further subdivisions are indicated by Husband (1976), who shows the position 
of the 'unplanned' maintenance item in a 'planned maintenance' environment. 
A 'decision tree' indicating the various forms of maintenance and their 
interrelationship is shown in figure 3.3. Husband expands the relationship 
between the various forms of maintenance to a much fuller extent than either 
White or Howlett, and to the extent that Howlett's initial analysis appears 
over-simplistic. 
Maintenance 
I Plann~d maintenance 
I I I I 
Preventive Corrective Unplanned 
Maintenance. Maintenance. maintenance 
I I I 
Runnihg Shu,Jo!.n Brehdown Emergency 
(occupied) unoccupied) (un/occupied) (un/occupied) 
maintenance. maintenance. Maintenancc. maintenance 
Figure 3.2 - Maintenance Policies (White 1973) 
The incidence of (or allowing provision for unprogrammed maintenance as 
part of) a preventive maintenance policy is explored by Husband (1976), who 
provides an argument for what he describes as 'running to breakdown'. Both 
Husband and Clifton suggest that such a deliberate procedure is only possible 
where back up equipment is available. This must cover the period during 
which corrective maintenance will be done as a result of the breakdown. Thus, 
a ventilation system with two fans can be run until the operating fan breaks 
down. The other one will then operate whilst the first one is repaired. Mobley 
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(1990) claims that repaIr costs for 'run to failure' breakdowns are 
approximately three times higher than for the same repair made within a 
scheduled or preventive mode. Both Husband and Mobley make the point 
that, in order to operate a reactive breakdown maintenance policy; the 
facilities must exist and be quickly available, so that the reactive repair can be 
carried out immediately. Chudley (1981) argues for planned maintenance, 
claiming that 'a planned maintenance program will make the most efficient 
use of resources such as men and equipment'. He goes on to state that 
'emergency maintenance is something to be avoided whenever possible'. 
RICS Practice Note 4 (1980) echoes the above point, but accepts the 
inevitability of emergencies, stating that 'the prudent manager will therefore 
plan against such emergencies'. It also states that: 'before any effective or 
economic maintenance programme can be prepared, a policy must be agreed 
between the client and the maintenance manager within which the manager 
can operate'. 
This degree of importance given to establishing a 'policy' is confinned by an 
advice note to Local Authorities from the Department of the Environment in 
the same year, which states: 'for many years, repairs and maintenance in 
Local Government have been dominated by the idea of doing the best possible 
with as much money as could be obtained; this has been the overall measure 
of performance. But conditions have changed; tenants want a reliable service 
- may even be prepared to pay more for it - and authorities themselves want a 
more objective measure of 'best possible' (Department of the Environment, 
Maintenance Review Paper,1980). 
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YES I Was the maintenance job planned? I I NO I 
- ... 
... r Planned maintenance I Unplanned maintenance 
-. ... 
Is it a breakdown? Yes ~ Corrective ~ No I.- Could maintenance there he 
.- st..."Iious 
consequcn 
No r ,. Then its to prevent a ces'! 
breakdown 
--. ~ 
-
Are only conswnables being 
replaced? I Yes I 
• • Preventative maintenance Emergency 
• 
maintenance 
Is the work to be done 
already kno\\n? 
• I No I Is dismantling and test necessary to fmd out? 
• • Examination 1 I Yes No I . I Inspection 
• I Condition based 
maintenance 
Is or must me machine be stopped (i.c. Building vacated)? 
J ~ 
Running No Yes f-+ Shutdown maintenance maintenance 
J 
I No Is it a major job? H Yes 
• y Servicing Repair Overhaul It-
Figure 3.3 Decision tree illustrating the relationship between various forms of 
maintenance. Source: Department of Industry. 1980. 
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approach. The report is concerned mainly with the maintenance work 
necessary before any re-let of vacant houses and how to avoid the periods of 
non-occupancy between tenants. It suggests that part of the non-occupancy 
problem is caused by new tenants refusing to move in until repairs are 
completed. It also concedes that lack of proper maintenance may have caused 
the original tenants to move out' 
3.3 Costs of Maintenance 
The actual costs of maintenance, if the amounts spent are accepted as the 
actual costs forming the basis of the published figures, vary considerably 
within individual categories. The accounting methods are not necessarily the 
same and comparisons may not be valid. Information from published guides 
by the Chartered Institute of Building, The Royal Institute of Chartered 
Surveyors, and the Royal Institute of British Architects are thus not suitable 
for comparison, as there is no common standard or 'control sample' against 
which to make critical comparison. A need for specific empirical research was 
thus found to be necessary and is shown later, in Chapter Four. 
File (1991) suggests that, for maintenance to be effective in keeping the 
equipment in proper operating order - and to be economically operated - the 
maintenance aspect of the plantlbuilding must be considered at the initial 
purchase stage. This may, and preferably will, involve much consideration at 
the design stage, for it is then that the choice of equipment and finings is 
made. Low cost finings may require greater and more expensive maintenance 
than a higher quality, but higher cost, equivalent. 
In discussing maintenance budgets, Mann (1982) states that 'most budgets are 
categorised according to labour, material, and equipment'. He suggests an 
alternative, where the same amount of money is allocated to what it will be 
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actually spent on. By this method, management can alter the emphasis on 
maintenance, perhaps to enhance the visible image of the property. By 
spending a greater proportion on external painting and less on internal 
decorations, the building (and hence the organisation?) will appear smarter 
and more prosperous to the outsider. Wireman (1990) comments that 'one of 
the prime attitudes here is the sacrificing of long term planning for short term 
gains' . 
3.4 Costs of Not Maintaining 
The direct cost of maintenance or remedial work necessary because of failure 
wiJI, at best, be the same as it would be for the work being done before failure, 
as part of preventive maintenance. The indications are that the cost will be 
greater, and may be up to three times as high (Mobley 1990). Indirect costs 
can vary from nil, where there is no financial penalty attributable to the 
breakdown, up to the total measurable loss caused by closing a building whilst 
the maintenance is carried out. 
The possible losses and costs consequent upon an ingress of water, because of 
lack of roof maintenance on a hotel building, could include: 
a) Cost of re-accommodating guests. 
b) Compensation for damage to guest's luggage/property. 
c) Loss of future trade from those guests affected. 
d) Loss of current profit from those guests who have to leave. 
e) Repairs to plaster work and decorations. 
f) Replacement or cleaning of carpets and furniture. 
g) Loss of additional income until the rooms affected are 
reopened (The Caterer, 1998). 
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3.5 Penalties of Not Maintaining 
Statutory requirements exist for certain classes of equipment: gas boilers, lift 
equipment (passenger and goods), and fire detection systems being examples. 
Failure to adhere to the requirements laid down by these regulations is an 
offence prosecutable by the Health and Safety Executive (whilst outside the 
scope of this work, it should be noted that there are also penalties, under the 
Construction (Design and Management) regulations for failure to notifY the 
HSE of maintenance work falling within prescribed limits of type and 
manpower involvement, etc.). 
Failure to maintain the built environment may constitute a breach of statute, 
leading to prosecution resulting in a fine or closure of the premises. 
Inadequate maintenance may lead to the deterioration of working conditions. 
This, in turn, may result in non-productivity from staff: sickness, malingering, 
strikes and resignations (Facilities Management UK, Nov 98). Potential loss 
centres as a result of failure to maintain are shown as figure 3.4. 
3.6 Cost Control and Recording Procedures 
'A cost control system must provide accurate costings for work and materials 
for all maintenance activities' (White 1973). This quotation sums up the 
underlying theme of Lewis (1960), written when industry was 'beginning to 
turn' to automation and capital intensive equipment. Although much of this 
'capital intensive' equipment was new and of unknown reliability, Lewis's 
forcast has been proven correct by subsequent events. Building's 
manangement systems are now widely available and most buildings of any 
size are now being operated and monitored by automatic systems and controls. 
Seeley (1993) illustrates manual record keeping and also advocates the use of 
a computerized system to track activity and provide cost feedback. 
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I CONSEQUENCES I I POTENTIAL LOSSES I 
~ Loss of image - I Sales/profit margin I externally 
f-+ Loss of image - Non-productivity internally 
-
absence - sickness 
-
malingering 
-
strikes 
-
resignation 
FAILURE OF Reduced productivity BUILDING 
ASSET sickness 
MANAGEMENT ~ recuperation PROCEDURES go-slow 
AND BAD falling confidence 
STRATEGIC falling moral 
PLANMNG staff turnover 
Recruitment costs 
Ergonomic deficiencies J-. -Inefficient working conditions 
-Inefficient equipment 
Breach of Statute r-. - Fine 
- Closure 
- Non-productivity 
- Reduced productivity 
Breach of contract r--. e.g. Tenns ofle.se - Damages 
-
Forfeiture 
- Lost control of works 
- Eviction 
Breach of Asset - Excessive depreciation 
management plan r--. - Premature obsolescence 
- Excessive remedial costs 
Figure 3.4 - Potential Consequences and Losses of Failure of Building Asset 
Management Plan (Facilities Management (UK), November 1998). 
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Ten cost (or budget) headings are identified by White, as: 
I) External decoration. 
2) Internal decoration. 
3) Main structure (including windows and gutters). 
4) Internal construction (including partitions and doors). 
5) Fittings (shelves, closets, etc). 
6) Plumbing and sanitary services. 
7) Mechanical, gas, and air conditioning services. 
8) Electrical services (including kitchens). 
9) External and civil engineering works. 
10) Routine cleaning. 
Although White identified cost headings, actual costs for a specific period of 
time were not incl uded. Cost data collected by the main survey has followed 
these cost headings to establish a pattern for future surveys to enable a 
'change over time' comparison to be made at a future date. 
The basic concept of a cost-centered approach is supported by Mann (1982), 
and Husband (1976), who also suggest and support the use of computerized 
systems for record keeping. Later publications - File (1991) and Howlett 
(1991) - refer to the use of computers as an everyday tool of maintenance, 
indicating the rate of development during the intervening period. 
3.7 Budget Forecasting and Provision 
Yeates (1994) suggests the operation of a sinking fund arrangement to provide 
a cost buffer for major repairs. An example is given of a spread sheet 
calculation showing the build-up and depletion of this fund over a period of 
35 years. This enables a proportion of annual maintenance costs to be held in 
a specifically identified budget, until the fund is large enough and the job 
needs doing. Thus, a roof that will need overhaul in 20 years' time requires 
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1/20th of that cost allocated for each year until then (interest earned, inflation, 
etc., must also be accounted for). For his example, based on Housing 
Association stock, he uses an annual contribution to the sinking fund of O. 85% 
of capital value per property. Different types of building, and differing use 
buildings may require a different percentage contribution, or a contribution on 
a different basis, but the underlying principle of making provision for future 
expenditure remains valid. 
3.8 Life Cycle Costing Hnd Terotechnology 
Terotechnology has been defined as 'a combination of engmeenng, 
management, financial, and other practices applied to physical assets in 
pursuit of economic life cycle costs' (Terotechnology for Better Resource 
Management Conference, 1975). 
Life cycle costs are the cumulative costs associated with acquisition, using, 
and keeping in desired condition (until final disposal) (File 1991). These can 
be summarised as the cost of operation, plus the cost of ownership, over a 
period of time calculated to give the best return for investment. 'Proper 
maintenance management, therefore, should embrace not only managing the 
building in use, but also play an important part in its procurement (Chanter et 
ai, 1996). This calculated approach to the economic life of a building is not 
appropriate where buildings are maintained in use because of their historic or 
architectural merit. 
Husband states that terotechnology is another name for life cycle 
management, but stresses the need for 'design for reliability'. The underiying 
philosophy is that the life and operation of a building, including its initial 
design, planned use, running costs, maintenance requirements, and initial 
capital investment must ail be balanced, such that the total overall cost is 
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minimised. 'At the design stage of the process, the designer is disciplined to 
design out maintenance and desib'll in reliability'. This cannot be done without 
the co-operation of the team of managers responsible for the various 
departments that will eventually operate the finished building. The process is 
geared to a long term payoff, and the inevitable higher initial costs will 
require positive justification to achieve the support of stake holders who will 
have to wait longer for an overall return on their investment, even if it is a 
greater return. Parslow (1992) advocates the application of individual life cost 
assessments - to all separate items of plant at the design/installation stage - as 
crucial for the overall philosophy to be effective. A published article by 
Stuart Bell on life cycle costing is reproduced in Appendix 8 (Construction 
Computing 5, October 1999). 
3.9 Maintenance Policy Decisions 
Yeates (1994) suggests that maintenance policy decisions are controlled by 
available finance and that it is inevitable that maintenance need will exceed 
available resource. He suggests that any planned preventative maintenance 
system must be part of an overall maintenance policy - a component part of 
medium term strategic planning, affecting the whole organisation. Lund 
(1998) states 'probably the most difficult part of maintenance work is to 
make the parties involved aware of its benefits, and the drawbacks of no 
maintenance' . 
'Rational decisions on policy and procedure reqUire the identification of 
operational and cost objectives for the maintenance department, starting with 
the identification of maintenance tasks, the standards to be achieved, and the 
limits of cost' (Lee 1987). 
Six 'types of decisions' are identified: 
I. Preventive versus failure maintenance. 
2. Internal or external service personnel. 
3. Repair versus replace. 
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4. Contract versus single incident negotiation for external services. 
5. Replacement parts inventory. 
6. Maintenance job assignment control. 
Lee's graphical presentation of the interaction of these decisions is shown in 
figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 - Maintenance Decision Network (Reed 1967) 
Lee's analysis supports Yeates's contention that available budget controls the 
primary maintenance policy decision: the selection of some form of either 
preventative or failure maintenance. He suggests that, frequently, the decision 
is not made deliberately, and states: 'in most cases, maintenance decisions are 
based on expediency and, over a period of time, represent a series of ad hoc 
and unrelated compromises between the immediate physical needs of the 
building and the availability of finance'. 
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Yeates (1994) argues that planned preventative maintenance is the key 
element in operating at minimal maintenance cost. However, the fact remains 
that, if there is a shortfall in expected available finance - perhaps caused by 
factors outside the immediate control of the management - then reducing or 
delaying maintenance work will reduce expenditure immediately. These 
'outside factors' may be poor sales or high interest rates, producing results 
that are not as anticipated. This basic economic force may be the cause of the 
ad hoc compromises identified by Lee (1996). 
3.10 Condition Surveys, Standards, and Monitoring Systems 
The starting point in any maintenance programme is to determine the current 
condition of the property to be maintained. Different standards may be 
expected by various occupiers, but all writers agree that conducting a 
condition survey is the first step - and the actual condition can then be 
compared with the desired condition. Clifton (1974) suggests a preliminary 
'general appraisal of the whole situation'. This appraisal is to obtain an overall 
view of the situation, general state of the property, skills available to make a 
full survey, and budget parameters for the whole project. Holmes et al (1996) 
support this view. If consultants are brought in, it is difficult to imagine how 
they may get to know the extent of the problem without this step. An existing 
employee may already have much of the knowledge that an outsider will gain 
in this way. Clifton's first-step 'general appraisal' advice is supported by 
Holmes et al (1996), who state that too much detail at an early stage can result 
in abortive work. The information may have a relatively short shelf life and, 
thus, be out of date before it can be acted upon. Yeates (1994) advocates the 
use of a pro-forma survey form during the initial condition survey and 
indicates factors that need to be considered in the design of a satisfactory 
survey form. His diagram, illustrating factors influencing the design of such a 
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fonn, is reproduced in fig 3.6 by pennission of The Chartered Institute of 
Building. 
Timetable 
The Questions 
Aims & 
Objectives 
Number of 
Surveyors 
Surveyor Skills 
--------.. I S~~y I 44~--------
'" 
Budget 
Survey techniques 
Type of analysis 
Figure 3.6 - Factors Influencing the Design of the Survey Form 
(CIOB Construction Papers, 1996) 
Special surveying skills may be required, and it is important that the surveyor 
identifies the condition of the building and its components, and does not 
produce a list of defects only (CML 1994). The condition of the 'good' parts 
of the building must also be identified, and the use of the pro-forma approach 
suggested by Yeates may be important in ensuring that all aspects are covered. 
Where more than one surveyor is engaged in similar work (i.e. multiple 
buildings), it is important that unifonnity of interpretation of the pro-fonna is 
achieved, so that comparison of results is made on an equal basis. Subjective 
views of individual surveyors, whilst they may be important, should not affect 
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the marking system, and comments are better expressed as additional notes 
(Lee 1987). 
Information gained from surveys is vital for the future maintenance process, 
but too much information can be overwhelming (CML 1994). Even with the 
use of computer data base storage, excess data is time consuming to the user 
and a hierarchy of general categories, down to detailed information, should be 
established, so that retrieval can be at the level required (CML 1994, 
Buckland 1993, Holmes et al 1996). The information needed from a survey 
will vary with the particular requirements of the organisation, but the 
following six general objectives are suggested by Holmes et al (1996): 
a) establish maintenance priorities; 
b) assess the maintenance backlog; 
c) prepare maintenance strategies; 
d) calculate maintenance budgets; 
e) upgrade property files; 
f) provide data for stock valuations. 
In testing the survey 'on site', Holmes found that surveyors had difficulty in 
assessing the need for an element more than five years in advance. However, 
as the survey procedure is a dynamic programme, repeated every fourth or 
fifth year, it is possible to confirm or defer proposed action within the critical 
period. Data collected is wasted if the information cannot be acted on within 
the same year. 
Whilst current standards or conditions may be shown to be good as a result of 
a survey, they may not be the desired condition or standard. Careful analysis 
of user requirements is clearly essential if the survey is to have a worthwhile 
benefit to the commissioners. Even if maintained at an 'as new' condition, 
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unless the original designer had accurately anticipated the future requirements 
of the building, that standard could now be inadequate. The relationship 
between user requirements, future expectation, maintenance, and 
modernisation is shown in figure.3.7 (Lee 1987). 
Original 
standard 
Standards 
Deterioration 
US(""f requirements 
Improvements 
Maintenance 
Fig 3.7 - Relationsbip Between Maintenance and Improvements 
(Lee ]987) 
'The gap between the deteriorating original condition and the increasing 
expectation of the building user increases with the passage of time and, even if 
the building is maintained at original condition, more may be required by the 
occupiers than can be achieved without improvement or modernisation in later 
years' (Lee 1987). 
For the condition of buildings to be monitored so that a measure of the rate of 
deterioration can be assessed, records must be clear about the condition on 
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previous inspections. Clifton (1974) and Holmes et al (1996) have suggested 
that survey results need to be updated yearly, giving one year as maximum 
shelf life. This may not be possible in all cases, and may need to be more 
frequent in others. Where maintenance has been deferred, it may become 
critical before the next monitoring visit. A window that is scheduled for 
replacement next year, because it is beyond economic repair, may fall apart in 
use and have to be replaced immediately. If we consider the scenario where 
the window does not fail, and funds are very limited, replacement may be 
deferred again. 
This last deferment would be a subjective decision taken by the surveyor, 
based on his assessment of the rate of deterioration. If the surveyor is not the 
same one that made previous inspections, there will only be the records, kept 
as part of the monitoring system, on which to base a decision. "Condition 
monitoring can only be effective if a failure can be predicted by some form of 
deteriorating performance over a sufficient period of time" (File 1991). 
Figure 3.8 illustrates the relationship between acceptable standard and 
maintenance requirement during the life of a building. Within the limits of 
optimal and minimum acceptable standards, shown by the shaded area, routine 
repairs can operate on a pre-planned basis. Unexpected failures (6) require 
immediate emergency action to return the standard of the building to within 
the acceptable limits. 
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Demolition or modernisation 
1- Lowest acceptable standard in time of use. The upward slope 
of the line symboJizes change in the level of requirements. 
2- Optimal standard during time of use; the area between lines I 
and 2 is the accepted standard area. 
I, 
3- Element with immutable quality (i.e. horizontal line). 
4- Rapid wear, leading to maintenance during time of use (e.g. 
wallpaper). 
5- Slow, undramatic change during time of use; can be 
compensated by providing higher standard from the beginning. 
6- Dramatic failure, calling for immediate action (e.g. leakage in 
water or sanitary installations). 
Figure 3.8 - Maintenance Requirements Related to Standards Over a 
Period of Time (Lee 1987). Source: ECE; Proceedings of Seminar on 
Management Maintenance and Modernisation of Housing (Warsaw, 
United Nations, 1969). 
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3.11 Time scale of Maintenance Programs 
Timing of many maintenance operations will depend on the nature of the work 
to be done. Patching of small areas or parts can be an on-going activity with 
little inconvenience to occupiers, whilst replacement of major components or 
protective coverings may require careful scheduling to minimise disruption to 
the use of the building. The frequency of repair/replacement depends on the 
reaction between the exposure and use conditions, and the resisting properties 
of the building element. Lee (1987) suggests the following six categories: 
Those which should last the lifetime of the building (e.g. 
foundations). 
2 Those whose life can be extended by regular maintenance (e.g. 
roof tiles). 
3 Those which wear out in normal use (e.g. floor coverings). 
4 Those which achieve obsolescence because of changing 
fashion or technology. 
5 Those which are exposed to weather (e.g. external; cladding 
and roof coverings). 
6 Protective coverings which require renewal to prolong the life 
of the protected element. 
The typical cycle of renewal suggested by Lee and shown in figure 3.9 is 
probably more suited as a financial planning tool than as a work programming 
aid, when consideration is given to the identified difficulty for a surveyor to 
recommend work more than four or five years ahead. Lee uses the chart 
(figure 3.9) to estimate cash flow (at current prices) for a sixty year 
anticipated life of the building. 
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Figure 3.9 - Renewal Cycle Planning Chart. 
Adapted from Lee (1987). 
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3.12 Mathematics for Maintenance 
This condensed extract and reference is included to indicate the extent and 
complexity of predicting maintenance failure. Whilst largely outside the main 
scope of this research, this example is included to show that record keeping is 
essential, as it is only with the application of data from past perfonnance that 
any prediction of failure is to be calculated. 
For a preventative maintenance programme to be effective, it is essential to 
predict the frequency and probability of breakdown. Thus, if it can be shown 
that a lift will malfunction after 5000 activities, it is necessary to arrange a 
service interval that will be less than 5000 uses. This will help to prevent 
breakdowns, but may not be frequent enough to minimise overall costs. It is 
also possible that overall costs might be less if the lift was run to breakdown 
before servicing. It is thus necessary to have a method of calculating the most 
economic servicing schedule to prevent unnecessary wear and reduce the 
probability of breakdowns. There will be an end to the time scale of this 
schedule, when, despite regular maintenance, the lift will require capital 
funding for refurbishment and replacement of major components. The 
following example is taken from the University of Bath Construction Study 
Unit, Faculty of Architecture and Civil Engineering (Robinson A, 1991, 
Management Science Module). 
A calculated probability that an event will occur is given by enumerating all 
the possibilities: 
Number of cases favourable to E 
P(E) = 
Total number of possible cases 
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This simple calculation gives the 'true' probability, but can only be achieved 
by overcoming the difficulty of how to enumerate the possible cases. An 
alternative is to physically count by observation. This is the 'frequency' 
definition of probability, and the greater number of observations, the closer 
the frequency approaches the 'true' probability. Thus prEY ~ 0 means that (E) 
will not occur, and P(E)~l means that (E) is certain to occur. 
The probability of joint failures occurring is generally considered as one 
failure if they are attributable to the same cause, and as separate events if 
attributable to different causes. The probability of two events, (A) and (B), 
occurring, which are not dependant on each other, is prAY x P(E). Thus, if the 
probability that event A will occur is 0.25, and the probability that B will 
occur is 0.33, then the probability that these two independent events will occur 
at the same time is: 
prAY x P(B) ~ 0.25 x 0.33 ~ 0.0825 
Thus, the probability of several (N) independent events occurring at the same 
time is thus: P(A 1) x P(A~ x P(A3) x ... . P(A,J 
Where events are dependant on each other, the probability that (A) occurs, 
given that (B) occurs, leads to the probability of the joint occurrence as P(A) x 
P(B/A). Using the above example, this gives a probability of: 
P(A) x P(B/A) = 0.25 x (033/0.25) = 0.33 
The above concepts can be applied to the calculation of maintenance 
schedules, especially where mechanical or electrical equipment is involved. 
The following example illustrates the application: 
Consider a piece of equipment that has operated without failure from time 0 
when it started, to time T; what can we say about the probability that it will 
run without failure to time T + I? 
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Let A be the event 'equipment runs from 0 to T', and 
8 be the event 'equipment runs from Tto T+ I. 
The probability that the equipment runs from 0 to T, and from T to T + 
1 is : 
P(8IA) x P(A) 
Thus, if R(I) is what we shall call the reliability of the equipment (that 
is, the probability that it runs fault-free from 0 to I). 
Probability [equipment runs fault free from T to T + t, knowing that it 
has run fault free from 0 to T] = R(T + I}IR(I) 
If the records show that, for some times Tand I, R(T)=0.7, and R(T + 
I) = 0.6, and inspection at T shows that the equipment is running, we 
can say that the probability that it will continue to T + t is 0.6/0.7 = 
0.8571 
It must be remembered that this form of calculation can show, as in the 
example above, that the equipment is more likely to continue working than 
fail; there is no account taken of wear and deterioration that may result from 
further, prolonged use. Eventually, capital (rather than maintenance funded) 
refurbishment will be required. However, none of the writers cited so far 
appear to have considered a process for optimising the working economic life 
of equipment where historical records are not available. The timing of capital 
replacement works can be calculated using probability theory as above, but, 
again, it is necessary to obtain reliability estimates from observation of similar 
equipment in similar use situations. 
3.13 Industrialised Building: Origins and Methods. 
Non-traditional forms of construction can use innovative methods, including 
(usually) some off-site prefabrication. Used extensively during the I 960s, 
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some forms of construction - that are now subject to the true test of time -
may require an innovative approach to maintenance. 
'After years of trying to plug holes in two of Old ham's best-known landmarks 
... the Landlord that manages Oldham's ex-council called a halt to repairs and 
took an entirely different approach'. Faced with water penetration and 
insulation at less than current standards, this manager decided to clad the 
entire 15 storey buildings with a waterproof insulated cladding. Additional to 
stopping the water penetration, this treatment is predicted to generate savings 
in fuel and CO2 emissions up to 20% (CIOB Construction Manager, February 
2003). 
Built of pre-cast concrete and using techniques at the forefront of the then-
current technology, the waterproofing between the large concrete cladding 
panels proved inadequate over time. Other types of 'industrialised building' 
have also exhibited weakness, either in the form of water penetration or 
through structural failure. Explanation of some of the more common forms is, 
therefore, appropriate. 
Industrialised building methods, partly using trades and industries other than 
solely the traditional construction industry, require a common unit of 
measurement: a 'module'. A building sized at multiples of the module can 
utilize degrees of pre-assembly. 
'Modular construction' is, thus, a global term, descriptive of building 
components and parts ranging from small standard components (e.g. door and 
window frames, etc.) right through to substantial 'delivered ready to use' 
buildings (e.g. washrooms and canteens). These 'ready to use' solutions may 
be delivered, requiring just connection to the main services - drainage, water, 
and electricity - to be ready for use. A Modular Building may thus be 
described as a complete building, assembled from modular units that comprise 
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both the envelope and the structure (Gibb, 1999). The essential component is a 
core unit of measurement - a 'module' - used as a standard grid throughout 
the structure (MacLean et aI, 1993). The standardization of component sizes 
and off-site manufacture are compatible to the extent that they may be 
considered synonymous (White, 1965, Gibb, 1999). 
Using Gibb's (1999) definition of a modular building, component parts, 
manufactured off-site as degrees ofpre-assembly, fall into two categories; 
Volumetric: a unit that encloses a virtually finished usable space, 
requiring little work on site - connection of services, perhaps. 
Washrooms and kitchens fall in to this category, as do bedrooms 
complete with en-suite bathrooms used by roadside Hotel chains. 
2 Non-volumetric: units and parts that do not form a usable space, but 
may comprise plumbing stacks or wiring looms. The door and frame 
fitted to a Hotel bedroom before delivery to site becomes part of the 
volumetric unit, whilst the door and frame delivered to site with the 
door fitted and hung in its frame as a corridor fire break is non-
volumetric. All the pre-cast concrete sections or timber framed wall 
panels, etc., used in forms of industrialised building systems are, thus, 
non-volumetric. 
Quoting vanous sources, Gibb (1998) identifies the differences between 
prefabrication and pre-assembly as: 
'Prefabrication is a manufacturing process, generally taking place at a 
specialised facility, in which various materials are joined to form a component 
part of the final installation'. 
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'Pre-assembly is a process by which vanous materials, prefabricated 
components, and/or equipment are joined together at a remote location for 
subsequent installation as a sub-unit. It is generally focused on a system'. 
A 'system' can be considered as a method of building differently to the 
traditional bricks and mortar approach. Generally, separate contractors had 
their own separate system of industrial building usually, but not always, 
utilising prefabrication as a main difference to traditional methods (Maclean 
et aI, \993). 
3.14 Origins of and Incentives for Prefabrication: A Brief History. 
'I have been looking eagerly, ever since I took office, for some system of 
prefabrication which would enable us to build houses in the same way as cars 
and airplanes. So far, my search has been in vain, but I do not despair' 
(Aneurin Bevan, Minister of State for Health, 1945). 
What Aneurin Bevan was looking for in 1945 did not really exist then in 
Britain. There were various designs and systems beginning to emerge, 
particularly in America where the Modem Movement of Architecture 
provided encouragement. The possible benefits of usmg modern 
manufacturing methods to create buildings was an incentive to the 
manufacturers, and the stark angularity made fashionable by the Modem 
Movement made sectional construction easier. 
At the end of the Second World War, the newly elected Labour Government 
was faced with, and had foreseen, the problem of a severe housing shortage. 
Many houses had been destroyed or badly damaged, and many of the skilled 
workers needed to construct new homes had been killed in the war. Craftsmen 
were too few to train the numbers of apprentices needed to fill the vacancies. 
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In any case, the time taken to train these men in traditional methods would 
have been too long to cope with the immediate demand. There was also a 
shortage of young men to train in traditional skills, and those that may have 
taken apprenticeships on leaving school had soon become involved in the war. 
At the end of the war, those that had survived were too old to be apprentices. 
'It cannot be too often stressed that the entrepreneur invests only his money in 
industry and may withdraw and transfer to more lucrative fields if he so 
desires. The craftsman, however, is bound by years of training to invest his 
life in the industry and can rarely escape the consequences of being 
irrevocably committed at an early age' (Weaver, 2nd CIB, 1992). 
In the same way that there was a shortage of building tradesmen, there was 
now a surplus of men and manufacturing capacity in the armaments, aircraft, 
and shipbuilding industries (Finnimore, 1998; Vale, B., 1995). New materials 
were available, such as polyester and epoxy resins. The development of 
jointless waterproof membranes enabled alternative methods of waterproofing 
to be used. These new materials needed new skills, and these skills were 
imparted to adults instead of being part of an apprentice training program, as it 
would have been before the war (Bates, A., 3,d CIB, \996). 
In May 1944, nearly a year before the end of the war, a prototype bungalow 
was exhibited at the Tate Gallery. Referred to as the Portal Bungalow (Lord 
Portal was Minister of Works, and largely responsible for the bungalows 
development), this design was never mass-produced. Its purpose was to invite 
comment and encourage manufacturers to produce their own designs based on 
the ideals illustrated by the prototype. 
• 
• 
It is interesting that there was similar concern at the end of the First World 
War, and half a million dwellings were promised under the Addison Housing 
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Programme as 'an insurance against revolution'. Following economIc 
depression, this target was reduced to 176,000 in 1921. Despite this setback, a 
total of 579,000 state built homes were constructed during the inter-war years 
1924-1935 (Merett 1979). The 1917 Tudor Waiters report (discussed earlier, 
in Chapter 1) examined the implication of a State funded housing programme 
and suggested that house building should be the product of "up to date 
methods of business organisation, scientific costing, and standardisation". 
3.15 Economic Factors 
Seeley (1983) argues that industrialised building methods invariably require 
higher capital investment and, if the industrialised method is to be successful, 
this must be compensated by lower labour costs, by achieving greater 
productivity. Seeley suggests that, to achieve this higher productivity and 
contain costs, the various systems and methods available sort themselves into 
categories: 
(1) Load-bearing wall construction is best suited to building 
types with small spans, such as dwellings. 
(2) Systems for buildings up to five stories high are more 
economically designed as column and beam structures. 
(3) Structures over five stories high, with increases in vertical 
loading, are well suited to panel construction. 
(4) Savings in cost stem from a reduction in the number of 
different materials used for walls, floors, and facades. 
Stone (\976) stresses the need for accurate planning and cost forecasting. 
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Four main types of prefabricated bungalow, now commonly referred to as 
'Prefabs', were produced as a result of concerted efforts to combine the 
shortage of skilled building workers, surplus factory production capability and 
a severe housing shortage (Vale 1995). Labour for the production was, thus, 
generally unskilled (or skilled in other industries). Materials were not easily 
available, and the designs allowed for the most economical use. Ceiling/roof 
joists on the Uni-Seco bungalow, for example, were machine-jointed from 
smaller section timbers to achieve the depth required for the span of 10 feet -
3 inches. There were several other designs and manufacturers, but none 
produced numbers that can be considered as more than trial production runs of 
prototypes (Vale 1995). The four main types produced were: 
3.16.2 The 'Arcon' Bungalow. 
Taylor Woodrow Construction Ltd. was the construction arm of Arcon, and an 
order for 86,000 bungalows was placed with them in September 1944 (Vale 
1995). In the end, 38,859 were produced. Despite major redesigning of 
components (found necessary to aid mass production and achieve 
improvements), the first family took occupation in July, 1945. Experience 
gained during the War was used to enable the transition from prototype to 
inhabited dwelling in less than a year. 
It is important to note that the Arcon bungalow was not seen as temporary 
housing only, but specifically as temporary housing on a specific site; the 
bungalow was to be dismantled, moved and re-erected when permanent 
building could be done. Many were moved and re-erected, often in a different 
configuration. The ability to interchange wall panels within the size grid 
formation allowed alternative positions of doors and windows. 
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3.16.3 The Uni-Seco. 
This was less of a complete unit, but a kit of section and panels that allowed 
variations of design by interchanging units within a grid. A moulded timber 
post with rounded grooves on all four faces accepted the rounded tongue on 
the edges of wall panels. The bottom edge of the panel had a groove that sat 
on a tongue formed on the perimeter edge timber, and a head rail was 
similarly located. Panels were then screwed to the posts and rails, with a 
mastic bead sandwiched between. Wall construction was of asbestos cement 
sheets with a wood fiber and cement filling and timber edges. This produced a 
stressed skin type panel with thermal insulation almost as good as a 280mm 
cavity wall of brick. Internal layout was very similar on all four bungalows, 
following the Portal example (many of these were dismantled, sold, and re-
erected on alternative sites, providing low-cost agricultural seasonal workers 
accommodation ). 
3.16.4 The Tarran Bungalow 
Unlike the other three, this was not so much the production of a committee of 
various experts, but the result of one man's drive and obsession with 
prefabricated housing. Originally a carpenter, Robert Tarran developed a firm 
that produced timber huts for wartime use. Shortage of timber may have led 
him to consider alternative materials, and the resultant design consists of 
concrete panel walls with a shallow-pitched Asbestos sheet roof. This was the 
only design that could be produced in a terrace form. 
3.16.5 The Aluminium Temporary Bungalow 
Some 54,500 were built, and this was the most successful - but also the most 
expensive - of the four principal types. There was an important difference in 
the construction method, in that it was built and entirely assembled in a 
factory, and then dismantled into four sections and transported to site partly-
assembled. On site, the sections were re-connected and the bungalow was 
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virtually complete. Because of limits that existed on the width of items that 
could be transported by road, the maximum width of each section was 7 feet -
6 inches. A crane was needed to lift each section into place on site. All fittings 
and finishes were installed and applied at the factory, and the section 
containing the services, water, drainage, electricity, and gas required 
connecting to the mains services, and the building was then ready for 
occupation. 
'Whilst the construction of 'prefabs' was clearly a means to an end - the 
easing of the housing shortage - their importance in the development of 
industrialised building methods cannot be ignored. Prefabs clearly 
demonstrate the first major attempt to produce multiple dwellings using off 
site fabrication techniques' (Vale 1995). 
3.16.6 Steel Framed Buildings and Timber Framed buildings 
The British Steel Corporation developed a Steel Framed House that enjoyed 
little commercial success, although many were built. In an effort to improve 
the balance of payments, the Government introduced an imports quota, or 
licensing system, on timber. This restriction was removed in 1953 and, 
although steel framed houses continued to be built, timber framed houses 
began to take over. Prior to 1957, a steel and concrete framed building was 
sponsored by Unity, but this was then abandoned in favour of a timber framed 
two-story house system, with brick cross walls (timber party walls were not 
allowed under the Building Regulations until 1964). 
The 'cross wall and infill pane\' approach used in the Unity method allowed 
for a combination of traditional bricks and mortar and also off-site fabrication 
of the infill panels and (sometimes) floor platforms. Prefabricated roof trusses 
appeared as part of the process, which became known as the Rationalised 
Building Method, or 'Platform Frame'. The essential difference of the 
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platform frame method was that there was no skeletal frame erected by skilled 
tradesmen. The walls were assembled by unskilled labour, on large benches in 
a factory, and delivered to site ready to erect. The traditional jointing 
techniques were abandoned in favour of simple butt joints, held together by 
steel plates. In many factories, the frames were merely tacked together before 
passing through giant rollers, which pressed home jointing plates and trued the 
frames flat of any twisting. Similar methods are still used today (Finnimore 
1989). 
3. t 6.7 Pre-cast concrete 
One of the first pre-cast concrete dwellings was erected by Cubitts for the 
Cheap Cottages Exhibition in 1905. This consisted of story-height slabs 
arranged in a polygonal shape. Further systems developed, and smaller 
concrete panels became popular in systems such as the 'Cornish Unit' and the 
'Airey' House. These were post and panel type constructions, not unlike the 
American 'Clapper board' houses, but of concrete instead of timber. In 1946, 
using experience gained in wartime, Wates introduced the first British system 
to use room-sized panels. 
By 1950, the use of large pre-cast panels had developed, and stimulation for 
further development was provided by the Government. This took the form of a 
subsidy to local authorities, which varied with the number of stories of the 
building. This favored high-rise development to restrict land use, and 
approvals for buildings over 5 stories increased from 8,044 in 1955, to over 
44,000 in 1956. The development of the tower crane made erection possible, 
and improved jointing techniques made the use of large panels more practical. 
Two of the principal producers of high-rise pre-cast concrete flats were 
Concrete Ltd. (Bison Wall frame) and Wates (London) Ltd. The systems were 
very similar in construction and the principal difference may be considered 
that Concrete Limited established a series of five production plants, spread 
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over the country, whilst Wates established a temporary on-site factory for 
each development (Finimore 1998). 
3.16.8 'No fines' Concrete houses. 
This system consisted of a reusable set of shuttering that allowed for the in-
situ casting of an entire house in one pour. There were other firms that used a 
similar technique, but to anyone involved in rationalised building systems, it 
is difficult to speak of the 'no-fines' method without saying 'Wimpey no-
fines'. Although used by several firms, including Laing and Cubitt, it was 
George Wimpey that persevered with the system and, eventually, made it their 
own. By 1968, Wimpey claimed that over three-quarters of a million people 
were living in 'no-fines' houses. The success of the method may be due to its 
simplicity. The concrete mix contained no fine sand and produced a lighter 
honeycombed concrete with better thermal insulation. Shutters were lighter 
and could be moved by hand, reducing craneage costs. The variations in 
design available was an added attraction to many local authorities, as it 
allowed a less regimented final product - eleven different designs being used 
on one estate in Coventry in 1953 (Finnimore 1998). 
Although only four types of industrialised methods are considered here, the 
considerable differences in the forms of construction and materials indicate 
the diversity of problems that can be encountered during maintenance of these 
buildings. Many other types and variations exist, and new methods and 
materials are being developed; timber framed buildings now extend up to 5 
stories, and pre-cast concrete floor beams are replacing the traditional timber 
joist (Building Engineer, February 2000). Within the range of available 
materials and skills available following the reduction in armaments production 
after the War, many different methods - and variations of methods - were 
Employed, with varying degrees of success. Consideration of these additional 
methods and materials is considered outside the scope of this work. 
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3.17 Maintenance Provision and Problems Specific to Industrialised 
Building. 
Few writers include maintenance 'problems' in literature about industrialised 
building. In Wates high-rise system buildings at Whitehawk estate, Brighton, 
a tried and proven method of waterproofing the joints between the large 
concrete panels failed, because of the coastal location. In tests conducted by 
the author in 1968, the actual failure proved to be impossible to replicate. The 
local Fire service exercised a pump engine with various jets and sprays 
directed at the joints, and a moisture meter was used inside the building to 
detect any rise in the moisture content of the wall panels. The jointing method, 
also used by Bison, consists of a loose Neoprene tongue hanging in a groove 
formed in the edges of adjacent panels. This tongue deflected rain, hail and 
snow, and even fire hose concentrated water. It failed, because heavy sea mist 
rose around the tongue and settled on the concrete behind. Instead of running 
down the tongue and out over the lower concrete panel, this moisture soaked 
into the concrete. This problem was overcome by expanding mastic caulking 
to all joints. The Wates system is shown in Appendix 7. 
The technology of mastic pointing - and the solution - is described in detail 
by Lee How Son et al (1993), together with a list of 'mastic failure' causes. 
Had the problem not been detected during the construction stage, it is 
probable that it would not have been identified as a 'general problem', but as 
an 'isolated failure' some time later on, and it would then have been more 
difficult to correct. Both Wates and Bison systems were constructed without 
external scaffolding, and mastic pointing was carried out from cradles 
suspended from the concrete roof slab. 
Equipment, generally in the form of scaffolding poles and counter weights, 
was lifted to the roof using the construction tower crane, and was lowered by 
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hand on ropes at completion. This allowed a lower cost remedy - applied to 
the potential long term problem specific to that exposed coastal site - to be 
achieved than would have been possible using scaffolding as access to the 
external elevations. 
'The performance of ,any building can be affected by decisions taken and 
actions performed at any stage of a building project, from its initial conception 
to its final demolition. This reflects the importance of maintenance throughout 
the life of a building' (Lee How Son et aI, 1993). More usual maintenance, 
such as cleaning or repair of broken windows, or decoration to the timber 
frames of windows and balcony doors, is carried out from within the building; 
it could be considered that the building's design, therefore restricts the 
maintenance requirement to the absolute minimum. Where required, safe 
access was provided within the design - in this respect, predating the CDM 
regulations by some 30 years! 
Myrvin Haley of Leeds City Council Department of works produced a system 
for remedial works to the Council's stock of Airey concrete houses (Appendix 
6). This system of repair virtually removed the industrialised building 
component of the houses and replaced it with traditional bricks and mortar. 
The documentation, shown in full in Appendix 6, indicates the exacting detail 
necessary to enable the work to be carried out with the buildings occupied, to 
maintain structural integrity, and to allow for even more 'traditionalisation' of 
the building at a future date, should it be necessary. 
Some buildings erected usmg industrialised methods failed, because of a 
combination of factors: changing social condition as well as ventilation and 
condensation problems merged to make both the buildings unsuitable for the 
tenants, and the tenants unsuitable for the building. The resulting slum 
conditions, which the buildings were designed to replace, became as bad as 
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before. Glasgow City Council identified point blocks as acceptable only to 
tenants without children, but the deck access style of development that 
followed was not acceptable to any. Some developments were demolished, 
and others, like the Springburn C development, built in 1971, were transferred 
out of the system, totally refurbished, and sold (Horsley 1990). 
3.18 Government Encouragement of System Building 
During the early 60s, there was considerable 'encouragement' from various 
State Ministers, including Sir Keith Joseph, Geoffrey Rippon, and, after a 
change to the Labour Government, Mr. Crossman. The National Building 
Agency (NBA) was formed in 1963. Its services were intended to adapt local 
authority building policies to the use of system building. These included: 
helping individual authorities to group their requirements and 
create enlarged programmes for system building, 
advice on administrative procedures related to system building, 
a full system building design and planning service, 
advice on the suitability of individual sponsors, 
assistance in forming "sound working relationships" with 
sponsors, and 
advice to sponsors on the development and modification of 
their products to suit local authority requirements (Finnimore 
1989). 
Although the NBA charged a fee for its services, it was far from self-funding, 
and relied on a government subsidy for over half of its operating cost. 
Selective Employment Tax was introduced in 1966. This tax was levied on 
'service industries' with the intention of encouraging the transfer of labour 
from service to manufacturing industries. This was intended to increase the 
production of goods for export by utilising scarce manpower, and on site 
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building work was included as service industry. Any labour used off site, in a 
factory production of system building components, for example, was exempt. 
The National Builder publication claimed this tax increased the cost of a 
traditional house by around £70. 
3.19 Sponsors and Surplus Production Diversification 
In much the same way that manufacturers of prefabs had sponsors, each 
system had a sponsor. It was possible for one organisation to sponsor more 
than one system, and for a system to have more than one sponsor. According 
to Finnimore (1998), there were three types of sponsor: building firms, non-
building firms, and clients. Non-building firms subcontracted building firms 
to erect their systems on site, and building firms tended to be large national 
contractors. Client sponsors were either government departments or consortia 
of local authorities. 
At the end of the Second World War, various firms attempted to use their 
surplus production capacity to produce buildings. Apart from some instances 
in the early production of 'prefabs', this experiment was short lived. The 
construction industry adapted itself to the revised demands of local 
authorities, and to the use of new technology. Established building firms thus 
became sponsors for various systems, some buying a license to use an 
established - and often foreign - system, whilst others developed their own. 
Virtually all the large national construction companies became involved: 
Laing, for example, using 'Easiform' and a derivative for high-rise, which 
they later replaced by buying the Jespersen system. Whilst Easiform and 
Storiform were in-situ cast systems, the Jespersen system was entirely pre-
cast. R.M. Douglas used a Lift Slab system, bought under license from 
America, and formed a subsidiary company to market the system in the UK. 
Wates (London) and Bison both used their own, if similar, system and 
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Wimpey continued to advance the no-fines system to produce medium-rise 
blocks of flats. 
3.20 Summary of Literature Review 
A search for category-specific costs required for two of the three objectives 
did not reveal any suitable and verifiable data. Cost categories identified by 
White have thus been used for data collection in the main survey. 
The literature reviewed has shown maintenance works separated into 
categories of work, policies applicable for getting that work done, and the 
importance of cost monitoring throughout. The relationship between work 
required to enable the building to deliver the increasing expectation of the 
user, and the planning and maintenance policy choices available are shown to 
range from 'run to failure' to total 'planned preventive maintenance'. 
There is considerable agreement between many writers, with differences being 
generated by the approach taken to investigate specific detail. There is little 
work relating to the maintenance of buildings constructed by industrialised 
methods, and those publications which do exist indicate that traditional 
building trades and methods are used when repairs or improvements are 
necessary (as shown with Leeds City Council and Oldham examples). 
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Chapter 4 Empirical Data 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the data collected from the proceedings of two surveys, 
described in Chapter 2. The objectives of the thesis are repeated below for 
ease of reference: 
I To investigate maintenance costs of traditional and 'industrialised 
system built' multiple domestic accommodation buildings, and 
compare their maintenance costs. 
2 To identifY the principal maintenance cost categories perceived by 
various construction industry professions and test the hypothesis that 
'actual highest cost maintenance categories for domestic dwellings are 
not the same as those perceived as the highest cost categories by 
domestic dwelling design professionals'. 
3 To measure and compare the use of planned preventative maintenance 
programmes against other maintenance and repair policies. 
The smaller of the surveys, using the Delphi technique, is shown first, and provides 
information relative to objective 2. The larger survey, providing information relative to 
objectives I and 3, is then shown as a collection of sequential analyses, following the pattern 
of the data collection questionnaire. 
4.2 The Delphi Survey 
A 2-stage Delphi survey of 10 building industry professionals, including 
Architects, Building Surveyors, and Quantity Surveyors from both the public 
and private sectors (as described in Chapter 2) was carried out in the sequence 
as shown in Figure 4.0. 
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Figure 4.0 - Diagrammatic Representation of Delphi Survey Sequence. 
4.3.1 The Delphi Survey: Round One 
Maintenance Cost Influence Rating Analysis 
Table 4.1 shows the data recorded from the first round of the Delphi survey. 
In round one, contributors were asked to rate 15 maintenance cost categories 
to show those that they believed had the greatest influence on maintenance 
costs. Rating Figures shown in column 2 are derived from the 5 possible 
grades of importance, with A = very important having a value of 5, through 
4,3,2, until E = least important having a value of I. These aggregated scores 
from the total contributors provide the 'Total Value of Round l' rating 
(column 2). Second highest scores, items 1 and 9, both scoring 33, were thus 
considered to be just less important than item 8, with 36 points. 
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Row number Total value Category description 
from of round 
questionnaire one rating 
1 33 External decoration 
2 21 Internal decoration 
3 27 Main external structural envelope 
4 28 Windows and external doors 
5 31 Roofs and gutters 
6 22 Floor coverings 
7 21 Internal construction, partitions, doors. 
8 36 Plumbing, Heating, Hot water systems. 
9 33 Kitchens and Bathrooms. 
10 25 Electrical excluding fire alarm systems. 
11 22 Fire detection and alarm systems. 
12 27 Lifts and common stair cases. 
13 15 Woodworm and beetle infestation, rot. 
14 15 Security and door entry systems. 
15 2 External works and landscaping. 
Table 4.1 - Aggregated Rated Values from First Round. 
The data shown in Table 4.1 is depicted graphically in Figure 4.2, with the 
vertical broken line separating the upper third of score values fonning the 
basis of the second round of data collection. 
In order to enable the contributors to focus, in the second round, on a reduced 
list (containing only half of the original first-round list of options), only the 
highest-ranking 7 of the original 15 options were selected and carried forward 
to comprise the second-round list of options. 
The second question of the first round asked contributors to select five 
categories of the original fifteen categories that were provided for round one. 
These five were to be ranked in order of importance of planned preventative 
maintenance for preventing breakdowns and unplanned maintenance of 
multiple domestic accommodation. Table 4.3 shows the total scoring 
aggregated from all contributors. 
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Categories scoring 23.9 or less eliminated and excluded 
from the second round of Delphi survey. 
Categories scoring 24 or 
more to be ranked in second 
round of survey. 
o 1 0 20 30 40 
3 
5 
7 
9 
1 1 
1 3 
1 5 
Figure 4.2 - Grapbical Presentation of Table 4.1a 
A 21 Roofs, gutters and drainage 
B 3 External decoration 
C 10 Main structural envelope 
0 6 Windows and external doors 
E 0 Security and door entry systems 
F 4 Floor coverings 
G 0 Internal construction, partitions and doors 
H 27 Plumbing, heating, hot water systems. 
I 12 Kitchens and bathrooms 
J 10 Electrical installation (not fire alarms) 
K 0 Fire detection and alarm systems 
L 5 Lifts an common stair cases 
M 5 Wood worm, beetle and rot. 
N 2 Internal decoration 
0 0 Other 
Table 4.3 - Aggregated Ranking Scores from First Round of Survey. 
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The data shown in Table 4.3 is depicted graphically as Figure 4.4. The vertical 
line drawn at 9 points (113 of the highest score) indicates the separation point 
between those categories that ranked highest - and that were, therefore, to be 
reconsidered in the second round - and the lower remainder, which were 
deleted from the list of available options to be carried forward to round 2. 
Categories A (roofs and gutters) and H (plumbing, heating, and hot water 
systems) were ranked as clear leaders, with C (main structural envelope), I 
(kitchens and bathrooms), and J (electrical installation) as a group of 
secondary importance. All five categories were included in the second round, 
to ensure that enough options were given to obtain a representative evaluation 
(which might not have been possible had only the leaders gone forward). 
Categories scoring 8.9 or less Categories scoring 9 or more to be reconsidered in 
excluded from second round. second round of survey. 
o 5 o 1 5 20 25 30 
A 
c 
E 
G 
K 
M 
Figure 4.4 - Category Importance Ranking for Breakdown 
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4.4 The Delphi survey: Round Two 
The first question of the second round, built upon information obtained from 
the first question of the first round, asked the contributors to look again at the 
reduced categories resulting from the first round and, again, to rank them. The 
eight remaining categories were to be ranked in the order of importance 
according to the contributors with respect to their influence on the overall 
maintenance costs of buildings. Table 4.5 shows the aggregated scores for the 
separate categories; showing 'roofs and gutters' as the identified category 
having the highest cost influence on overall maintenance. 
'Roofs and gutters' was shown to be the highest scoring category, and the 
information in Table 4.5 is shown graphically in Figure 4.6, illustrating the 
variation in overall rating. Category numbers are provided on the vertical axis 
and rating scores on the horizontal axis. 
The second question of the second round asked contributors to reconsider the 
reduced list of categories that were identified in the first round. Contributors 
were asked to rate this reduced list again, and, thus, to rank the order of 
importance in which they believed these categories to be placed in planned 
preventative maintenance to prevent breakdowns, as well as unplanned repairs 
and maintenance. The data is presented in Table 4.7, with the highest rated 
category - 'plumbing and hot water systems' - shown shaded. 
Analysis of the data from the Delphi survey indicates that domestic 
accommodation building design professionals believe that 'roofs and gutters' 
is the category that has the greatest influence on overall building maintenance 
costs. 
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ANALYSIS OF HIGHEST COST INFLUENCE FROM DELPHI 2ND ROUND DATA 
Category description Item Total value of Grouping by ± 10% 
No round 2 rating 
-10% Data +10% 
Roofs and gutters 4 61 
55 66 Highest influence 
Kitchens and bathrooms 6 47 
} 2nd highest influence 42 63 
Plumbing & hot water systems 5 39 
35 43 
External envelope 1 33 
30 36 
} 3'" highesl influence Windows and external doors 3 29 
26 32 
Main structural envelope 2 27 
24 30 
Lifts and common staircases 8 24 
} 4th highesl influence 22 26 
Electrical exc!. fire alarms. 7 19 
17 21 
Table 4.5 - Category Cost Influence on Overall Maintenance Cost. 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
1 
3 
5 
7 
Figure 4.6 - Category Cost Influence on Overall Category Cost. 
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ANALYSIS OF IMPORTANCE OF PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
FROM DELPHI SECOND ROUND DATA 
Table 4.7 - Category Importance Rating for Breakdown Prevention 
According to this data, plumbing and hot water systems is the category most 
requiring planned preventative maintenance to prevent unplanned maintenance 
and breakdowns. 
4.5 The Main Survey 
The main survey was a postal survey of 784 'maintenance managing agents', 
ranging from private landlords through to professionals managing many 
buildings, and consisted of a 4 page questionnaire, presented in booklet format 
for ease of completion. The following 12 questions, presented in multiple 
choice format where possible, and asking for detailed financial information, or 
other written reply, are briefly summarised as follows: 
QI Name and address of respondent. 
Q2 Address of building information relates to. 
Q3 Age of building. 
Q4 How built (i.e. traditional or other)? 
Q5 How is the building's maintenance management controlled? 
Q6 Expenditure on categories during 1995 to 1999. 
Q7 Is budget satisfactory? 
Q8 What is the building's use (i.e. private/local authority flats, etc.)? 
Q9 How is the maintenance budget allocation decided? 
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Q I 0 When is maintenance work done? 
Q II What is the future maintenance policy? 
Q 12 How can maintenance costs be reduced? 
The survey questionnaire is included in full in the following pages for clarity, 
and each question's data is then presented in numerical order. 
4.5.1 Annual cost comparison 
The following data were extracted from the master sheet, containing a section 
of the input data from the survey questionnaire. Costs in Table 4.9 are total 
maintenance costs. This total cost is examined further, separated into exclusive 
cost or budget headings as defined by White (1973), in subsequent analysis. 
These budget headings are: 
I) External decoration. 
2) Internal decoration. 
3) Main structure, including windows and doors. 
4) Internal constructions, including partitions. 
5) Plumbing and sanitary services. 
6) Mechanical systems, gas, and heating. 
7) Electrical work, including kitchens. 
8) External and civil engineering works. 
9) Routine cleaning. 
10) Other works 
White included another heading of 'Fittings' (shelves, closets, etc.), which is 
not examined here, although some may be included in the category of 'other 
works' - included here as a 'catch all' for costs recorded without attachment 
to a specific category. The cost relationship between these 10 categories, 
separated for years 1995-1999, is shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Planned Maintenance Policy 
Corrective works only 
Mend it when it breaks only 
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Figure 4.9 shows the individual expenditure of the ten categories adapted from 
White (1973) for the years 1999 (on the left of the scale) to 1995 (on the right-
hand side). Each category is shown individually, with the actual cost figures in 
Appendix 5. This work does not claim to explain fully the somewhat erratic 
variation in annual expenditure, although suggestions are offered for each 
category where appropriate. 
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Figure 4.8 - Annual Cost Variation Comparison Between Maintenance 
Categories 
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4.5.2 Annual Cost Variation 
The survey shows that average maintenance costs have risen by 39% between 
1995 and 1999. The rate of increase is not regular and some possible reasons 
for this irregularity are suggested below. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
£ per unit £, 740 £,890 £,880 £,910 £1,030 
% variation - 20"10 -1% 3% 9% 
Table 4.9 - Maintenance Expenditure per Unit of Accommodation, 
1995-1999 
£1,050 
£1,000 
'" c £950 :> 
.. 
.. £900 Q. 
... 
£850 
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1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Figure 4.10 -Variation in Maintenance Expenditure, 1995 - 1999. 
Costs prior to 1995 are not available, but, following Newcombe et al (1992), 
these figures may indicate that the 20% increase year on year, from 1995 to 
1996, includes: 
a) the cost of 'catching up' on postponed maintenance held over during the 
financial recession and activated because the economy was improving, 
b) items that could not be further postponed, and 
c) private landlords, who may be more likely than local authorities to hold 
back expenditure during a recession, as private landlords may be able to 
'carry forward' unspent budget more easily than local authorities. 
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Political uncertainty and a change of government in 1997, together with the 
catch up work in the previous year, may then have caused the reduction in 
maintenance expenditure shown at -I % growth for that year, and account for 
the gradual increases in the following two years, as confidence returned. 
4.5.3 External Decoration 
Expenditure on external decoration rose sharply in 1997, and continued 
through 1998, before dropping sharply back to virtually 1995 levels in 1999. 
Following Lee (1997), if buildings are decorated externally at 5 yearly 
intervals, some irregularity can be anticipated. In this survey of 7611 units of 
accommodation, 6600 were decorated during the years 1997 and 1998, and 
row 6 of Table 4.11, below, shows alternative figures, excluding the 
extraordinary 6600 units decorated and their associated costs. 
Fellows (1993) postulates that maintenance work/cost is easily deferred during 
times of financial restraint and that recovery from economic recession had 
already started in 1996. Therefore, the possibility that external decoration 
programmes, principally operated by local authorities, were not much affected 
by the recession, must be considered. 
761 I units 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Total cost £71,150 £47,210 £348,030 £340,000 £72.780 
Variation ·2% +537% -2% -79% 
I unit cost £9.35 £6.20 £45.75 £44.67 £9.56 
Cost over 5 year period per unit 1I5.51 
101 I units £71,150 £47,210 £166,210 £70,900 £72,780 
£70.38 £46.70 164.49 £70.13 £71.99 
A verage annual cost per unit £84.74. 
Table 4.11 - External Decoration Costs, 1995 - 1999. 
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Figure 4.12 - Annual Variation of External Decoration Costs 
If we accept that external decoration includes a measure of preservation and is 
the visual representation of maintenance to the layperson, that representation 
may have further consequences. If woodwork is not painted, then it will 
eventually decay, leading to lack of support to fascia-supported gutters, 
dampness in wall from leaking gutters and down pipes, and decay of window 
frames and doors. Painted walls, sound, but requiring redecoration for 
cosmetic reasons, do not suffer the same degree of deterioration in the short 
term, but present an image of a less desirable residence and, thus, attract less 
desirable tenants. At this point, maintenance becomes a greater priority, as the 
lack of maintenance can be recognised as a loss maker. From Table 4.11, the 
average cost of external decoration, which should not include any items except 
decorating, is shown as approximately £ 115 every five years. 
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4.5.4 Internal Decorating 
During introductory and follow-up telephone calls, it became clear that very 
few landlords carry out internal decorating to dwellings, unless it is between 
tenants. Common areas are decorated and cleaned, unless serving a small 
number of units (when a tenant apparently assumes the responsibility for 
cleaning, generally unpaid). 
The pattern of expenditure is irregular, and some landlords suggested that 
internal decoration of common areas is a source of frequent complaints from 
tenants who are less concerned about the exterior of the building. No reasons 
for this have been found in the literature, but some managers feel that tenants 
believe that the 'close-up' visual image is what tenants believe visitors judge 
the standard of the tenants accommodation by, and, by implication, the 
standard of the tenants themselves. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
£ Per unit £92.55 £11.69 £17.48 £69.39 £16.89 
7611 units £704,360 £88,940 £133,050 £528,130 £128,580 
Average annual cost per unit £41.60 
Table 4.13 - Internal Decoration Costs. 
Table 4.13 shows the average annual expenditure on internal decorating as 
£41.60, which can be compared with £115.51 for a 5-year period for external 
decorating, thus showing that internal decoration costs are roughly half those 
of external decorating. On the basis that internal decorating is essentially for 
public areas, and between tenants, it must be considered as mainly cosmetic 
finishes, rather than protection ofthe building from natural elements. 
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The buildings examined by this survey were built in the 1960s, and many 
buildings of that era were designed to have minimal external maintenance 
requirements. Windows that can be decorated from inside the building, 
without the need for scaffolding, are an example, and the minimization of 
external woodwork has reduced the decorating requirement, and, hence, the 
cost still further. 
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Figure 4.14 - Annual Variation of Internal Maintenance Costs 
Figure 4.14 illustrates the variation In annual expenditure on internal 
decoration. Little was spent in 1996 and 1997, which may simply be the result 
of bunching of four yearly programmes. It is notable that internal decoration 
was largest in 1995, when overall expenditure was lowest, suggesting that 
money was spent on decoration, rather than on more significant maintenance. 
4.5.5 Main Structure, Including Windows and Doors 
When asked to indicate some principal costs in this category, 'replacement 
windows' was the most frequently stated example, and it appears to form a 
significant percentage of expenditure under this heading. Clearly, when all 
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necessary windows are replaced, this expenditure will cease until those 
replacement windows have become too expensive to repair. Additionally, as 
more and more are completed, the need for external decorating of windows 
will also reduce. In some instances, the move to maintenance-free windows 
has been accompanied by replacement of items such as timber fascia boards, 
etc., with plastic, although in one instance, these were simply fixed over the 
top of the existing defective wood. The author was assured that this was 
normal practice, because the plastic fascia was 9mm thick, and needed the 
full-length support behind it. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 £362,050 £1,002,290 £649,120 £449,650 £1,074,080 
units 
Per unit £47.57 £13l.69 £82.29 £58.08 £141.12 
Average annual cost £92.15 
Table 4.15 - Main Structure, Including Windows and Doors 
Average cost over the years 1995 - 1999 is shown in table 4.14 at £92. I 5. This 
has been exceeded by approximately 50% on two of the five years, alternating 
with correspondingly lower figures. Sales literature indicates that the average 
installed cost of £92.15 represents approximately one replacement window, 
and that the average unit of accommodation has five windows and a door; this 
could indicate that approximately one sixth of the housing stock are having 
replacement windows fitted each year. If the average cost of a replacement 
window is £500 (Europlas Window Systems Guide cost, 2001), and allowing 
for 'rounding up' to allow for cost increases over the five year period (i.e. 
£92.15 x 5 ~ £500), the indication is of 1/6th xl/5 th = 1/30th of the housing 
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stock being fitted with replacement windows annually. Some replacement 
windows are known to have failed after 7 years (failure of hinges and sash-
fasteners being the main cause). As these would normally be maintained at 
around a 5-year interval, during decoration of wooden frames, UPVC 
replacement units may not be such a low maintenance item as claimed by sales 
literature. Figure 4.16 shows the annual variation of maintenance expenditure 
on main structure, including doors and windows. 
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Chart 4.16 - Annual Variation of Main Structure Maintenance 
Costs 
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4.5.6 Internal Construction, Including Partitions 
This category includes various minor internal repairs to areas such as storage 
for dustbins and some other communal facilities, as well as replacing internal 
doors. Deliberate damage was cited as a contributory cause to internal repairs 
cost, with doors 'kicked in' or stolen suggested as common reasons. 
Year-+ 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Units! 
7,611 £57,140 £102,450 £164,680 £177,680 129,820 
Per unit £7.51 £13.46 £21.64 £23.34 £!7.06 
Average per unit per year £16.60 
Table 4.17 - Internal Construction, Including Partitions and Doors 
Maintenance Cost. 
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Figure 4.18 - Internal Construction, Including Partitions and Doors 
Maintenance Cost Annual Variation. 
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Costs in this category are shown to be rising steadily over the four years 1995 
- 1998, with a reduction to just below average for 1999. The average amount 
per unit is small, and this reflects the fact that some landlords carried out no 
maintenance in this category. Others may have maintained only a proportion 
of their units. 
211 units are recorded as having no internal maintenance carried out during 
the five years examined. There is some acceptance that this category of 
maintenance is not capable of being planned. When damage occurs, it might 
not be possible to leave it unrepaired and still collect the rent, whilst graffiti on 
walls is expected to attract additional contributions if not removed 
immediately. 
'Fair wear and tear' must occur, but with internal decoration almost 
exclusively the responsibility of the tenant, it may be that many minor repairs 
are carried out unrecorded by the tenants themselves. For example, in one 
case, a tenant is known to have replaced all the internal doors as part of his 
interior design scheme, and without his landlord's consent. 
4.5.7 Plumbing and Sanitary Installations 
This category produced higher cost records than most, but incidental damage 
arising - redecoration after a leak, for example - is not included. Replacement 
of sanitary ware was mentioned as a 'routine job' and this may be an 
indication of planned preventative maintenance, but equally possible is a form 
of improvement in line with customer expectations, as identified by Lee 
(1987). Costs generally show a steady decline, with the exception of 1997, 
when expenditure dropped to £266,510 (approximately 25% of the average, 
over the other four years, of £ I ,068,203). 
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Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
£1,255,420 £1,255,440 £266,5 \0 1,022,280 £739,670 
Per unit £164.95 £\64.95 £35.02 £\34.35 £97.18 
Average per unit per annum £1\9.29 
Table 4.19 - Plumbing and Sanitary Ware Maintenance Costs 
Relatively low expenditure in 1997, following two high expenditure years, 
with nearly five times the 1997 figure spent each year, may indicate the 
completion of major phases of plumbing and sanitary installation 
refurbishment (with the building approximately 50 years old). A possible 
explanation is that of a planned and phased replacement plant, in the fonn of 
boilers, storage cylinders, and distribution pumps, etc., followed later by 
replacement of distribution pipe work and sanitary fittings. 
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Figure 4.20 - Plumbing and Sanitary Ware Maintenance Costs, 
Annual Variation 
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As with a number of other categories, the uneven pattern of expenditure may 
be an indication of particular areas of maintenance that were tackled In a 
specific year. 
This would indicate that funds are allocated to a specific project within the 
overall maintenance budget, in order to achieve specific aims (i.e. to improve 
bathrooms, as suggested by Yeates (1994) and supported by Lee (1987)). 
4.5.8 Mechanical Services, Gas, and Heating 
Major expenditure in 1995, shown in Table 4.21, was followed by a more even 
pattern, and the dip in 1998 may be a result of changes in regulations 
governing ventilation and exhaust gas dilution (BSS 5410, Part I, 1997). In 
some cases, compliance with these requirements necessitated renewal of the 
boiler installation, in order to provide space for dilution equipment 
installation, and the opportunity to install a modem, smaller, and more 
efficient boiler. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 units £4,084,280 £873,420 £1,426,560 £165,520 £1,060,770 
Per unit £536.63 £114.76 £187.43 £21.75 £139.37 
A verage per unit per year £199.99 
Table 4.21 - Mechanical, Gas, and Heating Maintenance Costs 
Routine planned maintenance of boilers, ventilation fans, distribution pumps, 
and the like is considered necessary and sensible by all managers with whom a 
discussion was possible, although not all were aware of legal requirements 
relating to ventilation of gas appliances. 
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If only routine preventative maintenance (servicing) is carried out, the 
maximum annual cost will be as year 1998 (assuming that no other work was 
done in that year). If this is true (actual expenditure on 'servicing' could be 
lower), then the balance must represent breakdowns, improvements, and 
general improvements. 
The survey did not reveal what proportion of properties had central heating 
before or after 1995, and the addition of heating systems where none existed 
before is a possible explanation. The expenditure shown in Table 4.21 is 
shown graphically in Figure 4.22. 
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Figure 4.22 - Mecbanical, Gas, and Heating Maintenance Annual 
Variation 
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4.5.9 Electrical Maintenance, Including Kitchens 
White (1973) does not explain the reasoning behind combining electrical and 
kitchen maintenance costs into the same category, but it is possible that some 
additional outlets and better safety protection may be required for today's use, 
than was anticipated during the initial installation. 
Table 4.23 shows expenditure rising from under £200,000 in 1995 to nearly 
£3,500,000 by 1999. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 units £167,940 £2,093,30 £3,036,620 £1,985,77 £3,406,140 
Per unit £22.07 £275.04 £398.98 £260.91 £447.53 
Average per unit per annum £278.28 
Table 4.23 - Electrical, Including Kitchens, Maintenance Costs 
Further investigation is required to separate electrical maintenance work from 
that of kitchen maintenance. Kitchen maintenance, in the form of new fitted 
kitchen units, indicated by many in this survey as included in the category 
'internal construction, including partitions', may include complete refitting of 
kitchens, and repairs to floor coverings in hard-wear areas, where tenants' own 
flooring is not installed. Cookers and other major appliances (white goods) are 
the tenant's responsibility, and ventilation is covered elsewhere, under 
mechanical services; there is little else to repair, except the kitchen cupboards 
themselves. As electrical outlets serving kettles and smaller cooking 
appliances are likely to have the heaviest electrical load and high frequency 
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use, it is possible that electrical works carried out specifically to kitchens 
represent a major proportion of the combined costs. 
Replacement kitchen installation, assuming that the existing is still usable, 
even if out of date and unhygienic, may be a suitable category for 
postponement when funding is restricted. Fellows (1993) suggests that for 
maintenance costs to be postponed during periods of restraint, the item must 
be easily postponed, and not a health and safety risk. 
4.5.10 External and Civil Engineering Works 
254 of the 7611 units forming this survey showed nil expenditure in this 
category. The average cost is calculated using the total in the survey of 7611 
units. Tables 4.21 and 4.22 show that the average expenditure is 
approximately £4.50 per unit of accommodation annually. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 units £85,540 £85,400 £114,310 £76,080 £1,211,830 
Per unit £11.00 £11.22 £15.02 £10.00 £159.22 
Average per unit per annum £41.41 
Table 4.24 - External and Civil Engineering Works Maintenance Costs 
A secondary analysis, using only the number of units where actual works were 
recorded as carried out, is shown in Table 4.25, below. There is minimal 
difference between the five-year average, as the percentage of units, where no 
work was carried out, is small. 
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Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7357 units £85,540 £85,400 £114,310 £76,080 £1,211,830 
Per unit £11.62 £ 11.61 £15.34 £10.34 £164.72 
A verage per unit per annum £42.73 
Table 4.25 - External and Civil Engineering Works Maintenance 
Costs on Units Where Actual Work Was Carried Out 
Annual budget forecasting is not predictable, following the above analysis, 
and the annual variation is shown in figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26 - External and Civil Engineering Works Annual Cost 
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4.5.11 Routine Cleaning 
As a maintenance category, routine cleaning involves works not in the general 
run of household activities. Rather, it includes items such as the cleaning of 
communal stairs and hallways to multi-unit apartment buildings, and the 
removal of accumulated debris from fire escape routes that are normally 
unused by the occupants. That this description belies the amount spent is 
purely subjective, and just over half of contributors, private landlords with 
smaller numbers of units, did not record any cost in this category. Table 4.27 
shows the average cost at £139.08 per unit annually. 
Year \995 \996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 units £\,282,670 £1,070,290 £695,840 £1,174,950 £\,078,160 
Per unit £\68.29 £140.62 £91.43 £153.38 £141.66 
Average cost per unit per annum £139.08 
Table 4.27 - Routine Cleaning Costs 
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Figure 4.28 - Annual Variation in Routine Cleaning Costs 
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This level of consistency, not shown in many of the other categories, may be 
an illustration that routine cleaning is not a category that is easily deferred to 
moderate expenditure. Failure to carry out routine cleaning would lead to a 
rapid deterioration in the appearance of buildings, and would be noticeable by 
all, irrespective of their knowledge of building maintenance. 
4.5.12 Other Works 
This category was introduced to provide a 'catch all' for all and any items of 
maintenance expenditure that do not fit into the previous specific categories. 
Changing light bulbs in common areas, for example, is a job that is often 
carried out during routine cleaning, although it is not specifically cleaning; 
whilst it may be argued that it could be included in the 'electrical and 
kitchens' category, that sort of 'general maintenance activity' has instead been 
included here, so that it may be recorded as an item of expenditure. 
Approximately half of the respondents entered nil in this, the last category in 
the matrix forming the main input of the questionnaire. Expenditure is shown 
in Table 4.29, with the annual variation graph thereof shown as Figure 4.30. 
Year 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
7611 units £806,470 £265,500 £68,450 £402,920 £124,800 
Per unit £105.96 £34.88 £8.99 £52.94 £16.40 
Average cost per unit per annum £43.83 
Table 4.29 - Maintenance Costs of 'Other Works' Not Recorded 
Under Previous Categories. 
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Expenditure in this category includes such items as surveyors' travel expenses, 
items of consultation and survey work, etc., where the survey may have 
covered a broad band of categories, as well as incidental expenses recorded as 
'sundry expenses'. Annual variation shown in figure 4.30 indicates no regular 
pattern to this expenditure. 
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Figure 4.30 - Annual Variation of Non-Specific Maintenance Costs 
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4.5.13 Who Manages Maintenance? 
Of the 7674 units investigated by this survey, 728 are 'maintenance managed' 
by a dedicated, specific Maintenance Manager, whilst the remainder are 
managed by a 'General Manager' (as part of hislher overall duties), or by 
external consultants (i.e. a letting agent), or by other, unspecified means. 
Approaching the question of 'who manages maintenance?' from the direction 
of numbers of managers, it is observed that 12 out of 32 landlords use a 
dedicated maintenance manager system, and manage 311 units. 15 landlords 
put maintenance management as part of the general manager's duties, thus 
managing 616 units. Four landlords use 'other means', and one uses a part-
time consultant (a letting agency). Whether these different manager categories 
affect the cost of maintenance has not been investigated as part of this study. 
Figure 4.31 shows the relevant data. 
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Figure 4.31 - Maintenance Manager Type Distribution 
It should be noted that the numbers shown in Figure 4.31 (above) include the 
discounting of one large contributor, with 6600 units and a numerically 
unspecified hierarchy of maintenance managers, loosely described as 'well 
over a hundred'. 
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This survey shows that the level of allocated maintenance budget, which may 
be different than the actual expenditure, is decided by four principal methods: 
I) based on the previous year's costs ( 13), 
2) as a percentage of the overall budget for the Landlord (4), 
3) planned maintenance cost, plus emergencies (8), and 
4) no actual budget set (i.e. the budget will be post-rationalised to be 
whatever the final cost is) (8). 
Figure 4.32 compares the budget-setting criterion used by those responsible 
for deciding budget levels, plotted against the 'number of domestic units 
managed'. Graphic comparison between Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33 indicates 
some consistency in the ratio of units to budget-setting method. The least 
efficient is indicated as the 'no set budget' method; however, the cost of 
managers' salaries, secretarial services, and the like are not included in the net 
costs of maintenance collected in the survey. 
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Figure 4.32 - Maintenance Budget-Setting Methods 
For maintenance works not forming part of a pre-planned scheme, there must 
be some trigger that sets the work in motion. From a total of five categories of 
'trigger' mechanism, two specific categories of 'planned preventative 
maintenance' and 'a mixture of methods' include those working to a planned 
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Figure 4.33 - Distribution of Maintenance Managers to Budget-
Setting Criterion 
maintenance routine and accepting that some unplanned, unexpected, and 
emergency works will be necessary. 
Three other actuation mechanisms remain: 
I) Work done when considered necessary. 
2) Work done when something breaks down. 
3) Work done as soon as necessary . 
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Figure 4.34 - Maintenance Work Actuation Trigger Mechanisms 
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4.5.14 Anticipation of Future Maintenance Policies 
22 out of 33 managers stated that the use of planned preventative maintenance 
was their preferred future policy, with implementation times ranging from I to 
5 years. 67% of respondents opted for this method, with corrective work only 
representing 24%. As corrective works includes general maintenance of both a 
proactive and a reactive nature, but is simply not pre-planned, the remaining 
7% consists of 'mend only when it breaks' - and 'other' must be considered as 
planning to operate a 'run to failure' policy. How this policy will cope with 
items such as external or internal decorating has not been determined, but it is 
difficult to foresee how this can lead to anything other than a deterioration of 
the building. 
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Figure 4.35 - Anticipated Future Maintenance Policies; 
numbers above columns represent numbers of respondents. 
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4.5.15 Maintenance Cost Reduction 
For buildings to be maintained adequately, sufficient funds must be available. 
Following the 'do-it-yourselF movement, many tenants are not only prepared 
to do their own internal decoration, but actually enjoy the activity and, as such, 
landlords now expect tenants to be responsible for their own internal 
decoration. Landlords may, however, redecorate internally between tenants, 
and be responsible for internal public areas of buildings and, generally, the 
exterior. In seeking to identifY how to minimise maintenance costs further, 
three possibilities were offered, together with the opportunity to provide their 
own suggestion. The three options offered were: 
1) Use of planned preventative maintenance. 
2) Better original specification. 
3) Additional contribution from occupier to specific items. 
The survey form did not specifY that only one option should be chosen, and 
some respondents selected more than one. The selected ratio is shown in 
figure 4.36. 
From figure 4.36 it can be seen that there were no additional/other methods of 
cost reduction suggested by respondents. Of the three possibilities offered, the 
least popular was 'additional contribution from tenants'. The most popular 
was 'planned preventative maintenance', at more than four times the level of 
the least acceptable, which was 'better original specification', at a mid-point 
between the two. 
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Figure 4.36 - Popularity Ratio of Cost Reduction Suggestions 
4.6 Summary of Empirical Data 
Despite the range of complexity apparent over a number of different buildings, 
it is clear that all buildings need maintenance, and that around half of that 
maintenance is carried out on an ad hoc basis. Managers change frequently 
and maintenance may not be high on a new manager's agenda. The data from 
the Delphi survey showed that building professionals believed plumbing and 
hot water systems to be the category that has the strongest requirement for 
planned preventative maintenance. Roof and gutters was shown to be the 
category they believed to have the greatest influence on overall maintenance 
cost. 
The actual costs of maintenance of the listed categories was examined from 
data collected from a postal survey and analysed on a year-by-year basis. 
Criteria for setting and managing maintenance budgets and anticipated future 
trends in maintenance management were also examined . 
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Chapter Five - Discussion of Empirical Data 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the implications arising from the empirical work and 
considers how the information obtained can contribute to maintenance 
management and practice. A new approach to planned maintenance is 
suggested, together with a proposed 'maintenance log-book' approach to 
identifying maintenance need and operation. 
5.2 Maintenance cost difference between traditional and 
industrialised construction. 
Identification of the construction methods of buildings has shown that 
there is no appreciable difference in maintenance costs that is attributable 
to their category as either an 'industrialised building' or a building of 
'traditional construction'. Verbal criticism of industrialised buildings 
frequently quoted height as a maintenance cost factor, with the requirement 
for extensive scaffolding or cradles adding considerably to the cost of 
working on isolated items that are at a high level. Whilst many 
industrialised buildings are medium or high-rise, a traditionally constructed 
building of the same height has exactly the same problems if a window 
needs to be replaced on the 6th floor, and, therefore, this access cost must 
be attributed to height and not to construction method. 
With few exceptions as outlined below, maintenance work to buildings is 
carried out by traditional methods, regardless of the original method of 
construction. Failing concrete within pre-cast panels, unless structurally 
significant, is generally replaced by render repair materials. The 
opportunity to exchange a complete damaged panel section for a new one 
does not now exist. There are no 'spares' available, and lifting equipment 
positions used in the original construction are no longer viable. Costs of 
storage of 'spares' over the intervening years, together with the cost of 
crane hire and erection for isolated units, would be prohibitive, and no 
initial provision was made for the 'replacement unit' eventuality. 
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Individual components, such as timber single glazed windows, installed in 
the 19605, are now frequently replaced with a 'modem equivalent', 
incorporating features such as better thermal and acoustic insulation, 
trickle ventilation, and security locking. 
5.3 Over-cladding as preventative maintenance 
Poor (by current standards - not by the standards of 1965) thennal and 
acoustic insulation are also matters of concern. Water penetration and 
evidence of ongoing damp/condensation, combined with a requirement for 
better thermal insulation, can now be addressed by over-cladding the entire 
building as shown at Oldham (Construction Manager, February 2002). 
This system, used in the US for some 40 years, is relatively new to the UK, 
but is rapidly becoming popular. Specifically detailed to provide a lasting 
cure to problems of moisture penetration and thermal insulation to high-
rise buildings of industrialised methods of construction, this external 
cladding is also suitable for low-rise buildings. 
The new 3-story head office, adapted from disused offices and works 
buildings of concrete frame and panel construction, for the Youth Hostel 
Association at Matlock in Derbyshire was clad externally during this 
research. Whether this is the use of a new 'modular building component', 
specifically designed for remedial work on buildings constructed by 
industrial methods, or simply a traditional cladding system adapted to suit 
the new use, is unclear. It does indicate, however, that - even if 
maintenance of industrialised buildings has been carried out by traditional 
methods until recently - new methods (in the UK) are appearing and being 
used, and these methods are closer to industrialised building than 
traditional building methods. 
It must be stressed that the 'over-cladding' treatment is primarily designed 
to provide a weatherproof jacket, and to support and protect insulation 
sandwiched between the existing structure and the new outer skin. The 
building must be structurally sound and suitable to support any new 
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covenng. This is an important consideration in the decision to use a 
cladding system, and can be balanced with other factors: such as 
improved/changed visual appearance, reduced future external maintenance 
requirement, tenant satisfaction, and reduced fuel costs. 
5.4 Consideration of budget variation cause factors. 
Whilst the overall average cost of maintenance is shown to have risen 
gradually between 1995 and 1999, the gradual rise has not applied equally 
to the individual categories of work. Considerable differences are shown 
for expenditure on the same category from year to year, with a category 
consuming a large proportion of the total expenditure during one year, and 
a minor expenditure in other years. An explanation may lie in the use of 
'directive budgeting', where a decision had been made to allocate specific 
funds to correct a targeted category. In this caSe, the indication is that 
some pre-planning has occurred, as budgets have been created to deal with 
specific areas of maintenance. This 'pre-planning' may be of a short-term 
nature, as full planned preventative maintenance could have prevented the 
requirement 'to do something about the heating next year'. This is also 
possible evidence of a longer-term strategy involving the grouping of 
similar works into batches in order to enable more competitive contract 
procedures to be used. If this is the case, research is necessary into tenants' 
views on almost annual disruption as a sequence of repairs is made, 
instead of a less frequent - but more comprehensive - overhaul of the 
whole of the landlord's maintainable items that form the accommodation. 
The possibility of 'directive budgeting' being combined with 'batch buying 
for competitive contract procedures' was not foreseen prior to the outset of 
this research, and the effect of this link on budget planning is worthy of 
further research. 
The highest cost category was shown to be 'electrical maintenance, 
including kitchens'. Around 1995, some insurance companies began 
insisting on a more rigorous inspection and testing programme as a 
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condition of continuing insurance cover. Organizations managmg the 
letting of domestic buildings (and possibly other use buildings) were faced 
with remedial works to electrical systems shown to fall short of the 
required standard. This is clearly an isolated cost that will not recur until 
the next inspection, when some further modernization may be required. 
Additionally, when one considers that insurance companies have now had 
computerised records for a sufficient period of time to allow for analyses 
of claims-causes, thus leading to the requirement for electrical testing 
(perhaps following electrically-caused fires), it leads one to recognise the 
possibility that further 'tests' might be required (i.e. as a process of 
eliminating the most commonly identified expenditure). These could take 
the form of testing against failing plumbing or heating systems, causing 
claims for water damage and the like. This scenario could, thus, cause a 
higher than expected expenditure on wet systems in a future period, similar 
to that identified for electrical systems in this research. 
5.5 Comparison of main survey and del phi survey. 
Whilst the main survey shows 'electrical, including kitchens', the Delphi 
survey showed that professionals thought that 'roof and gutters' was the 
category that most affected overall maintenance cost. Following this 
indication and as a validation process, a detailed breakdown of 
maintenance expenditure was carried out on 6 further buildings fitting the 
criteria specified for the main survey, but not previously included. These 
buildings are currently run and occupied as Youth Hostels. Detailed 
examination of maintenance cost records revealed the average cost of 
electrical maintenance without kitchens to be 17% of the total maintenance 
expenditure for the years 1995-1999, whilst the expenditure on roofs and 
gutters amounted to under 3%. This analysis was carried out only on 
hostels where a regular programme of electrical maintenance had been in 
place for the years under examination. This analysis of past expenditure 
could not be repeated 'across the board' with the other buildings in the 
same ownership, as historical records are not yet available in suitable 
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detail. The six buildings investigated have records covering the period, as a 
result of being operated under a planned preventative maintenance system 
over that period. This programme required that the electrical systems were 
brought up to current standards to enable minimum maintenance thereafter. 
As a result of these findings, and in the absence of specific historical 
information, a study of current electrical maintenance costs is now being 
carried out on the entire stock of some 230 buildings, incorporating the 
electrical testing and remedial works requirement specified by the insurers. 
Those results will not be known until the programme is completed in 2006, 
although 'early indications' are that many of the buildings surveyed 
already require, and are undergoing, extensive electrical maintenance. 
These 'early indications' cannot be considered as useful data. The 
buildings themselves are subject to analysis for compliance with the set 
criteria, and the work carried out analysed to ensure separation of 
maintenance from alteration or improvement. 
Whilst the two surveys in this work establish that the principal 
maintenance cost categories are not the same as those perceived by 
domestic dwelling design professionals, the surveys did not attempt to 
explain why any such difference should occur. Informal discussion with 
Delphi contributors subsequent to the survey has indicated that some 
designers are heavily influenced by the advice of their electrical, 
mechanical, heating, and ventilation consultants. This can result in a 
specification that has remained adequate and undiluted by budget 
adjustments prior to the construction phase. It was also apparent that 
designers, architects, and surveyors felt that they could understand and 
even see what was wrong with a roof or gutter, and how the problem could 
be fixed. Mechanical systems remain more of a mystery, and a specialist is 
required and called in to advise. This is an aspect of control fear for the 
designer, as he is now in the hands of another. The designer must analyse 
the information provided by the specialist and relay it, in his report, to the 
client. The client may be under pressure from tenants, who are without 
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heating or hot water, and may pass that pressure on to the 
architect/surveyor, who is thus aware of the need to prevent a repeat of the 
failure. Thus, a subconscious tendency to 'design out' costly future 
maintenance on those categories might exist, and the designers are actually 
successfully reducing maintenance cost on those categories, thus raising 
'roofs and gutters' in the designers' conscious priorities. This unproven 
theory helps to partially explain the differences between (1) the results 
obtained from the main survey, and (2) the order of cost category influence 
that is perceived by the building professionals contributing to the Delphi 
survey. 
5.6 Preventing the need for reactive maintenance. 
The main survey showed that at least half of all maintenance work is 
carried out only when necessary (i.e. is reactive to a fault occurring). 
Under this system, a building manager has to be pro-active in getting the 
maintenance work carried out. A new system is needed, whereby the 
maintenance work will happen automatically, without prompting, and will 
only not occur when a manager is pro-active in preventing it. This IS 
virtually a reversal of most current maintenance work ordering policies. 
A system that allows the creation of a comprehensive maintenance work 
schedule, with provision to correct accrued dilapidations to maintainable 
standards, is needed, such that a 'maintenance log' - similar to that used 
for most car servicing - can be created for a building. However, whilst 
there are many (perhaps thousands) of identical cars of each make, most 
buildings are different. Some estates may contain perhaps over a hundred 
'identical' houses, but even these are likely to have differences. An 
example is heating boilers, where a faulty boiler has been replaced with a 
newer model in one unit, but not in the other 'identical' units. Thus, a 
system must allow for the creation of a 'maintenance logbook' that is 
specific to each individual building/dwelling, and also have the provision 
for whole - or partial - duplication, where multiple similar lidentical units 
exist. 
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The 'ownership of the problem' by managers of buildings proved to be a 
stumbling block to the introduction of maintenance schedules prepared by 
others. A two-stage training programme, with practical examples and 
practice papers was introduced at a two-day seminar. This 'first attempt' 
was on trial for a year at 7 separate buildings, and it covered the 
preparation of an actual working maintenance schedule, by the manager, 
for the specific building. This was followed by a 'trial and test' period of a 
year, and followed up at the end of that year, when revisions and 
amendments were made. The revised scheme was then put into full 
operation at 24 youth hostel buildings for a further year. It is currently 
being rolled out to an additional 200. The resulting program, in the form 
of a 'maintenance logbook', is shown in Appendix 9 in its working form, 
as prepared for the International Cities Division of the Youth Hostels 
Association as a potential solution. The document consists of introductory 
and explanatory notes, survey and listing sheets, a servicing frequency 
guide, and general preparation and recording documents that are necessary 
to produce a full working planned maintenance programme. This 
programme, when compiled, may need only part of the materials contained 
in the complete blank' Logbook Kit', as variations between buildings make 
parts unnecessary for some and require duplication for others. The format 
is arranged so that even small items, such as cleaning dust from a domestic 
sized ventilation fan, can be included. This 'logbook' format is constantly 
being modified and tweaked to suit individual buildings, which range from 
those having complex mechanical and electrical services, to some isolated 
and very basic structures without mains services. 
The introductory pages describe why the maintenance logbook is necessary 
and how it will assist the manager in the maintenance of the building. To 
get the system started, the manager is asked to fill in sheets with every 
possible and necessary item of maintenance work, and it's required 
frequency. As the list of works leads on to the identification of an annual 
budget for the maintenance of the building, it is suggested that items that 
occur at intervals greater than one year are allocated on a fractional basis. 
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Thus, if external decorating is done every 5 years, 115 of the cost is 
allocated for each year. In practice, it is often possible to decorate one 
elevation each year, whilst also doing minor 'touch-up' works to the 
remainder. This has the advantage of keeping the whole of the building in 
overall good condition and appearance. 
Whilst it is anticipated that many buildings managers will need advice on 
service frequency for mechanical plant and help with specification for 
decoration works and the like, recommended service intervals for most 
common items are shown as a reference sheet. A summary or 'quick 
contact' list is also included for easy reference to emergency glaziers, etc. 
The introduction of the logbook leads to several conclusions, summarised 
as: 
a) Buildings managers must accept that they 'own the 
problem' of maintaining the building. 
b) Buildings managers need to be actively involved with the 
preparation of the maintenance schedule if they are to 
benefit from it working for them. 
c) With the schedule in operation, and maintenance contracts 
placed or forming part of normal routine operation, a 
manager has to be pro-active to prevent a planned 
maintenance operation. Thus, with service agreements in 
place, service engineers will arrive to carry out planned 
maintenance work unless actively stopped by the bUilding 
manager. An example is external repair brought forward, 
or delayed, because of a booking for an important function 
at the building. 
d) Managers do prefer to let the maintenance system operate 
for them, rather than to react to the individual maintenance 
needs of different equipment. 
e) Managers installing or taking over an established 
maintenance program need to accept that the program is 
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rarely complete and that they are also taking on 
responsibility for future updating. 
f) Managers perceive 'tweaking' the installed and operating 
system as relatively easy (once they have surpassed the 
initial fear of installation). 
5.7 Conclusions from a maintenance system introduction. 
Both the main survey and the logbook introductory seminar revealed a 
willingness to identify maintenance issues and the costs associated with 
them, and a reluctance to accept ownership of the problems associated with 
organising ad hoc maintenance work. The use of planned preventative 
maintenance to reduce breakdowns and minimise costs is generally 
accepted by managers of buildings as the most suitable tool for creating the 
optimum balance between achieving (1) the best building condition for 
use, and (2) management convenience at a minimum and, perhaps most 
importantly, a known cost. 
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Conclusions, Recommendations, and 
The previous chapters contain the origins and the objectives of this research, as 
well as the reasoning and the methodology used to obtain and analyse the data. 
This chapter deals with the lessons learnt, the conclusions reached, the 
practical development in creating a method of introducing planned preventative 
maintenance, and recommendations arising from the knowledge gained. 
Some 'resulting information', not sought specifically as part of the original 
research objectives, has appeared by default. The reluctance of managers to 
accept responsibility for, or 'ownership of, the maintenance of buildings - for 
which they have, otherwise, full responsibility - was very clear during the 
follow-up chasing of questionnaires and, also, during the introduction of the 
planned preventative maintenance programme that was developed from this 
research (as shown in Chapter 5). 
It was clearly evident that, whilst building managers wanted full and complete 
control of 'their building', they were reluctant to take responsibility for issues 
relating to that building's maintenance. When the maintenance responsibility 
rested elsewhere, managers were content, and preferred to consider falling 
building condition standards to be a situation beyond their control. The 
process of introducing the developed Planned Maintenance Programme, shown 
in Chapter 5, indicates how this reluctance has been overcome by giving the 
managers the responsibility of including the items of maintenance they 
consider necessary for their building. Other anomalies were evident and, 
where these justify further research, they are shown later. 
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6.2 Conclusions Specific to Individual Objectives 
Objective 1: 'To investigate maintenance costs of traditional and 
'industrialised (modular) system built' multiple domestic 
accommodation buildings, and compare their maintenance 
costs'. 
The survey did not reveal any measurable difference in the maintenance cost of 
traditional and system built domestic accommodation. For reasons discussed 
earlier, all current maintenance on system built dwellings is carried out by 
traditional means, and the maintenance cost per unit is not now affected by the 
method of construction. Whether there were significant savings, or increased 
costs earlier in the life of the buildings, was not investigated by this study. The 
system of external cladding described, used on both the Oldham high-rise 
blocks and the new Youth Hostel Association head office is applied equally to 
buildings of traditional and 'system' built construction, whatever their use. 
Conclusion for Objective 1: 
a) There is no significant difference in the maintenance costs of 
system built and traditional buildings. 
b) Maintenance of industrialised, or system built, and traditional 
buildings is carried out by traditional methods not related to the 
industrialised building method. 
Objective 2: 'To identifY the principal maintenance cost categories perceived 
by various construction industry professions and test the 
hypothesis that 'actual highest cost maintenance categories for 
domestic dwellings are not the same as those perceived as the 
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highest cost categories by domestic dwelling design 
professionals' . 
The highest cost category influencing overall maintenance cost was perceived 
by the Delphi survey of domestic building professionals as 'roofs and gutters', 
followed by 'kitchens and bathrooms', with 'plumbing and hot water systems' 
coming third. Electrical maintenance, shown by the main survey to have been 
the highest actual cost influence for the years 1995-1999, came last in the 
Delphi final round. 
The Delphi survey showed that the panel professionals thought the most 
important category for 'planned preventative maintenance in preventing 
breakdowns and unplanned maintenance' to be 'plumbing and hot water 
systems'. The main survey revealed that the actual highest cost category for the 
years 1995-1999 was 'electrical maintenance, including kitchens', with unit 
costs averaging £278 for the five year period, and reaching as high as £447 for 
1999. 
SURVEY RANKING ORDER 
DELPHI MAIN 
Category Cost Preventative Actual 
Influence importance cost 
Roofs and gutters 1 2 2 
Kitchens and bathrooms 2 3 
Plumbing and hot water systems 3 1 3 
Extemal envelope 4 5 
Electrical and kitchens 8 4 1 
Conclusion for Objective 2: 
a) The hypothesis that 'actual highest cost maintenance categories for 
domestic dwellings are not the same as those perceived as the 
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highest cost categories by domestic dwelling design professionals' 
is supported. 
b) Despite disagreement over the leading category, there is general 
agreement between the second- and third-ranked actual cost and the 
professionals' intuitive assessment. 
Objective 3: 'To measure and compare the use of planned preventative 
maintenance programmes against other maintenance and repair 
polices' . 
Of 1108 units in this survey, 48% use planned preventative maintenance as the 
trigger mechanism for maintenance work to commence. 33% use other 
methods, split 2-1 between 'when considered necessary' and 'when it breaks 
down'. A further 19% operate a 'mixture of methods', including some planned 
preventative maintenance within that mixture. 67% of managers indicated that 
the use of planned preventative maintenance was their preferred future policy. 
After (1) making an allowance that planned preventative maintenance in the 
unspecified 19% 'mixture of methods' proportion might be as low as \0% of 
that 19% (i.e. that 10% of the 19% might actually be utilising planned 
preventative maintenance - thus representing 2% of the total), and (2) taking 
that together with the 48% that was specifically identified, then one may equate 
to 50% of the buildings in the survey using planned preventative maintenance 
as the operating method. 
Conclusion for Objective 3: 
a) Even if that allowance, detailed above, should be higher than 10%, 
it is clear that planned preventative maintenance is used on 
approximately half of the properties in the survey. 
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b) The use of planned preventative maintenance is increasing and will 
rise to about 66% over the next 5 years. 
Both the Delphi survey and the main survey revealed a willingness to identifY 
maintenance issues and the costs associated with them, and a reluctance to 
accept ownership of the problems associated with organising ad hoc 
maintenance work. The use of planned preventative maintenance to reduce 
breakdowns and minimise costs is generally accepted as the most suitable tool 
for creating the optimum balance between achieving (\) the best building 
condition for use, and (2) management convenience at a minimal, and perhaps 
most importantly, a known cost. 
6.3 Limitations 
This research was strictly restricted to buildings of a specific age and use. 
Different data might be obtained for buildings of an alternative use, and, 
although many maintenance issues may be common to all buildings, the major 
categories of expenditure or 'cost headings' are possibly different. 
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6.4 Recommendations for Further Research 
• Investigate the maintenance policies for commercial buildings other 
than dwellings. Buildings used for offices, factories, and utilities may 
be managed with a different commercial attitude to preventative 
maintenance. 
• Investigate what happens to existing, non-planned preventative 
maintenance plans when managers change; do new managers generally 
'start again'? 
• Investigate changes In maintenance policies and costs in the years 
following the introduction of planned preventative maintenance. 
• Investigate how much, if any, bias is given to cosmetic improvements 
as a result of new managers seeking to show a rapid visual 
improvement. 
• Investigate the incidence of 'change for efficiency'; an example of this 
is the upgrading of equipment, such as boilers, that still functions 
perfectly, but is inefficient by current standards. 
• Investigate what encouragement now exists to private and public 
landlords, by the central government, to commission minimal 
maintenance buildings? 
• Investigate how much influence tenants associations have In 
maintaining planning. 
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Maintenance terms 
Active corrective maintenance time. 
Active preventative maintenance time. 
Automatic maintenance 
Conditional appraisal 
Condition-based maintenance 
Consumable stock 
Controlled maintenance 
Corrective maintenance 
Appendix One - Glossary of maintenance tenns 
From BSS 3811, 1964. 
That part of the active 
maintenance time during which 
actions of corrective maintenance 
are performed on an item. 
That part of the active 
maintenance time during which 
actions of preventative 
maintenance are performed on an 
item. 
Maintenance accomplished 
without human intervention. 
A formal and systematic appraisal 
of the condition of an item in 
respect of its ability to perform its 
required function. 
The Maintenance carried out 
according to the need indicated by 
condition monitoring. 
Expendable material (for example 
oils, lubricants, nails, packing) 
that are held available for 
maintenance purposes. 
A method to sustain a desired 
quality of service by the 
systematic application of analysis 
techniques using centralised 
SUperviSOry facilities and/or 
sampling to minimise preventive 
maintenance and to reduce 
corrective maintenance. 
The maintenance carried out after 
fault recognition and intended to 
- IJJ -
Corrective maintenance time 
Daywork 
Deferred maintenance 
Elementary maintenance activity 
Emergency maintenance 
Fault correction 
-------
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put an item into a state in which it 
can perform a required function. 
That part of the maintenance time 
during which corrective 
maintenance is performed on an 
item including technical delays 
and logistic delays inherent In 
corrective maintenance. 
Charging for work for which 
control standards have been 
determined, for example quality, 
but that cannot readily be 
measured in accordance with 
general principles. Note: The 
normal practice is to record labour, 
materials and plant used as the work 
proceeds and to change at standard rates 
plus agreed overheads. 
Corrective maintenance which is 
not immediately initiated after a 
fault recognition but is delayed in 
accordance with gIven 
maintenance rules. 
A unit of work into which a 
maintenance activity may be 
broken down at a given indenture 
level. 
The maintenance that it is 
necessary to put in had 
immediately to avoid serious 
consequences. 
Actions taken after fault 
localisation to restore the ability 
of the faulty item to perform a 
required function. 
Fault correction time 
Fault diagnosis 
Fault diagnosis time 
Fault localization 
Fault localization time 
Fault recognition 
Forced outage duration 
Function-affecting maintenance 
Function check-out 
Function-degrading maintenance 
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That part of active corrective 
maintenance time during which a 
fault correction is performed. 
Actions taken for fault 
recognition, fault localisation and 
cause identification. 
The time during which fault 
diagnosis is performed. 
Actions taken to identify the 
faulty sub-item at the appropriate 
indenture level. 
That part of active corrective 
maintenance during which fault 
localisation is performed. 
The event of a fault being 
recognised. 
Within a specified period of time, 
the period of time during which 
an item is incapable of performing 
its function because of a fault. 
Note: This term is used in the electricity 
supply industry. 
A maintenance action during 
which one or more required 
functions of the item under 
maintenance are interrupted or 
degraded. 
Actions taken after fault 
correction to verify that the item 
has recovered its ability to 
perform the required function. 
Function-affecting maintenance 
that degrades one or more of the 
required functions of a maintained 
item, but not to such an extent as 
Function-permitting maintenance 
Function-preventing maintenance 
Indenture level 
Level of maintenance 
--------
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to cause complete loss of all the 
functions. 
Maintenance action during which 
one of the required functions of 
the under maintenance IS 
interrupted or degraded. 
Function-affecting maintenance 
that prevents a maintained item 
from performing a required 
function by causing complete loss 
of all the functions. 
For maintenance. A level of 
subdivision of an item from the 
point of view of a maintenance 
action. 
Note I: Examples of indenture levels 
. could be a subsystem, a circuit board, a 
component. 
Note 2: The indenture level depends on 
the complexity if the items construction, 
the accessibility to sub-items, skills level 
of maintenance personnel, test 
equipment facilities, safety 
considerations, etc. 
The set of maintenance actions to 
be carried out at a specified 
indenture level. 
Note: Examples of a maintenance 
action are replacing a component, printed 
circuit board, a subsystem. 
Maintenance action; Maintenance task A sequence of elementary 
maintenance activities carried out 
for a given purpose. 
Note: Examples are fault diagnosis, fault 
localisation, function checkout or 
combinations thereof 
Maintenance echelon; line of maintenance A position in an organisation 
where specified levels of 
maintenance are to be carried out 
on an item. 
- 136-
Maintenance entity 
Maintenance history 
Maintenance management 
Maintenance man-hours (MMH) 
Maintenance philosophy 
Maintenance planning 
Maintenance policy 
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Note I: Examples of maintenance 
echelons are: field, repair shop, 
manufacturer. 
Note 2: The maintenance echelon is 
characterised by the skill of the 
personnel, the facilities available, the 
location etc. 
Any sub-item of a given item 
which can have a fault and which, 
by alann, or any other means, can 
be unambiguously identified for 
replacement or repair. 
A record of past maintenance 
tasks that is used for the purpose 
of maintenance planning. 
The organisation of maintenance 
within an agreed policy. 
The accumulated durations of the 
individual maintenance times, 
expressed in hours, used by all 
maintenance personnel for a given 
type of maintenance action or 
over a given time interval. 
A system of principles for the 
organisation and execution of the 
maintenance. 
Deciding in advance the jobs, 
methods, materials, tools, 
machines, labour, time required 
and timing of maintenance 
actions. 
A description of the 
interrelationship between the 
maintenance echelons, the 
indenture levels and the levels of 
maintenance to be applied for the 
maintenance of an item. 
Maintenance programme 
Maintenance requirements 
Maintenance support 
Maintenance support performance 
Mean operating time between failures 
(MTBF) 
Mean time between failures 
Mean time to first failure (MTTFF) 
Mean time to restoration; mean time 
To recovery (MTTR) 
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A time-based plan 
specific maintenance 
specific periods. 
allocating 
tasks to 
A statement of the nature of the 
maintenance method, in particular 
the skill of the personnel 
involved, their facilities and the 
duration and frequency of 
maintenance action. 
Note 1: The information forms part of 
the technical manual. 
The provision on demand of the 
resources required to maintain an 
item under a given maintenance 
policy. 
The ability of a maintenance 
organisation, under gIven 
conditions, to provide upon 
demand, the resources required to 
maintain an item, under a given 
maintenance policy. Note: The 
given conditions are related to the item 
itself and to the conditions under which 
the item is used and maintained. 
The expectation of the operating 
time between failures. 
The expectation of the time 
between failures. Note: The term is 
normally used in connection with non-
repairable items. 
The expectation of the time to 
first failure. 
The expectation of the time to 
restoration. 
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Modification 
Nugatory time 
Off-site maintenance 
On-site maintenance; in-situ maintenance: 
Field maintenance 
Opportunistic maintenance 
Other operational delay time 
Parts List 
Planned maintenance 
Preventative maintenance 
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of an item. The combination of 
all technical and administrative 
actions intended to change an 
item. 
That portion of time for which 
payment is made but for which no 
services is rendered. 
Maintenance performed at a 
location different from that where 
the item is used. 
Note: An example of off-site 
maintenance is the repair of a sub-item at 
a maintenance centre. 
Maintenance performed at the 
location where the item is used. 
Maintenance of an item that is 
deferred or advanced in time 
when an unplanned opportunity 
becomes available. 
The period of time during which 
the item is unable to perform due 
to a failure that has not been 
scheduled for action. 
A definitive list of all items that 
form the asset. Note: This document 
fonns part of the technical manual. 
The maintenance organised and 
carried out with forethought, 
control and the use of records to a 
predetermined plan. Note: 
Preventative maintenance; corrective 
inaintenance mayor may not be. 
The maintenance carried out at 
predetermined intervals or 
according to prescribed criteria 
and intended to reduce the 
Preventative maintenance time 
Reaction time 
Remote maintenance 
Running maintenance 
Running maintenance time 
Scheduled maintenance 
Shutdown maintenance 
Spares policy 
Spares stock 
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probability of failure or the 
degradation of the functioning of 
an item. 
That part of the maintenance time 
during which preventative 
maintenance is performed on an 
item, including technical delays 
and logistic delays inherent in 
preventative maintenance. 
The time that elapses between the 
recognition of a need for repair 
and its execution. 
Maintenance of an item 
performed without physical access 
of the personnel to the item. 
Maintenance that can be carried 
out whilst the item is in service. 
The period of time during which 
maintenance is carried out whilst 
the item is in service. 
The preventative maintenance 
carried out in accordance with an 
established time schedule. Note: In 
certain instances, fortime read operating 
hours, distance traveled, etc as 
appropriate. 
Mai ntenance that can be carried 
out only when the item is out of 
servIce. 
A declared basis by which the 
holding of a stock of spares is 
determined. 
Items that are held available for 
maintenance purposes or for the 
replacement of defective parts. 
Stock 
Storage life 
Strategic spares 
Undetected fault time 
Unplanned maintenance 
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Note: If spares stock is associated with a 
saleable product, it is regarded as direct 
stock, whereas if associated with the 
fixed assets (e.g., plant, vehicles) it is 
regarded as indirect stock. 
All the tangible material assets of 
a company other than the fixed 
assets; comprising all the finished 
or saleable products, all the items 
to be incorporated into the 
finished products and all the items 
to be consumed in the process of 
manufacturing the product or in 
the carrying out of the business. 
Note 1: Inventory, when used as a 
generic term, is synonymous with stock. 
This use is common in the USA and 
extensive in the UK. 
Note 2: An inventory, when used 
specifically, is defined as a list of 
tangible material assets. For production 
control purposes this can be limited to 
being a list of stock. 
The specified length of time prior 
to use for which items that are 
inherently subject to deterioration 
are deemed to remain fit for use 
under prescribed conditions. 
Spares held against circumstances 
that are not expected to arise 
routinely or frequently during the 
life of the asset but which would 
have serious consequences is they 
did occur. 
The time interval between failure 
and recognition of the resulting 
fault. 
The maintenance carried our to no 
predetermined plan . 
Unscheduled maintenance 
Unscheduled maintenance 
Maintainability Terms 
Accessibility 
Maintainability 
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The maintenance carried out to no 
predetennined plan. 
The maintenance carried out not 
in accordance with an established 
time schedule, but after reception 
of an indication regarding the 
state of an item. 
A qualitative of quantitative 
measure of the ease of gaining 
access to a component for the 
purposes of maintenance. 
The probability that a given active 
maintenance action for an item 
under given conditions of use can 
be carried our within a stated time 
interval, when the maintenance is 
performed under stated conditions 
and using stated procedures and 
resources. Note: The tenn 
maintainability is also used to denote the 
maintainability performance quantified 
by this probability. 
Interview by 
H.Keith Farmer. 
NAME & 
QUALlFACA TlON 
(RIBA, RICS, etc.) 
Appendix 2 - Delphi round I questionnaire 
Date Location 
ORGANISATION ADDRESS 'PHONE 
SECTOR 
(PRIVATE) ( PUBLIC) FAX 
Email 
POSTCODE 
Data protection Act. Information collected during this survey may be stored and retrieved electronically only by the 
survey taker and his agents. Specific acknowledgement may be given to individual contributors in final publication 
of findings. If you do not want to be identified as a contributor, or for your organization to remain anonymous, please 
indicate and sign below. 11 
I want to remain anonymous. I I ] want my organization to remain anonymous L--J 
Signed LI ___________ ..... I
Notes. 
--------
Appendix 2 - Delphi round I questionnaire 
Please rate all the following classifications of areas of 
maintenance showing those that you believe have the highest 
maintenance cost influence on the overall maintenance cost 
of a huilding, using the scale: 
A= very important through to E= least important. A B C D E 
(highest cost) (lowest cost) 
I External decoration 
2 Internal decoration 
3 Main external structural envelope 
4 Windows and external doors 
5 Roofs and gutters 
6 Floor coverings 
7 Internal construction including partitions and doors 
8 Plumbing and heating systems including water heating. 
9 Kitchens and bathrooms 
10 Electrical installation (excluding fire alarm systems) 
1I Fire detection and alarm systems 
12 Lifts and common staircases 
13 Wood worm and beetIe infestation 
14 Security and door entry systems. 
15 Other, please specifY. 
16 Other, please specifY. 
Appendix 2 - Delphi round I questionnaire 
Please rank 5 only of the following maintenance 
classification to show the top five areas that you believe must 
be regularly maintained to prevent breakdowns and 
unplanned maintenance buildings of mUltiple domestic 
accommodation. 
(e.g. Hostels, Hotels, apartment blocks) t 1 3 4 5 
1 = most important through to 5 = least important 
A Roofs and gutters and drainage i 
I 
B External decoration I 
C Main external structural envelope 
D Windows and external doors 
E Security and door entry systems. 
F Floor coverings 
G Internal construction including partitions and doors 
H Plumbing and heating systems including water heating. 
I Kitchens and bathrooms 
J Electrical installation (excluding fire alarm systems) 
K Fire detection and alarm systems 
L Lifts and common staircases 
M Wood worm and beetIe infestation 
N 
Internal decoration 
0 Other, please specifY. 
P Other, please specifY. 
Pleamore Cross Farm House 
Sampford Arundel 
Wellington 
Somerset 
TA219QE 
Date 
Dear 
Appendix 3 - Delphi round 2 questionnaire 
Thank you for participating in the first round of this survey into maintenance costs. A 
very brief second round questionnaire is attached on the next page, and I will be 
grateful if you will complete this as before. The survey is in the 'tick in appropriate box' 
format, and should take a few minutes only to complete. When you have finished, simply 
click the return button and I will print it out at this end. (If I have problems with Email I 
will send it by post with SAE) 
Pages 3&4 show the aggregated data obtained during the first round of this survey, and is 
provided for your information and to indicate the rational behind this final round of 
questions. 
The final analysis and results will be issued to you as soon as all the contributors have 
returned this form and this survey analysis is complete. On conclusion of the full survey, 
the conclusions will be made available. It is planned that this will provide an indication of 
true maintenance costs for the categories of buildings examined, and a basis for 
systematic reduction of building maintenance costs via planned preventative 
maintenance. 
Thank you very much for your co-operation on this project. 
H Keith Farmer. 
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This survey fonns the second part of a section of research by the author at the Faculty of 
Civil and Building Engineering at Loughborough University, into the cost of maintaining 
large buildings used for multiple domestic accommodation. 
Thank you for your participation and co-operation during the first round of the survey. A 
copy of your individual input is attached for your reference, together with a graphical 
analysis of the first round data aggregated from all contributors. 
Based on the output of the first round data, a second round questionnaire is shown below. 
This is in a similar fonnat to the first round, and seeks to clarii)' and consolidate the data 
from the inputs obtained from the previous questionnaire, and which are provided for you 
infonnation in pages 3 & 4. 
Please rank all the following classifications of areas 
of maintenance in the order that you believe that 
they have the highest maintenance cost influence on 
the overall maintenance cost of a building. Please Order of importance 
ensure one category to each of the 8 rankings 
I SI = Highest cost 8th = lowest cost 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
External envelope 
Main structural envelope 
Windows and external doors 
Roofs and gutters 
Plumbing, heating, hot water systems 
Kitchens and bathrooms 
Electrical excl uding fire alarms 
Lifts and common staircases 
Please rank the following 5 categories in the order of 
importance that you believe they must have regular planned Order of importance 
maintenance to prevent breakdowns and unplanned repairs. 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
1 SI = most important 5th = least important 
Roofs, gutters and drainage 
Main structural envelope 
Plumbing, heating_and hot water systems 
Kitchens and bathrooms 
Electrical installation, not including fire alann systems 
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MAINTENANCE COST INFLUENCE RATING ANALYSIS FROM 1ST ROUND DATA. 
Table D I a showing aggregated rated values from first round. 
Total value of 
round 1 rating 
* = reappraise in 
next round 
33 " 
21 
27 " 
28 " 
31 " 
22 
21 
36" 
33 " 
25 " 
22 
27 " 
15 
15 
2 
Category deSCription 
Extemal decoration 
Intemal decoration 
Main extemal structural envelope 
Windows and extemal doors 
Roofs and gutters 
Floor coverings 
Intemal construction, partitions, doors. 
Plumbing, Heating, Hot water systems. 
Kitchens and Bathrooms. 
Electrical excluding fire alarm systems. 
Fire detection and alarm systems. 
Lifts and common stair cases. 
Woodworm and beetle infestation, rot. 
Security and door entry systems. 
Extemal works and landscaping. 
The data shown above is depicted graphically below, with the vertical line separating the higher scoring 
elements which form the basis of this second round of data collection. 
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF TABLE Dla ABOVE 
Categories scoring less than 23.9 to be excluded 
from this second round of survey. 
o 10 20 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
13 
15 
Categories scoring more than 
23.9 to be ranked in this rOWld 
of survey. 
30 40 
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Appendix 3 - Delphi round 2 questionnaire 
PLANNED MAINTENANCE IMPORTANCE RANKING ANALYSIS FROM 1ST ROUND 
Table Dlb Showing aggregated ranking scores from first round ofsurvey 
Total value 
of round 1 
rating 
21 
3 
10 
6 
o 
4 
o 
27 
12 
10 
o 
5 
5 
2 
Category description 
Roofs, gutters and drainage 
External decoration 
Main structural envelope 
Windows and external doors 
Security and door entry systems 
floor coverings 
Internal construction, partitions and doors 
Plumbing, heating, hot water systems. 
Kitchens and bathrooms 
Electrical installation (not fire alarms) 
Fire detection and alarm systems 
Lifts an common stair cases 
Wood worm, beetle and rot. 
Internal decoration 
The date shown in table DIb is depicted graphically below. The vertical line drawn at 
8.9 points, indicates those categories that ranked higher and which are to be reconsidered 
in this second round. 
Categories scoring 
less than 8.9 
exc1uded. 
Categories scoring more than 8.9 to be 
reappraised in second rOWld of survey. 
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Appendix 4 a- Check lists 
Check list for evaluating a building for Objective I study. 
Is the building between 30 and 50 years old? 
2 Is the building of 'traditional' construction? 
3 Is the building of Modular Construction (Ind. Bid. Method) 
4 Is it operated as one building under one management? 
5 Is the building still in the 'as built' (with some modernisation 
not extensive alteration) form? 
6 Are maintenance records existing and accessible? 
7 Will full co-operation be provided by the operator? 
8 Can areas of confidentiality be identified and respected? 
9 Is this building a suitable comparison with other buildings 
also under investigation in this research? 
10 Are there any plans to radically change or demolish the 
building or its environment within the next five years, that 
might jeopardise follow up research? 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
Appendix 4 a- Check lists 
Check list for evaluating a building for Objective 2 study. 
11 Is the building between lOO and 200 years old? 
12 Is it operated as one building under one management? 
I3 Is the building still in the 'as built' (with some modernisation 
not extensive alteration) form? 
14 Are maintenance records existing and accessible? 
15 Will full co-operation be provided by the operator? 
16 Can areas of confidentiality be identified and respected? 
17 Is this building a suitable comparison with other buildings 
also under investigation in this research? 
18 Is this building one that must be maintained because of 
'Listed' status? 
19 Are there any plans to radically change or demolish the 
building or its environment within the next five years, that 
might jeopardise follow up research? 
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D 
D 
D 
D 
Appendix 4b- Check list 
CHECK LIST FOR PREP ARA nON OF INfER VIEW QUESTIONNAlRE. 
Does the questionnaire ask for the following information? 
I. Source of information, 
2. Name of interviewee providing information. 
3. Identity of building, address etc. Post code. 
4. When built, age. 
S. How built, traditional or modular. 
6. Building operator, managing agent. 
7. Building use. Private dwellings, L.A. flats, HotellHostel. 
8. How many units of accommodation/persons/floor area. 
9. How maintained, direct labour, contracted out. 
\0. Maintenance planning, planned maintenance, unplanned, corrective, run to failure. 
I I. Maintenance costs for last five years separated into categories (as White 1973). 
a) External decoration. 
b) Internal decoration 
c) Main structure, including windows and gutters. 
d) Internal construction, partitions and doors. 
e) Plumbing and sanitary ware. 
f) Mechanical, gas and air conditioning. 
g) Electrical including kitchens. 
h) External civil engineering works. 
i) Routine cleaning. 
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Appendix 5.0 - Main survey data 
Total annual cost £K 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 
1 16 9.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 9.00 
2 48 24.20 22.90 19.70 21.30 18.72 
3 69 SO.OO 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 
4 41 23.63 18.60 17.86 10.38 7.60 
5 6600 6000.00 5700.00 5414.00 5144.00 4887.00 
6 14 8.40 6.50 7.70 4.40 6.10 
7 6 2.40 2.28 2.17 2.06 2.00 
8 12 6.00 20.00 100.00 5.00 15.00 
9 89 419.00 44.00 28.00 641.00 35.00 
10 28 34.00 34.00 32.00 30.00 29.00 
11 81 4.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 5.00 
12 28 26.02 24.78 23.60 22.42 21.30 
13 11 100.00 10.00 6.00 7.50 7.50 
14 72 84.00 79.00 72.00 54.00 21.38 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 75.00 70.00 70.00 60.00 50.00 
17 126 504.00 500.00 500.00 270.00 230.00 
18 55 90.00 20.00 10.00 10.00 5.00 
19 6 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 
20 56 42.00 57.00 49.00 27.00 35.00 
21 41 114.80 98.00 110.70 68.00 50.00 
22 42 41.21 37.25 33.29 29.33 25.37 
23 48 55.30 48.00 61.00 213.63 17.00 
24 12 11.00 10.50 10.00 9.50 9.00 
25 16 17.50 17.00 16.SO 16.00 15.00 
26 15 12.00 11.00 12.00 9.00 8.00 
27 21 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
28 14 9.70 15.00 9.00 7.00 7.00 
29 10 14.00 17.00 11.00 10.00 7.00 
30 9 6.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 2.00 
31 8 6.32 6.00 5.60 5.10 4.90 
32 6 4.31 7.40 2.67 2.00 2.00 
33 6 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 
Totals=> 7611 7824.28 6962.21 6707.78 6762.61 5612.87 
Average 
per unit £k => 1.03 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.74 
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Appendix 5.1 - Main survey Data 
Extemal decoration £K 
Ref' Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 199 
1 16 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 
2 48 2.17 2.06 1.80 1.92 1.69 
3 69 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
4 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 6600 0.00 269.10 181.82 0.00 0.00 
6 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 6 2.40 2.28 2.16 2.06 0.20 
8 12 0.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 28 2.04 2.04 1.90 1.80 1.74 
11 81 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.50 
12 28 1.65 1.58 1.50 1.43 1.35 
13 11 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14 72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.25 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 3.05 3.50 2.50 3.00 2.50 
17 126 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 
20 56 0.00 0.00 11.00 0.00 0.00 
21 41 22.96 19.60 22.14 13.60 10.00 
22 42 8.24 7.45 6.66 5.87 5.07 
23 48 2.77 2.40 3.05 2.04 0.85 
24 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 16 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
26 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
27 21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
28 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
29 10 0.00 5.00 0.50 0.00 1.00 
30 9 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 
31 8 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00 
32 6 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
lTotals=> 7611 72.78 340.00 348.03 47.21 71.15 
~yerage 0.93 
per untt £k 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.01 
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Appendix 5.2 - Main survey data 
Internal decoration 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 
1 16 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 
2 48 3.63 3.44 3.00 3.20 2.81 
3 69 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 
4 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 6600 0.00 420.00 0.00 0.00 120.70 
6 14 1.60 0.78 1.46 1.41 1.40 
7 6 0.60 0.57 0.54 0.42 0.50 
8 12 0.00 4.00 30.00 1.00 0.00 
9 89 0.80 1.09 1.10 7.24 1.49 
10 28 1.36 1.36 1.20 1.20 1.16 
11 81 6.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.50 
12 28 1.32 1.26 1.20 1.14 1.08 
13 11 4.00 3.00 1.80 2.25 2.25 
14 72 2.17 0.00 4.15 2.00 10.14 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 18.75 17.50 17.50 15.00 12.50 
17 126 25.20 25.00 25.00 13.50 11.50 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
19 6 7.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 3.00 0.00 9.00 0.00 4.00 
21 41 11.5 11.07 0.68 5.00 5000.00 
22 42 2.06 1.86 1.66 1.47 1.27 
23 48 8.30 7.20 9.25 6.12 2.55 
24 12 2.50 2.50 2.00 2.00 2.00 
25 16 2.00 3.00 2.50 2.00 2.50 
26 15 3.00 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.50 
27 21 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
28 14 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 
29 10 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
30 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.00 
31 8 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 
32 6 3.31 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
33 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Totals=> 7611 128.58 528.13 133.05 88.94 5204.36 
Average 
per unit £k => 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.68 
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Appendix 5.3 - Main survey data 
ain structure incl windows/doors 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 48 3.63 3.44 3.00 3.20 2.81 
3 69 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
4 41 1.62 0.12 0.67 0.42 0.16 
5 6600 410.40 312.20 509.70 719.92 216.00 
6 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 12 0.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 367.79 5.76 2.44 3.20 0.11 
10 28 6.12 4.76 5.44 4.50 4.60 
11 81 6.00 2.00 3.00 2.00 7.50 
12 28 7.99 7.61 7.25 6.89 6.54 
13 11 83.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 
14 72 22.35 11.00 25.46 30.50 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17 126 50.40 50.00 50.00 27.00 23.00 
18 55 70.00 6.00 5.00 0.00 1.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 1.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 
21 41 17.22 14.70 16.61 10.20 75.00 
22 42 8.24 0.45 6.66 5.27 5.07 
23 48 0.00 0.00 0.00 172.80 0.00 
24 12 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
25 16 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 
26 15 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
27 21 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
28 14 3.12 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
29 10 0.00 5.00 0.50 2.00 0.00 
30 9 1.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
31 8 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 
32 6 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.50 0.00 
33 6 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.40 2.00 
Totals=> 7611 1074.08 449.65 649.12 1002.29 362.05 
Average 13.73 
per unit £k => 0.14 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.05 
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Appendix 5.4- Main survey data 
Internal construction, partitions 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 48 1.21 1.15 1.00 1.67 0.97 
3 69 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
4 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5 6600 0.00 74.60 21.00 0.00 0.00 
6 14 5.29 3.51 1.62 0.53 0.67 
7 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 12 1.80 0.00 20.00 1.25 0.00 
9 89 13.41 4.93 6.00 28.82 6.38 
10 28 2.72 2.38 2.24 2.10 2.61 
11 81 6.00 3.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 
12 28 1.76 1.68 1.60 1.52 1.44 
13 11 2.00 3.00 6.00 0.00 0.00 
14 72 11.01 2.75 14.59 6.00 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.00 2.50 
17 126 50.40 50.00 50.00 27.00 23.00 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 17.00 12.00 19.00 16.00 5.00 
21 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22 42 2.06 1.86 1.66 1.47 1.27 
23 48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 12 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
25 16 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 
26 15 0.70 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
27 21 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
28 14 0.40 4.00 0.00 1.80 1.00 
29 10 0.50 1.00 4.00 1.00 0.00 
30 9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
31 8 0.50 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 
32 6 1.00 0.00 2.67 0.00 0.00 
33 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
TotalS""> 7611 129.82 177.66 164.68 102.45 57.14 
Average 1.66 
per unit £k => 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 
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Appendix 5.5- Main survey data 
Jumbing and sanitary ware 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 48 3.63 3.44 3.00 3.20 2.81 
3 69 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
4 41 1.81 0.83 2.14 1.01 1.08 
5 6600 460.20 781.30 10.27 489.11 521.18 
6 14 0.59 0.78 0.15 0.44 0.85 
7 6 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 
8 12 1.80 0.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 5.95 5.93 4.88 5.99 8.95 
10 28 4.08 5.10 4.80 3.60 4.06 
11 81 2.00 1.00 1.00 2.00 2.50 
12 28 6.62 0.63 0.60 0.57 5.42 
13 11 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.75 1.50 
14 72 21.80 16.59 22.16 11.00 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 11.25 10.50 10.50 9.00 7.50 
17 126 126.00 125.00 125.00 675.00 575.00 
18 55 15.00 3.00 1.50 3.00 2.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 12.00 12.00 7.00 4.00 5.00 
21 41 11.48 9.80 11.07 6.80 50.00 
22 42 8.24 7.45 6.66 5.87 5.07 
23 48 13.83 12.60 15.25 10.21 42.50 
24 12 4.30 4.20 4.00 3.50 3.00 
25 16 5.00 5.00 4.50 4.00 3.00 
26 15 4.50 4.50 3.50 3.50 3.00 
27 21 3.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
28 14 2.44 2.50 2.30 2.20 1.00 
29 10 7.50 2.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 
30 9 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
31 8 1.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
32 6 0.00 0.70 0.00 0.50 0.00 
33 6 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.40 0.20 
Totals=> 7611 739.67 1022.28 266.51 1255.44 1255.42 
Average 9.45 
per unit £k c> 0.10 0.13 0.04 0.16 0.16 
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Appendix 5.6-- Main survey data 
rY1echanical,gas, heating 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 48 4.84 4.58 4.00 4.26 
3 69 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
4 41 3.56 4.88 2.20 2.87 
5 6600 904.80 27.00 1311.22 793.76 
6 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 6 0.60 0.57 0.54 0.42 
8 12 1.20 0.00 10.00 0.00 
9 89 0.31 2.98 2.90 2.82 
10 28 5.78 5.10 4.48 4.50 
11 81 38.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
12 28 2.87 2.73 2.60 2.47 
13 11 2.00 1.00 0.60 2.25 
14 72 17.93 25.04 9.41 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 11.25 10.50 10.50 9.00 
17 126 25.20 25.00 25.00 13.50 
18 55 0.00 6.00 1.50 2.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 9.00 17.00 3.00 3.00 
21 41 4.59 3.92 4.43 2.72 
22 42 4.12 3.72 3.33 2.93 
23 48 8.30 7.20 9.15 6.12 
24 12 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
25 16 2.00 2.50 1.50 2.00 
26 15 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 
27 21 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
28 14 1.62 1.50 0.00 1.50 
29 10 2.50 1.00 1.00 2.00 
30 9 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 
31 8 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 
32 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 6 0.30 0.30 0.20 0.20 
Totals=> 7611 1060.77 168.52 1426.56 873.42 
Average 13.56 
per unit £k => 0.14 0.02 0.19 0.11 
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Appendix 5.7 - Main survey data 
Electrical including kitchens 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 199 
1 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 48 1.47 1.37 1.20 1.28 1.12 
3 69 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 
4 41 12.42 9.03 6.52 2.27 1.26 
5 6600 3162.08 1741.37 2777.61 1936.10 44.43 
6 14 8.40 0.59 1.23 1.23 1.53 
7 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 12 0.00 0.00 15.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 11.82 18.77 33.66 20.88 6.53 
10 28 3.40 3.40 3.20 3.00 2.90 
11 81 8.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.50 
12 28 3.67 3.49 3.33 3.16 3.00 
13 11 3.00 3.00 0.00 2.25 1.50 
14 72 5.69 21.71 11.07 4.00 0.00 
15 4 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 
16 1 11.25 10.50 10.50 9.00 7.50 
17 126 100.80 100.00 100.00 54.00 46.00 
18 55 5.00 5.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 0.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 5.00 
21 41 22.96 19.60 22.14 13.60 10.00 
22 42 4.12 3.72 3.33 2.93 2.54 
23 48 11.06 9.60 12.20 8.17 3.40 
24 12 14.00 0.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 
25 16 2.50 2.00 1.50 1.50 2.50 
26 15 1.80 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.00 
27 21 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
28 14 1.08 1.00 4.20 1.50 1.00 
29 10 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 
30 9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 
31 8 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.50 
32 6 0.00 7.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 6 0.60 0.60 0.40 0.40 0.20 
Totals=> 7611 3406.14 1985.77 3036.62 2093.30 167.94 
Average 43.53 
per unit £k => 0.45 0.26 0.40 0.28 0.02 
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Appendix 5.8 - Main survey data 
External & civil engineering works 
Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2 48 2.42 2.29 2.00 2.13 12.87 
3 69 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
4 41 0.22 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.16 
5 6600 60.00 18.00 54.06 11.00 41.19 
6 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
7 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
8 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 28 1.02 1.02 0.06 0.90 0.87 
11 81 0.80 2.00 2.00 3.00 5.00 
12 28 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
13 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14 72 2.50 0.90 4.15 0.00 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 3.75 7.00 3.50 3.00 2.50 
17 126 25.20 25.00 25.00 13.50 11.50 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 41 11.48 9.80 11.07 6.80 5.00 
22 42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
23 48 5.53 4.80 6.10 40.82 1.70 
24 12 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 16 2.50 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
26 15 1.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
27 21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
28 14 1.05 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 
29 10 0.50 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 
30 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
31 8 0.62 0.00 0.60 0.00 0.50 
32 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Totals=> 7611 121.83 76.08 114.31 85.40 85.54 
Average 1.56 
per unit £k => 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 
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Appendix 5.9 - Main survey data 
Ref Units 
routine cleaning 
1999 1998 1997 1996 199J 
1 16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 48 1.21 1.15 1.00 1.06 0.97 
3 69 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
4 41 3.62 3.44 3.27 3.10 2,95 
5 6600 918.00 1031.00 549.30 973.60 1193.20 
6 14 0.00 0,00 0.00 0,00 0,00 
7 6 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.11 0.20 
8 12 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
9 89 15.59 9.73 9.51 8.72 8,34 
10 28 5.10 5.10 4.80 4.50 4.35 
11 81 6.00 3.00 3.00 2.00 5.00 
12 28 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95 0,90 
13 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14 72 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 11.25 7.00 10.50 9.00 7.50 
17 126 100.80 100.00 100.00 54.00 46.00 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 2.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
22 42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
23 48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
24 12 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
25 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
26 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
27 21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
28 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
29 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
30 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
31 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
32 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0,00 
33 6 
Totals=> 7611 1078.16 1174.95 695.84 1070.29 1282,67 
Average 14.17 
per unit £k => 0.14 0.15 0.09 0.14 0.17 
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[Other works 
199J Ref Units 1999 1998 1997 1996 
1 16 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 48 2.50 
3 69 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 
4 41 0.39 0.34 3.05 0.70 0.40 
5 6600 84.52 354.00 0.00 220.51 766.09 
6 14 0.84 0.84 3.23 1.39 1.65 
7 6 0.36 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.30 
8 12 0.60 0.40 10.00 2.75 5.00 
9 89 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
10 28 2.38 3.78 2.88 3.90 4.60 
11 81 0.40 3.00 4.00 5.00 7.50 
12 28 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.90 
13 11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
14 72 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
15 4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
16 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17 126 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
18 55 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
19 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
20 56 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
21 41 22.96 19.60 22.14 13.60 10.00 
22 42 4.12 3.72 3.33 2.93 2.54 
23 48 1.38 12.60 15.25 10.21 4.25 
24 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
25 16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
26 15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
27 21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
28 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
29 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
30 9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
31 8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
32 6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
33 6 
Totals=> 7611 124.80 402.92 68.45 265.50 806.47 
Average 1.59 
per ul"!it £k => 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.03 0.11 
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LEEDS CITY COUNCIL, 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS 
MYRVIN HALEY 
B.Sc .. C.Eng .. F.I.C.E .. F.I.Mun.E. 
Director"" of Public Works. 
LEEDS CITY COUNCIL. 
Sw •• , Str.e,. Le.d. LS 1 I 900. 
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3RIEr DESffiL~ION OF THE AIitEY SYST!ll 
The prefabrica ted dvellin~ '''ere buil t on ~di tional conc=ete 
strip foundations or in cases where deep foundations were 
deemed necessary, on coccrete 'trench filI' foundations. 
30th Clethods supported 9" (230 JI:II) bri.ck-..rork. 
Following the cas ting 'Of the ground noor insi tu ccncr'!!te noar 
31ab, a precast concrete ':lex str..tcture '.l2.S erec'ted usL."lg 
4" x et" (104 x 57mm) storey height columns fixed a. t 1 a" 
(455 '%I) cenh'es. First floor and roof beaos 7.r:ansmit 
vertical loadin.g'9 to the columns. 
-~e ex~ernal ·..{eather-pr'Oof envelope 'JaS formed with concrste 
·::laddL"lg ;anels 3'0" '% 1':)" (915 cm long:c 250 lIIIl) ti!!!l to 
An i:1te!:'!la.l Spi:J.9 \01311 incorporated ~" x 2i" (75 x 57 m) 
,:ol'J.mtls or briclc,,(ork. The Leeds Airey houses -"ere buil t 
'.d .. ':h tl::aditional breeze block er brick pa=ty '.IaUs. 
~e internal plaste!:'\;)oar:i finish · ... a.9 fi:ced onto ti:nber 
fi!leti3. The fillets we::r;e attached to the columns in the 
concre~e mould~~g process. 
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= PROBLEM 
The load cearL?lg concrete :::ol'.Qn9 'Jere reL'lIorced long!. +:udi.."l2l1y 
",ith a thin walled holloY' steel tube. In rr.any L'lstances the 
stael tube h.::.d corroded causing c.!'ackir...g and st:alli..:lg of the 
conc!'ete. 
-~e -:ause -::f this deterioration has been identified a.s:-
1) L~suffici9nt concr9~e cov~r to the steel tubes. 
2) ~ar,onation of t.he concrete - ~9duction of the 
protective alkal~ni~1 of the concrete caused ~y 
the a.ction of acidic gases p~esent L~ the 
a ttlosphere. 
3) Chlorides Ln the concrete - protao17 added 
originally to aid :-2.pid manufacture by speed:ing 
u.p the rate 0: set"tin,g ~d haciening of t.he 
:onc!''!te to allow aa::ly re[!;oval f::,om the ollould. 
T.le above f3.ctors cont=ibute to ~e g=a.dua.l and conti..."lUOUS 
disintegration of tb.e load-~ea.ring structure. 
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THE LEEDS CITY COUNCIL SOLUTION 
After extensive investigations the following brick Golution 
was dev~loped by the City Council's Technical Orficer9 
wi th structural advice from the County Council' s Ehgin~ering 
Department. 
From an L'litial brief requiring minimum tenant disturbance, 
a method of working from the exterior of each dwelling was 
devised. 
The system involves cavity wall construction with a concrete 
block inner leaf, 50 mm cavity and outer leaf of facin~ brick-
work. The light-weight blocks are cast incorporating a 
recess to accommodate the existing columns and allow the direct 
relief of their load-bearing function. Timber or lattice beam 
floor joists are extended with steel angle cleats. 
Where the existing columns formed window IIhlllions in the 
dwellings, these are trtmmed to form clear structur~l 
openings. 
The design details are set down in the form of pictorial 
sections explained by brief schedules of work. 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE 'LEEDS I SYSTEM 
A) An overall enhancement of the dwelling which dispels 
the 'Prefab' stigma using traditional construction 
methods of repair. 
The prototype houses have been well receiv~ by both 
tenan ts and former tenants who have now purchased 
their homeo. It is the intention of the local members 
of the Airey Owners Association to use the Leeds 
system to restore their properties. 
B) By careful selection of facing brick texture and 
colour, the restored property can significantly improve 
the local buil t envirorm:ent. 
c) The current topical problems of condensation, standards 
of thermal insulation, sound insulation and ventilation 
of roof spaces have all been considered ..,i thin the 
scheme, and all modern standards are met. 
D) An adjustable temporary panel support system obviates 
the need to strip large areas of concrete cladding during 
t.he execution of remedial works. thus m2Ximising the 
protection from the elements and intruders. 
E) Conatl1.lction techniques allow a.ll the structural work 
to be completed from the outside of the d..,e1ling. 
Only release, relocation of existing doors and windows and 
replacement of window boards and lin~ need to be carried 
out from the inside when all other works have been 
completed. A team of four men can carry out these 
operations with a minimum of inconvenience in less 
than ; working days per dwelling. 
F) The retention of the eXisting plasterboard system 
prevents the pattern staining problems associated 
with mode~ insulating blockwork and their mortar joints. 
c) This system eliminates the risk 9lement associated with 
non-traditional remedial methods which have no proven 
!'eliability. 
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min. 50 cover ---...... 11 
.0 .. ' .' f) 
~ 
12 '\.~ ~t=~'\. 
11.12+13,600mm. 
. ~. :'~ ~ 
r
';:······ 
. '. 
\(\. ~«' 
7. Fill cavity from f100r level to slopcz 
10 ground l<lvel with lean concrete. 
Lay d.p.c. 10 both walls at floor loval. 
8. Construct wall abovlZ floor With special 
blocks and lacing bricks in cn morlar 
incLwal1 lies, Blocks orcz handlld 
czach ottllrnate course and dimcznsionG!d 
as shown. 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 1 
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Remove concrete panels on 
face of structural posts. 
2. Excavate for extended 
foundations and upose fully 
the lop and edge 01 old bas<. 
Clean existing brick and conc. 
of old baSil to remove solt 
rczmnants and mortar droppings. 
CI.an bottoms 01 ncavation 
to finish I~vel with existing 
3. Drill 20mm.dia.holes in exist. 
foundation at IOOOmm.cczntres 
and insert 16mm.dia. specially 
shaped dowczls in fixing grout 
(R.sill. )SbyCollil. S.lfl. lid.) 
T.1. 0773 604131·5 
4. 5ecurcz 12mm.dia. s1raight 
Lacer bars (2no.) in random 
I.ngths min. lap 500mm. 
5. Wet ll){isHng brickwork and 
concrete to receive ne.w founds. 
of C 20 N/mm. conc.mix. 20mm 
mak.cggregate and min.cemc?:n1 
conl.nlof 290 kg.! m) 
6. Su',ld up extlZrnal skin in bk.work. 
101.1.lov.1. 
Detail for shallow foundation and wall construcfion. 
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• . 0 
' ... '. 
... 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 1.a 
1. RcrmovQ: c.oncrllte panels on 
face of structural posls. 
2. Excavate for extended 
foundatIons In 1·Sm. stages 
allowing for workspllce and 
shut lcnlng it nflclZssory. 
Form foundations in 1-3-6 
concrete. to dimensions as 
shown Stogczs connected 
with 3no. 20 mm. bars 
~\(\. 
,<fl 
300 long . 
3. Build up IZxtuncl skin 
in bn·ckwork 10 foolpalh 
10v.1. Includ. ~ no. galv. 
strip ties per metre 
I. Fill cavity below ground 
levrl With (Clan conc.retcz. 
Lay d.pe .10 bolh walls al 
floor Iflvczl, 
5. Construct wall cbove floor 
wi1h special blocks and 
facing bricks .n "'·6 
modar inc!. wait ties 
Bloc ks Qnz handed Iloch 
altczrnatcz courSe and 
dimEnsioned as shown. 
Detail for shallow foundation and wall construction. 
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~ 
"1 ".:-: . 
" ........ 
..• , .... :. 
'" """ min. 50 cover ' .• r . /" ~ ';'/,j~;'~~::: ... ' 
~}~~rrrn. ,.~'~.,~,;,,~;: ... 
7. Fill cavily frcm floor IOY.I 10 slop. 
to ground !evill wilh lean concrete. 
Lay dpc 10 oo:h walls 01 floor IOY.I. 
8. Construct wolt above floor with special 
blocks and facing bricks in ell mortar 
incl.wotl tills. Blocks orlZ handed each. 
alternate cours(Z and dimensioned 
as shown .. '. :' ..... . 
,. . . ... ," .. 
, .' 
~ ... -... 
. .. 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No.2 
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Rtlmovcz concrettl panels on 
face of structural posts 
2 Excavate for extended foundations 
tlxposif'"19 bk.work and conc. trcznch 
fill at .xisling bas •. CI.an 
czxpo~qd bk.work'and conc. 
to removq soil rczrru"Ionts and 
mortar droppings Cl~an 
bottoms of excavation to 
finish Iqvtit wllh existing 
3 Orill 20mm dia.hol~s in ~xlst. 
foundation at 1000mm.cczntres 
anc.J insqrt 16mm die. sp~cially 
shepczd dowels m fixing grout 
(R.sifix 3S by C.llil. S.I!i, lid.) 
Td.0773604131-5 
J:. 4. Sczcurez 12 mm die. strai9ht g. Lacczr bars (2nD,) in random 
u I'''glhs min.lap 500mm. 
~ 
..Q 5. Wed eXisting bnckwork, and 
.2 concretcz to recel .... e nczw founds. ~ of C 20 N/mm conc.ml~, 20mm 
1 max oggrczgat~ and mm cemcznt conl.nl of 290kg/ m J 6. Build up I'lxtczrnol skin In bk work 
10 U.I.v.l. 
Detail for narrow strip and deep trench fill foundation . 
.. 
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Detail for 
Appendix six - Airey houses to traditional dwellings. 
AIREV HOUSES 
Sheet No. 2a 
SCHEDULE OF WORK. 
1. RCZ'movtZ concrete: panrts on 
{ocr oi structural r.e.posts. 
2. Excavat. for extended 
foundations in 1-5 m. stagrzs 
allowing for 'Norkspace and 
shuHrrfng. Form foundations 
in 1-)'6 concnzt~ to dimension,,: 
as shown. Stages connected 
with 3no. 20 mm.bars 300 long 
3. Build up IZxtczrnal skin in cone. 
brickwork to footpath lev~1 
IncludQ' 4no. gatv. strip ties 
per me1r~. 
4, Fill cavity bqolow ground ltZVll1 
with lean concreltZ. Lay d.p,c. 
to both walls at floor le'lel. 
S. Construct wall abovcz floor 
lev~l with spC!cial blocks 
and faCing bricks in H·6 
mortar. Blocks ar~ handczd 
(lach olternatcz CO'.Jrse and 
dimtZnsioned as shown. 
~\('·6.R.z~lay ~onc. paving stabs on 
\'lQ consohdaled hardcore 
·1' . . . 
. J •. ., 
. . . 
~;r#t V deep foundations. 
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7. For oisting and new dlZIlP 
trench filled foundations 
minimum thicknqss and 
width of dimensions must 
be maintainqd. (shown 
dott.d .) 
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AIREV HOUSES 
Sheet No.3 
'. 
., © • r 
. COPYRIGHT 
, • March 1983 
) .. • 
/ /. 
1" 
I f'-.. /i, 
I -.... , -.... y -.... I , 
o 
Remov~ I2'xisting conc. panels a:s rl2'quirlld to proceed with brick and 
block 'NOli construction Ponrls orrt removed by cutting copper lie wiro?5 
from below. 
Remaining panels above must blZ rlllain<Z'd by using' Boullon' joist couptQ!r. 
Pack cone. posl to fllcczive damp 1~lZlh and secure coupling with eor.s 
:iupporting panel. Insqrt s.caffold tube to enablll coupling nul to brz 
tightcznczd and jaws to clasp lirnblZr packi""g 10 cone, post. 
Method of suspending concrete panels. 
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o 
IQ 
AI REY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 3.0. 
1. Remove concrete panlZls as 
neCtlssary to CZ'xcavatCZ' 
for foundations and buildinq 
of block wall. 
2. Hangers suspendlZd trom 
scaffold transome between 
windows and doors. 
lransomcz can be 'movlld up 
or down to SUIt lcmglh of 
hangczr-. 
) HollZs for pin in thrr~ 
suitable positions 10 moke 
hangu telescopic Top 
section"SOmm. square, 
4. Two wedges pinned unde.r 
conc. slab to stop movement 
in hanger. 
S.5catiold platform levlll 
6 Guard rail. 
7. Nl2w wait in 5pccial blocks. 
8 Pla,lorboard lalh, 10 b. 
retainqd by special Spiked 
gaiv. tie built into blockwork. 
© 
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Method of suspending concrete panels. 
(alternative method where column in poor condition. 
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HOUSES 
Sheet No.4. 
NCZ'N Rockwool---l 
f".stop. I 
1. 
2. 
). 
~. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
SCHEDULE OF WORK 
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Detail at first floor 
showing support 
.for openings 
RflmovlZ concrctt!2 pan~ls on face of slruc1ural r.C. posts. 
Build up block wall )OOmm. wide of G!'Qch window reveal for supoort to 
100 x 75 mm. mild st •• 1 angle behind joist shoe. 
Orill m.s.Qi'lgICl to SQcurQ"Lindapter' bolt to joist shoe. 
Cut tZ;lI:isting cenc. posts (m'Jl1icns) b,zlow joist shoe. 
Build up window rczveals in brick and block to position 'Catnic' lintol 
Cut and -lay concrqte blocks on !Catnic' and 'Jndczr joist shoe. 
Cut cnd remove asbfstoo; tiff stop bftwczczn conc. posts. WtCdgcz in spClcicl 
b~aring p\"ot2 under joist shoe forcing out remainder of asbczslos shczlZ't 
and tlnabling 'Catnic' to taklZ Ihcz floor load. 
Remove 'Lindapler bolts and m.s. angle: and conllnu~ walling spllcial 
blockS and facing bricks afler inserting ~wOOd filler piece 50x25 
le approx. 112 mm. grOIn tengways on 
.. 
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Window detail- timber cill 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No.5a. 
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,.-<... 
/'-. '--
.".. """1 
" "" f.... // I I 
I r I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
L 
1. Special block for finishing reveal detail round cone post. 
2.0.p.c. at window r'lv'lol and returned bfl:1ween brick and block 
3. Standard window with timber cill. 
1..6·Smm. plywood lining ploughed into window framcz. 
5.75 .19 s/w splaYfd architrav •. 6.75 block on foe. 10 soal cavity (cut as rqqd.) 
7. Cut conc. posts approx. 100 mm. bftow cill. 
B.o.p,c.\mdcrr ,ill and bCltw'crqn brick"and block tacked to limber ,ill. 
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SCHEDULE OF WORK 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No.6. 
1. Build up intczrnal skin of cavHy wall with 175 mm. thick special blocks 
up to and pcckczd under wall platcz .. 
2. Build up ~xtczrnal skin ~f brickwork in 1+6 mortar and include t.no. 
wall ti<zs prr mcztrcz . 
). R2mOYCZ tZJl:isting wtQtherboarding a"d fezl!. Treat frame with prcz$.czrvativcz 
Fix' Sisalcraft t.O' brczather pOpCZf. 
L..Aluminium cill flashing splkczd to fromcz and laid on slaie and mortar 
bed 
t , . . . 
S.C.lulorm d.ep sh'plap board.ng and un.versal chann~! edging fixed 
10 manufacturer's Instructions. 
Alternative to brick gable 
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AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 7. 
1. Rczmove bargczboord. asbestos soflit cnd soffit bczorczr s. 
RlZmo'llZ vugcz tiles. 
2.lnspCZ'ct timber frame and wczothtZrboarding and treat with prczsltrvativCZ' . 
3. Build up ext<zrnal brick skin and cut bricks Iczv~1 with underside of tilt laths. 
rncludlZ tor wall ticzs screwed to timber frame. 
4. Se! laths and new tiles on bed of sand and cczmcl"1t mortar, Point up vczrge 
tiles along overhang 'Nllh brickwork. Tile or slat~ width incrczascz:s approx. 75mm 
On CZ'xposrd gabtczs v(rgcz HIts or slates should be c.lippcz d by non ferrous 
clips built into brick joints. .. . 
All slates or liles muSI match tlxi'Sling 
Brick gable. 
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A I REY HOU SES 
Sheet No. 8 
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Thcz foHowing work con b<l carrirzd oul only wilh thQ pczrmission 
of the adjacent Qwn(lTS. 
1. Support conc"l. pantls on adjaconl prop«rty by t.mp.SlwOOd shor •• 
or stce:\ props to r/lloin Q.~isting position whilcz cutting. 
2. Cut concrcztcz pantZls down cczntrcz lincz of party wall 
3 \nsqrt 75x 50 timbczr bczorer bczhind concrcztll panczls and plug 10 
7S brcz2ze wall at 750 centres. Bczorer to bcz in one Iczngth from 
ground floor to wall plate Alternatively bearer can be s<zcurczd 
. 10 party wall brack.ts by ties or clips. Includ. wrt. d$l.C. 
4. Drill and cQunttlrs;nk concrete panel and scew to b(orer or 
plug to breeze wall. Covczor rllcessczd SCflZW heads with conc. filler. 
5. Fill and point in rubber mastic th. joint betwe.n cone. pantls and bk.w 
Temp. junction at party wall where new work 
is omitted to adjacent dwelling. 
This detail has not yczt bczen constructed by L<zeds City Council 
Somt minor am/lndments may be necessary. 
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r-1'-- "- AI REV HOUSES - Rural type 
I........ ........ 
I I -........ "-
I I 
Sheet No.9. 
1)~tajl at 
"F~.,r:.Slt Floor 
I I 
I 
~I 
5CHEDULE OF WORK -INTERNAL 5UPPORT TO FLOOR 
1. RqmoVfZ existing concflztrz panrzts on facfl of struc~ural r:c.posts 
2. lay ~O mm. Rockwool insulation in cavity between nqw blocks and ex. plst/ bd 
. . .' I . 3. Build up brick :Jnd block walls at ,.'/0015 of openings r.ady to rqCelve C:ltnIC. 
4. P.rop IJP tu bular sielZl lattice jOists with timber bearers and 'Acrow' props. 
across window openings. 
5. Cut conc. posts(inct. those at roveals of opqnings) below existing joist Sho •. 
6. Remove existing nuts and bolts. Fix new angled brackets to .ach side of 
post and shall WIth 905rrm.dia. bol tS l rtut sand washvro:._ '111 10 be galvQni5ed. 
7. If cone. posts brook up when boils ar~ lighten.d.rill ,,;ithhlw pacl<.inq pi.,,, 
in shoe. Bracket size is 125 x 75 x 8 x 165 long mist •• 1 
8 5el 'Catnic' in position, build up conc. blocks and inserl non ferrous packing 
under brack.ts only (not under cone. posts.) Ins~t 60mm.'Rockwool' . 
. ' 
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r 'f' AIREY HOUSES - Rural type ....... ....... 
.['- ....... Sheet No.10 
I I "-
I 
I 
I 
1 1.1... ' I /C; ,.I 
I ./ r. .. /' 
'< ./ 
, /' 
tail at first floor 
"-
',1 
I 
I 
SCHEDULE OF WORK - EXTERNAL SUPPORT TO FLOOR 
1. Remove ex. conc. panels on fQc~ of struc1urol r.c.posts. 
2. Fix 'Carver'cramp to r.C. pests immediately under joist shot' for support. 
RtlmoyC! nuts and bolts of joist shoe and fix new angled bracket 
sizo 12S. 7Sxerr{!;. 165 long al 'ech sid, of shoo With now 9·S die. bolts. 
nuts and washer s - all 10 be galvanisczd . Remove era mp· 
If conc. poc;ts break up when bolts are tigh1:znczd, file hardwood 
packing pl~co in shoo . 
3. Build up brick and block walls al r~voals of. oponings for support of 
temporary angle whlch will hold n,zw brackets and floor struc ture in 
position. Insulate wall betwtZen nltw blockwork and ex, plst./bd with 
1.0 mm Rockwool 
1. Cut conc. posts(incLthoscz 01 revlI::cls of openings} below IZx.joistshoe. 
5. Set 'Catnic' in position with 60mm 'Rockwool' strip. Build up conc. blocks 
and insert non-ferrous packing b~hind temp. angle under brackets (net under 
conc.. posts.) lake out temp. angle and pock und<zr rczmaindczr of bracl<czt. 
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AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 11. 
JOx5mm ~olv. mi!j :;tq~! 
reslraint tie 'It ~15c2nlr'C: 
sCJflwed to joist with 
limb .. packing 
(adjaconl) © 
COPYRIGHT 
March 1983 
4nO.l°2mm.diaoH T bars 
2m.lros long fixod as 
:>czlow tamped in to have 
7Smm cov~r. 
< 
-:. ~oxin<; round in 
/" concr~:( o{ new 
foun dolions. 
DetaHs showing -
0/ 
-,... /' Fircz ~top 300mm 
/" deep first floor 
l<Z.vqt and return. 
s/stf'ltZ1 c::mnu.lar ring shonk~d naIl. 
"-
........ f s/stq.zl wire' tie 
;'1 tv/iet;! b.ent rr I to ~flceJ""C 
1 ,nail ° 
I 
door fram-? 
left in (Z):iSling 
position. 
1 Lateral restraint to first floor level & eav~ 
2.Restraint of timber fillet in case of furthe 
column deterioration. ° 
3. Door reve al. 
4. Service pipe entry qn corner. 
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© 
COPYRIGHT 
Marc.h 1983 
AIREV HOUSES 
Sheet No. 12. 
Build up conc. block internal skin to finish level with bottom 
of floor beams including special blocks to faclt of party wall. 
1. 90 mm reveal block 2. Special lightweight block L.L.Omm.long 
with nib removed. 
Cut into conc. blocks of party wall and insert Catnic T section 
into blocks and under floor beams. Continue wall in blockwork 
wilh special blocks 01 party wall junction. Ensure horizontal 
flanges are fully bedded In mortar in both new and existing 
. party wall blockwork. 
Detail of party wall junction at first floor level. 
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© 
COPYRIGHT 
March 1983 
SCHEDULE OF WORK 
Appendix six - Airey houses to traditional dwellings. 
AIREY HOUSES 
Sheet No. 13 
1. Remove borgczboord I asbestos soffit and soffil bczarers. Remove verge tiles. 
2. Prop up roof from wall plate. Retain wall ptalfl: and ceiling joisf. but removcz 
boarding and framework to gable. 
3. Build up 100mm. thick conc. block wall in gable to continue verlicafly from 
o.utside face of 175 block wall al c<iling l.v.l. Cui blocks al exisling roof joist 
levfll 10 receive morlar . Build in ends of purlins and include st, sterzl straps 
to purlins and wall plate. 
4. Continue 100 thick brick wall to gable and cut bricks at verqlZ 10 rec.llive bed 
of mortar for tit.s and laths. Include slandard wall ties to cavily wall. 
5. Sqllaths ~nd new slales or litczs on bed of sand and cement mortar. Point 
up verge along overhang with brickwork. Tile or 510le width on roof 
incrfcsrzs by appr~x. 7S mm, On Ilxposrzd gabtrz..s.vrzrge tilrzs Or slatl!s Should 
bll clipplld by non - ferrous clips built into brick joints. All slattZ..t or ti!lls to 
match czxisting. 
Brick and block gable. 
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A/REV HOUSES 
Rural type 
Sheet No. 14 
© 
I. Support conc. panels on adjacent property by temp. 
sfw shores or steel props. to retain existing position 
while cutting. 
2. Cut concrete panels down' centre line of party wall. 
3. Build up internal skin with special blocks and cut 
end blocks to form vertical jOint 
4. Insert pvc. damp proof course across end of internal 
conc. panels and turn out at base 
5. Place in position aluminium' Z· section againsl conc. 
panel 
6 Build up external skin of brickwork With return end 
and wedge in d pc and alum.' Z' section. 
7. Fill joint in rubber mastic between ·Z' sect. and cut 
conc. panels. 
Permanent junction at party wall where 
new work IS omitted to adjacent dwelling 
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AIREV HOUSES 
Rural type 
Sheet No.15. 
Appendix six - Airey houses to traditional dwellings. 
Ceiling joist to 
ridge. 
Ground to first 
floor ceiling. 
Tie in brick chimney stack to brick and block gable. 
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Galvanised mild stllel nzstraint straps. 
Q)6no.to undcz~~idtZ ~~ (oftus. 
(1)4.no. over ceiling JOISt!. 
(i)SI st'llll verge clips fixczd 
10 baltllns. 
QJOx5mm golv. ms. restraint . 
s.trop ot lm.centres scre ..... ed 10 packing 
and·1oist with 3 no. l.Omm): 
12 gaugCi! bright zinc platl!:d r.heads. 
AI REV HOUSES 
Sheet No.16 
© 
See.. SJ...,ud-
No 11. 
Each 5trap to have SO x 50 trrzcttld 
noggins and both to be fixlld with 
Sno.galv. :sc.reW$ .. 1"Zx50mm 
zinc plated round hczad. 
,so or 1300 A.KF o:.e.q 
1/5"0 
30x S---#V'c.A-
Gable stabil i ty 
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Introduction 
The 1,000 ton Pl'K'ast concrete "CHIt;"g 
dock during lifting trial. in May, lMC 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
DurIng the war years our company built 
hundrecb 01 ,essels tor the Admltahy 
In reinforced concrete. The •• ranged 
from barges to IIl,ooG-ton floating dock 
and all the noallng sectJons of the 'amous 
Mulberry Harbour. This was the beginning 
of Ihe Wetes System. 
Aft.r the wllr the experience gained In 
this specialised concrete technique was 
applied to housing ilnd some 40,000 two-
IInd three-storey houses were built in 
this country and abroad. 
In those days the precast unlls .ere 
produced In factories Bnd transported to 
the aite. With the appe.fance of the 
to_, crane. the use of which WII 
pioneared in this country. WII began the 
rationaUslng of multi-stor,,. buildings. 
At first our fectories produced precast 
cladding units and certain other high 
quality units. But while _ applied our 
precastlng elperience more widely to the 
construction of tall buildings, we were 
also becoming more and more Impressed 
by the cosh and hazards of transporting 
finished units from factory to site. 
We began r ..... rch into the polllbllities 
of introducing factory technique. and 
quality control to the ll1es themselve •• 
We thought that If we could achklve the 
smoothness end efficiency, the consistent 
quality of finish end the prl)ductlon rate 
of our ellsUng factories, we should gain 
valuable advantages. We could .lIminate 
the non-productive costs of tranlport 
and mUltiple handling; we could minimise 
the possibility of damage to units; we 
could more e .. lly balance unit lupply 
with the progress of erection. 
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When we lucceeded, wo found another 
advantage. The men who produce the 
unltl are there wllh the men who erect 
them and the site manager Is In complete 
control. It Is ~rkable how often this 
helps to iron out probleml with • 
minimum of delay. 
When we were sure of our IUCCess we 
cloud the centraUled factories end went 
over completely to on-site precasting 
in fully equipped, well protacted factories 
.ca!~ to the production rate required 
for the project. at a cost roughty 
equIvalent to that of transporting units 
from a factory elsewhere. 
During this time the Wates System was 
developed, e1panded and refined. It did 
not appear overnight. It was a steady 
growth from our war-time and post-war 
experience. It e.risb-in literally concrete 
form and many eumple. can be seen 
and studied. 
It is a'arge precasl panel technique of 
Interlocking wa!! and floor elements, 
covered by British and foreign patents. 
It is designed for muimum flellbility; It 
ofters a great variety of flnishos. It has 
disciplines, of course. But they give an 
archltoct room to breathe, as several 
eminent firms of architect. already 
dnJgning In our system would 
acknowledge. 
Although it was originally designed for 
the production of high and low rise biocks 
of flatl, It Is Clpable of application 
over a much wider field and embraces 
hospitals, offices and factorles. 
Design 
Elevation of a 16-slor8)' blodl otftllts in 
High Street, Brighton 
Roor ptan of one oflhe two-bedroom 
flats in Ih. Brighton block 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
The Watn System offers tM dalgna, 
11 I1Itianalised end economic approach la 
construction and assembly: it uns the 
very latest plant, me1hod., planning and 
iKhntqun. backed by an organisation 
.nthuslasUe: and experienced in 1111 
facets ollndustrialis.ct building. It is 
economically viable .t 250 units tor high 
rise and 300 units for low-rise 
dneiopments. 
Th. IYltem Is suited for the construction 
of both muiU-storey slnb and point blocks. 
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and low.,ise bIocb utiUslng the lIame 
componerrts. We have standard plans 
covering III wide fange olaccommodlltlon. 
However,.e prefer to dnelop plans jointly 
with the architect to suit his particular 
requinments, working within the simple 
discipll,... of the system. 
Consulting engineer. to the Wale. 
System ere Ove Arup end Partners. The 
Wmes System is being used for both low 
rl8e and high_rise block! of tints ot 
2t store,s and even higher. 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
n.o_ .. ___ 0I_~""_ 
Ourprwcat ...... ,te ftocn. ...... :,,". .....u.a·thereIn .. the IOIuUon to the 
_rotu .. _"_In" _01_ ............... ... 
ltanhnl ..... mould. bued on th.tEn:. ·1Ianduda .. by modem lndulirJ. 
grid. -..nded brtbeMlnlltlyOt '.:. .. " .. . , . 
HouatDg DesIgn BuDdft Ho. .. SkDIIa .•• Iib to ~ ~ the U'ChIttc:ra bate 
design la NfIected In the .. uctIon of . ~ cOnception of planning. InatA ind 
component typH and In dealgnlng the" ~ .kIIlch .Cheme In tact. This b 
building 10 .. to utIllatothefuDt..e ."" tile stag. atwhlch lndu.trt.o..uon .. 
opttmam c:apecfty of the Uft!ng equfpaMint. . ~ should begin. W. can tMft rltionallu 
- lpan. and _ION..."..aped of 
W. WIIk:ome enqutdel from fonntd . : ~ construc:tIon and lb conlequenCft upon 
thinking atCbItecta who 8CcepI the ", .' tM IP I c tft c If' Do ftnlahlng. and east. 
• 
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Construction 
Vertical battery c.sting is u.-d for wlIlI 
units 
A model of a typical on-lite faclory 
showinG the preferred relationship 
between factory cranes IInd erection 
cranes 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
• Foandatlon. and aubstructur. 
These obviously vary horn site to sHe. 
In IINu construction is almost always 
used although we he". sometime. 
Induded precast components tn the 
substructure. During this ph ••• of 
the operation, we set up our precest 
.ectory and pia" tb.coordination of pro-
duction with theerecUon programme 
of the superstructure. 
r Site factory 
The location and layout of Ihelite 
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tactory Is one of Ihe earliest decisions 
to be made In the pr .... contract stages. 
The area In which we manutactur. our 
procast components Is the nucleus of the 
)ob. The lactory.e set up is controlled 
and operatild by 11 factory maMg.' and 
stafled by 11 mobUeteam 01 skilled ope,· 
aUns.lts location will vary according 
to the site, but we afways choose. 
position which r.duc •• handling to a 
minimum, If ponlble ensuring direct 
stacking at eredion points. An actual 
layout lIIultrallngthlsls shown (p.5). 
A portal uatM and tower crane worklftl 
In combination on the on-lite factory u 
Feltham 
Adjllnable stee! moulds an used for 
floor unitS. shown hl!~ with (ond"iu 
beinl CUt in 
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The standard production line. are 30ft. 
wide and .r. covered with mobile .helt .... 
running on raUs. Electricity. water and 
,team supplies are built In, with 
appropriate outlets alongside the moulds. 
Vertical battery casting Is used 'Of"the 
... 11. ilnd in lome c •• es lor the ROOT units. 
Standard steet moulds are uud, duigned 
for •••• mbling ilnd di,manU!"; with 
the minimum 0114bour: Ihe sides ar. 
adjustable in 12in. incrementa to give the 
varealionsln dimension that the Wat.s 
System ofters. 
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Allaloctrlcel conduit •• fbln;. and Ins.rts 
are cast In and 11 high level of precision 
and finish is maintained. 
Accelerated curing ia usod teen,uN 
a2<4.hourturn round at the moulds and 
the units are comp8n1ble in every wey • 
• 'peelally in quality. to tho •• of any 
centralised factory. 
:I Handling equipment 
Handling and lifting requlrem.nls for the 
size and weight otthe units to be 
Layout ollllle~ 21-51018Y Wod.s 0' IldlS 
lor Ll'ylon 8u.uugh CO\oll1cil 
OPf!UIIIOI\AllaVOul le" Ill .. same silt' 
!>hQwing the silt' 1< .. ,;1(1'1 and C'one 
pOSttjon~ 
Appendix seven - The Wales system 
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Floot ... nita being handled by the portlll 
crane in one ollhe on.sile Iilllclories 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
produced are carefully as ... Md. The 
lifting eQuipment used in the aite factory 
is Generally the um.type.s used for 
erection, which allows us a high degree 
of flexibility and interchangeability with 
the various types of plant. We were the 
first to use towtllr crane. in this country 
and W8 have now pion_red the use of 
portal cranes on building sit •• , not only 
in the site fadones but .Iso for the 
erection otlow .... I •• blocks in system. 
4 Sup~ratruc:ture 
One of the basic prlndpl .. of our system 
-1%-
is to produce thal.raest possible corn· 
panents within the capacity of the 
lifting equipment In this way we combine 
economy of moulds with optimum weights 
and keep construction joints to,. 
minimum. 
Floors are aoUd.Blin. thick, with an 
insulating floorfinish complying with 
Grade Ilnsuiation Requiremont. In Code 
of Practlc:.C.P.3.1960. All units are 
smooth finished in the moulds 10 that no 
.creeding is required. 
StruduraJw.J/s are- 7in. tbicktll'ld smooth 
flnl.hed ready to receive decoration. 
1 
Seven-ioch load-bl!aring c,055wIIII 
being lo ... ~,ed on 10 levelling boils 
Crosswalllo.ared intohigh-orade mortar 
bed. Squeeled Oul mortar is Iro •• lled 
08 and no dry packing is nKII!SS.'Y 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
Non-structur.' ".n.IlJons are2!in. thick 
dense concrete pane!s, precast in the 
factory in precis.lythe same wey., the 
structural waUs. They are not easily 
damaged and provide 11 .... ry high level of 
sound insulation behleen rooms. 
They Ilf. placed in position by the towet 
crane during the erection proceSS and 
wet work is elimlneted, thus reducing the 
building cycle both in time and man 
hours. This elso means that there is no 
miJ;ture of difterent surface finishes 
within the dwelling. 
--c:-~,,· 
.- .. "'.:,.,-
• 
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lDad-buringclMldlng. W. uaelllltandard 
Tin. concrete wall with .'in. polystyrene 
sandwich and 11 4in. externat facing. The 
enemal skin Is lightly reinforced and tied 
back through tha poIyatyrenalnsutation 
to the internal skin with non-ferrausties. 
This provides a "U" value of lit least -20. 
Finishe. available cover a very wide field. 
The choice of finish, which Is largely 
dictated by cosl, includes many varieties 
of elposed aggregate, bush hammering, 
ceramic tile and mosaic, profiled concrete 
and brickfaced panels. 
Balhl!ry cest concrete partition units 
being hoisted tor "fNIIO" ill 8r;ndlCY Road 
Paddin9ton 
Lo .. d·bearino cross ... 1I unit being hhed 
i~ .. o POS'hOIl on lo ..... ·"~*' bloc~S a: 
1!.q!,.i,·ld. F.'lth;,,,, 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
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~ternal \le!:'i~1 wall joint 
.. ~ . 
. ~ 
• 
'0 
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Crosswalls being supported during 
ereclioro by iuJjustable props 
Floor slab being lowered into position 
on a low-rlsebloclr.etHlghfleld,Fettham 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
w. Move also Introduced aom.lnterestlng 
new proc •••• ' which ar. revolutionising 
the use of plain concrele finish ••• 
w. have paid speclat attention to the 
problems of weatherproof jolntlna on 
external faces. On our cladding we use 
a vertical joint drained at .ach noor and 
•• at.d with. neoprene strip. 
"Cold bridges" and the associated 
condensation problems are avoided by 
separating all perimeter edges of the 
concrete elements from the cladding by 
lln. polystyrene insul4tion. 
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Non-IoMJ-bnrI"grlMldlng. W. give tech-
nlealand cost advice on the wkfe variety 
of solutions available since whateve, is 
chose" must comply with the r~ulr.ments 
of standardisation and prefabrication. 
There are two methods we recommend 
as being most easily Incorporated In 
Industrlal construction based on standard 
details. One is a prefabricated timbllr 
storey--helght panel, spanning between 
structural walls, and incorporating 
insulated under~wlndow pane(s. T hey are 
pre-finished either at the works or in 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
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• 
A load-bOllrlng cladding unit, with tha 
insulation incorporated in the internal skin, 
being positioned 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
.. painting shop on ,lte b.fora being 
hoisted and fixed. 
The other is In concrete. ehher in the 
form of a apandrel panal of .. nclwich 
construction with 11 tlmb.r or metal 
fTamed window o"lIr. or as 11 complete 
claddinG pana' pterced with 11 window, 
painted, glazed and east Into the uniL 
w. attach g,e.t Importance to tne 
problems of cladding and have de'lllloped 
11 number of interesting solutions; for 
example 11 huvHy profiled "picture fram." 
unlltn superflne.hita concrete. 
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Thedetalling of lunctions end pints 
between the v.rious component_ and Ihe 
structure en.ures proper_ther. 
tightness and .d~uat. inlullltlon. 
AlI~. NIcon;.s itntl m:n,-'-Ighf 
r.(us.ehuresar.lIlsoprec8ston site. 
HvrdUng. NormaIry _ wort within the 
3104 Ion fange of units because this 
weight can be handled efficiently end 
economically over the width of a point 
or slab I*lck by the normal range of 
Iowa-cranes. On some schemes..,e find 
SpandrU·type elevation ClS used on the 
Whitehaw" development al Brighton 
Profiled surround In superflne _hlte 
concr.te cast in the on·.lte factory at 
HighfieJd, Faltham, and hoisted Inlo 
position complele with gl.lu:ing and Infill 
panels 
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It necesUf)' to Introduce larger CI'II"", 
C&lpatrie of hand/lng heawier units. These 
units arellkery 10 occur on low.ri •• 
developments for which we have our 
portal cranes designed 10 handl.loads 
up to Glons. 
EnrlJDn of the Itructure with Ip"d and 
accuracy I1 the keynote of our ability to 
undertab large lcale industrialised 
building projects. This wort is carried 
out by a small gl'QUP of aJ.perfenced 
erectors using specially designed 
jolnting. p,Jumblng and lev8lUng m.thods 
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and equipment We ha'18 a training scheme 
for such men and a full operating manual 
for the procedurel 'Rwolved. The specially 
designed levalltng methods ensure that 
the crosswalls are accurately plumbed 
and I .... elled into position, the joint is 
made simultaneously, and dry packing is 
thus eUmlnated. 
Construction times will obviously depend 
on the sl:r. of t .... project, degree of 
r89fltition, the compleli{ies of the 
substructure IIlfId ellernal worts. As. 
general guide, with a contract for 500 
dwellings on a l'USonably flat ,lte we 
The Highfiald profiled units ill position 
on the block 
T.,o 'rpesot inflll unitl at Warwick 
Crescent, Paddington. A storay·heigbt 
timber window unit and an exposed 
aggregate concrete unit with cast·in 
windowllllbo .... 
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should allpect to .tart handing over In 
a to 8 months at the me of 810 10 
dwellings a wei!lk, and to completaln 
20 months. 
S Service. 
HNUng. MOlt types can be used in the 
Wales System. including central boiler 
plants, glls and electric space heating. 
W. ha". found the moat acceptable and 
economical ia a gas-fired warm air unit 
and wherethla is used a storey.height 
prefabric.atliKf flue unit is installed. 
The 'an·alllsted oftpeak electric storage 
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hater 'a a sullabfe aHerncrtIwe. 
lighting. w. o".r, In all caseI, the 
recommendatlona oflh. Parker Morris 
Report related to 11 particular cUenl's 
requirements. Ills not difficult to 
IIccornmodatethe conduits and points 
within the structural components. Oose 
collaboration during design ensuras 
maximum rationaltAlian ollh., runs, 
points and connections. 
fIotNw. TtMI ring main I. Incorporated 
wHhin a 3lin. by lln. pr ... finished box 
Pre-hung door assembly about to be fhed 
into position 
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skirting. This I •• " utremefy neatult. 
finished fining and ofters an infinite 
variety of positions tor socket outlets. 
The tables.re acce.slble end the ducb 
ca" be used for telephone installation 
it required. 
I Finl,hlng_ 
The doors are pl1lhung In th.fram" at 
the factory and the compoait •• rchltrllve 
and frame is designed 80 as to mask the 
joint with the wall. Thi, unit is filed at 
the very latest possi~. stage to avoid 
siledllmage. 
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PrllflnlslMKl kitchen units, wardrobes 
and other joinery items.re manufactured 
complete at worb end r~uire only 
hoisting and filing on site. We un. 
carefully phased ordering and delivery 
programme IInd the mulmum UN of 
standard components's aH_important. 
We can help the architect substantially 
by mating our standard details available. 
This makes the task of scheduling and 
detailing joinery items very much less 
oneroul. 
.0, ," 
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A living-room of a completed ftat at 
Olive, Close, Leylon. Wall paper \Alas 
applied directly 10 the eORullte surface 
A section ollhe pr ... finisned skirting 
lorming" duct lot the ring main 
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The standard 01 finish Is such that 
decoraUon dlre<:1 to concrete surfacesls 
net only acceptable but.chln" a finish 
substantially better than plastering 
standards. A spray texlured plastic flntslt 
Is used on the ceilings and wallpaper la 
used on the general wall surfaces. 
In the kitchen and bathroom a washable 
or vinyl coated pape, Is used, combined 
with plastic or glazed tile .plashbacks. 
We ha ... e carried out careful surveys and 
tests of the noor finishes available and 
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as. result are currently using two 
partjcular rinyt flooringsln sheets laid 
direct on to the structural floor, the units 
ot which have been smooth flnlshed In 
the mould. Alternatively, tha, •• t.a 
Rumber of wood block floora or a 
pretabricllted timber floallng floot which 
can be used a' additional cost. 
7 Lift. 
The accelerated rates of erection and 
compleUon of blocks of flits In the 
Wates Srstem require I substantial 
A prepalntlng shop for preparfng 
window frames and doors is set up Or) 
thesil. 
Completety prelabrlcated lift being hoist .. 
ready to lower directly Into the lilt shafl at 
Oliver Close.leyton 
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apeedlng up of the lift Installation. This 
la achieved by isolating the thr.shold 
and door frames for the hoist motor and 
garlng at root level. By prefabrication 
ot the 11ft car. the .Ite .... mbty 
processes .re reduced in time by some 
50 pe' cent. The car and motor ar. 
Installed by means at the tower crene 
immedlat.ty before completion of the 
precaat roof structure. The precllion of 
line and dimension obtained In the 11ft 
shaft construction allows won. to 
commence alan eartier stage. This is 
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particularly Important on 'et'J' tall bloc:l!.s. 
• Public.,. .. 
The nnlshed flats hawta high standard 
0' comfort and amenity and.e believe 
that this can be reflected in the entrance 
hlllls and lobbies. W. hen studied the 
design of these area. with the aim of 
providing the appropriate atmosphere 
through the large variety of finishes 
available, Some part of the cost savings 
oftered by the Wales System could 
usefully be directed to this end. 
.- '~~;(.n 1,0' ~ : 'IJ'~'v; 
.• ;.j ,\,'" f.A,,"l'.d ,,-~ ,,,.-' 
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Other public .fflllS tarm 11 re&'SoMble 
conti"uation of the Inlti.1 imp,~slon. 
The standard stair nights lite pre-
finished either in grana or with integral 
tile Inserts. Walls and ceilings ore ready 
fOf Immediate decoration with sprllyed 
plastic or glazed cement fmish. 
Balustrading Is prefabricated in standard 
panels and placed in position immediately 
alter the erection of the structure. 
, --
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• Reduction of man hours 
Thfoughout the sequence 01 a lob we 
look tor savings in time IInd eftort 
whefever possible. A great deal of site 
work is eliminllt~ by preplanning. 
Services like plumbing lire rationalised 
into stofe'J-hflg;ht ,""Iobrk.ted sKtion ... 
By work study complIrisons we know we 
have in tact reduced man hours by more 
than 50 per cenl compared with 
conventional building methods-and the 
standard is continui!lHy rising. 
Wates Care 
Layout of the Hightield lUveloprnenf at 
Feltham which gives a lotal 01 438 
dwellings in the 2 twelve-storey blocks 
and 23 three· storey bloc"'~. 
One of the 12'storey blocks 01 nets on 
the Highfield development at Felthllm 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
Indultrialisation to Ilome people sounds 
inhuman, but we believe the human 
element to be at vital Importance. In the 
final analysis our peopl. build homes tor 
olher people to live in. We use &cienUfic 
plannjng, edensive mechanisaUon and 
systemised components, but we never 
10 •• sight of the human scale. 
w. cart! about the job we are doi"1l: 
about meeting the client's requirements: 
and we care about Ihe solid evidence we 
101l ... e behind us when we mo ... e oflsito. 
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We car. about our men, because we 
depend upon them. and they appreciate 
it. We ha •• full staft conditions tor at 
least half our operativH-Continuity at 
employment, additional sickness benefits, 
three weeks' holiday with full pay-the 
same work terms in fact liS for our office 
staff. 
With Impro ... ed sile amenities and working 
conditions generally, each of our men 
can ha ... e a good hot meal in a pleasant 
canteen, use hot ilIAd cold waler for 
Two of the three 21-s10rey blocks of 
Hals built for the leyton Borough 
Coum;;il al Olinlr Close 
. ' 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
w/lshing and have his own separate 
cabinetlo keep his clothes clean and dry. 
More than that, we spend a lot of time 
and effort on Improyed •• fety measures. 
The status of building as a worth·whllo 
job is rising allast and system building 
is vastly accelerating the process. Men 
can be proud of the work they do and the 
projects with which they are associated. 
We respect such men and can have 
conndenco In them • 
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.•. i;;~' .-
...... " .•. 
., ..... -.. ,' 
low-rise bloclo.s in System on the large 
Winstonley Road development at 
Bat1.rse. 
TIMI Rush Green maternity unit lit 
Romtord which provide. 140 beds, 
operating theatre, labour wards, child 
care unit and administration 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
-- .. --.--~ 
Jl . 
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25 
Modet of the development at Broadmead 
Road, WOOdford. whic:h provides 6().t 
dwellinos for the London Borough of 
Redbridge; .t84 dwellings in sb 12-stOf8y 
blocks and the remainder in 4-storey 
blocks 
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The Croydon Airport development which 
will provide 1.300 dwellings in one 11-
storey block and 46 low-rise blocks for 
the Greater London Coundl 
An impression of a pl!destrians-only 
area of the Croydon Airport development 
Appendix seven - The Wates system 
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Appendix eight - Life cycle costing 
The word on the street is . 
• • 
Life Cycle 
Costing 
The lIIoml!llfulI1 nf ,h;.\' eroil'illg Irent! (liId 
'-CtllliI"elJJf!nt;'1 project prnnlremt'1I( i, gmhcriw,.: 
puc£'. hut jusr hUll' tlh'(IJ'f! i.fi ,he iutlum:r (If the 
bencfit ... il tlc-lin·".\'? 
Swan Bell of ClT asks ,ht' questioll. 
Th.: adn:nl ofPFI in p.mi.;ul:l!" ha; ptOmOleU lii~ Cyd! C{\;lin~ J.~ ...• 
ne'l;[ Ien~1 of projtct cO;ling:. Th~ ql!:;lior: remii:!,;;. \\: . .11 arc 1:-.: ~~.:: 
con5idcr.r.tiom 10 mal.:.c when !ookin! at [hc Ilhok Ii:': cO:>lin~ c:" 1 
project? 
f't'ltr Wells. KtIior consullant il Precept Programme ?1;!'~3g~~nl L; 
dCI-ciopfit a fresh and Kqucnlial approa.:h to S ... r\'i~(' Li:": Plannir.g. l::~ 
proo:css cklll.il~ btlow i~ onc refin(d from an rarlier m.:>&1 buil! U"i:!;t 
in the posilionof~niorbuilding cconomi.1 for the oonl:1.:10r CariJ[i(~ .. 
For those of ~ou asL:ing, "'ha: dot. il all m~an'." Wdl. ~\F!l!::;. 
"S~r\iC"~ Liti: Pl:l.Min:: ii an umbrdlOllam de,elopc~ oy the B!tE :.~ 
~n,:<':n~~ boIh lit! Cy:k COiljr.~ and li!': 
("~d~ A:>:;("s$m~n1. i.~. Ih~ comm~rciJI J:ld 
cm ironm ... ·n;,tI (",I'; 01 J b::i!t!i!\;1 Inroughoul u; 
lit~.~ H~ contir.u~,. ··:hr.;:"~~h 1~;.'hni':31 OtnJ 
tou,in.::"" L:m'" kd:,;c I:::~ ::aHC";rr.~:s Cln re 
.:.,t11t"1in ... "'tl in or;.!;.'f 11' ceri\-:: i:np:OI~J \31uo: iN 
Iho! chent by intormin:; J:"lJ :;uldini:! J prOJC:llc::a!"1; 
_u,:h Ih:"II "h"k lif~ l'O;B 3r~ olplimi>.-J in r:l3li('n 
1,1 Ihc:: ck:lII~ pmfh ~nd le.; a,:,::ol.iOt.~ 
Why should ,on,rl;t<.>ri .it up ::~,j Il;~ fl'l:ia·.' 
DJ\ id ncn~on. 3 C::nill(\:\ H:Ji].!Ir.", Dlre.::IN 
I \\h,,'~ rc>p,,".ib:!:li!; ir..:It.:..!! I;r'::irr.c l),::: 
1:1Jr .. l","cm..,nll "~rbir.;. -(")~,lj,.:on a::n, to IclC 
fJ.li~JI ill\l're>\~n~~m If . .: ..... ::; .. : ... .:::.:.:: ~:\ \l!uc i~'r 
mc>nc: an,j rdi::bililY ::~:v,;~:, .:!~·::,:<'::;:;al:"n ar:~ 
JI:>.c:r.ina.a,·n o:'b:.1 j:'~l':l:':~ .l::d '"::~"".llicr.. o:..or 
dim ii I" ::a.:hie\e COr.ll:::;"'~' ir.:;-r(n~m:r:. in!:ie 
.:~cle COi\;. 0011-. in ~hc~: r;edl':li,'., a::~ imt'act on 
fU'!.lfC r("\enu,:.~ 
.\I, .... in!.! fOf\\a:-d B:::,.,:": r.c::~·.("i lb: CanUion 
hJI( Ihe illiras:n:nc:ro: .I.~.J r~,:'c'~:::' It: plJ,e 11) 
~u~.:c(d in thi~ :ar:J 0: \\I;.)!:: ]d::i:::..: .... Ht 
m::n:t:;c:m ... nt. -rh~ rr:..!;:;:":1 of r:o.!~ .. t li:'~ 
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cycl .. s ::anJ nIJint("r:a::,e r~'1'.:ir .. m.::r:l; i~ :::~;";:1ing crili':3] K ('..:: 
abililY I" .eni.:: our :1:.::nl>". he iJ~;. "'.Ir.::: or;imum .olul:c~.; ~--" 
bdng: ioughl filr Ihe \\ hol .. lii: of a projecl l::C nOI JUS! fur The :r::::_ 
con.trU.:lion pc::ri.-,.j. T~ii man, Ih;!1 :hrc.>t:.i ..... Io~t commur.i.~~~(::·· 
with manufa;.'tur:r; and d(":i::;:~r5 "(" mU$t ; .. ~!,! our lnO\\kc:,;: ~~ . ..: 
r.:cord,: of materia! I::'~ '::.\pe.:tallcy ::atul bdu'iocr"". 
So \\ hat ::arc I~.e l("~ con,idealion.'? Well. do.:lJmenti. Mlh.: in.!:.:~!~:. 
nm':l ur.d':fitalld Ih.:: foll.,,\\·in:; aij"lo:cl) it' w'-"' .tr: g{lin~ to h.:l? c~:!::: 
re3]i5c Ihei( ulue ambition, .. 
• Capil31 COil 
• Romine ~Iainlenanc(" Requirement; 
• Capital Repla(emem Requirement; 
• Obsohsccnce 
• EO("f!!Y l."~ 
• Op.:-ralioll:li Com 
• Dispos::al 
• En\'ironm~lIIa1lmpaCl 
\\ n..."l": Ih.,:S.: 1. .. "Y fI,lrJm...1..:r.. Gin b.: Ull\krstood .1~s.."'",,-..! 1 ,'. 
Jlkl"i,nni:...'d \\llhin;l linancial l11\lodd rur th.: fiH1j,'\:L M 
Th..: >!~ncric rru.:\:s.~ 1i.'II" Sl:rdcc Lir.: rl:llmin~ c;an b.: 
$um.;'.lfi" .. :J in four mJin SIJJ,.'I."S. brier. nllXh:l. d,:iit-on an..! 
IoI'hil:,'1l a.~ ,,,,U,,,,s: 
The Brief 
In:li1::~ st:tning JI 3. high 1;:,\;:,1. 1ft..- btiding rrl>':~s~ 
~~':~.:,: ch..- r~t.luir('J $CHi.:..: lil<: for Iht' build;;'!:; OIl1\! 
I~ .... ::· .. r: I~ okii!;" lif..: rcquir('m('nu ''''r c3,h tkn...:nt (I' 
1::: :::ilding. Bas:d on 85 ::~-4:t;19~!. Ih.: hrid \\ill 
iJ(':::;:'y th(' f..:lU"'\\'ing for cl,,-h ~km ... nl. or. comp..'ner.1 (If 
t:.: t' ~;lding: 
• ::,: ;~;;ign life 
• i:~ :.:r..-Icln!. «, Rqdaccablt. or \1.1inllilQbl..- .;:a!:<gC'ry 
• I:' :!JIaCl!3blt or nuint:tin3bk. Ih..- u'luir('d 3Cti .. 'n5 O\:r 
t~:: :uilding; lilt :u\fJ limingi ior "-lch ac,ion 
• r~.;~:rt'd m3inl~n3n.:~ regime.i 
• r';-:-::lti31 risl.:. upoJn e:ompoMnl failure 
Th~ :~\d of dCllil \\ ill incr~3~ 3S I~ <Kiig!1 pro,rH~. 
\\!l-::: the: starting point of the brid may be as ba.i, ai: 
• Pri::1ary Structure 
• Er:·.-:loPl! 
.. Fi~":)hes 
• \1::h3nie;1I Sen;;.::es 
• EI:;II";cal Ser.i.:cs 
)lodel, Design, Solution 
Aftei the initial brie6ng. the design learn \I.-ill cotnmmet 
Ihe cesign (oIlO\\·inl the normal sllges of Concepl. 
Sdlemc. Detail and Production Information. It is durin! 
I..I1(:oC SlaJes.. p3l1icularly during concept and sc~me 
c!eij~n. that the SLP set"ice must leSt. guide. suppon and 
infor.n. the design team in de\-·e\oping the optimum 
5OIu~ion. 
Where Wells htliews that the optimum IOlulion should 
pro\ Ae the. mnimum rtquired performance for the 
nJi:!;:num COSI.. i.e. the best \Ollue. The resul! b.!ing: 
• (..·mpli3nt and superior projccts in Imn, of deii~n 
~u;llil~· and buildin~ ~f"rm&/K"c 
• Ti":~ IxSI 'alII<" for Ihe diml 
• T!:-: mail compe-lith·c proje~1 in tcrms of whole lif,.. e:O~b 
510!nincant impTO\emcnts in busincJS r~urni f~r 311 
p.'lj~1 sI3!.:chold.. .. s 
An .l;"pr03.:h 10 this nuy be _lnili31 Assessment· Tl~CI 
· \1~'Jd pro.:CH de\dop,;-d by Pel~r Wd!. \\hi,h 3110\\' 
Ih( pr,>j~1 IC3nl It,) t\·o!\e Ihe dCii£n aJl::linsl dnr guid;.' 
li~e; uhkh ar( Ih~ u:>.:.1 IQ 1 .... 1 3nd Qplimi>e thc pr».!:,·, 
iQl;':lion. 
Initial Anenmtnt: CoSt:> ptr m:! GF.-\ or Reiidul: 
\·JIUJli('n5 u.ed III cSI3blish bid rroj~"'1 g'uic(linei 31 Ih-: 
carlie'l Sllges O(lhI! proj(':1 (prior IQ :lny desi!!n). 
lire C~·c1t Target: D.,.·tlopcd from the initial aue;.sm:n~ 
in conjun~tion ",·ith Ihe d..-sizn and prec~ri 'Componc::: 
5:1.:'1:lion· procc.u. IM I3.r~el estabhshc' Ihe comm((;:iJl. 
en'. ironmenl31 and Ic,hni.::l! p3T3.mtteu fot IhI! opllmum 
so\;;(ion. I~.C pr\lje':l and. wrciot .... thc d-::;;i£n 
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• Thorough risk and scilsiti\ ity analysis and 
~onsickntion 
• Cash flow 'smooching' 
Analysis with '\\1la1 ir.' scenarios 
• ,'d~quale oala. be il COSI. 'C1ion 
occumnce 
• Capturing both ucil ,and eJlplicit 
knc'wkdg:.e 
8:":1. ::I.M'C all. Wells points out thilt \\hat [he 
i;:dusl~' n«ds is a pra?llltl.:. JoyicJI "'rid 
l;'"l";o!'3bk JPpro;Jch~ 
The C'xiiling pro\isicn of proprietary 
.prcaJihM and da.l3Nst applicaliolli do DOl 
fully c3ptUfC I~ rigorous dcuil KquiKd. 
T~ induur .. nco:(is a ntW bt!ed of SOIUlioM 
,,, fJdlil3.l~ the "hC'l\.: life ..:on m3naj!:cmcnl 
pr.x-~·ii. Bm~on conC'luJti. -life C~clt 
P;.nnin!! require;. I 1001 th.1! aUtms beller 
3:'llol~ si;; and ~I;anc.: t>cl\\~cn ('Jpil:!1 
c,~ilure and opcr.lIiOO3l c,rclMiit!lft ..•. 
'.'~ nud :I 11)0\ ICI help u; a..:hi~c the 
optimlU11 so\ulion.-
Wclli hai bc~n in\oh-cd in lho: delailed s~ifi.alio;J of6: 
r!".olutionary solution. 'lif,', I.unchtl.i thii mol:!m ~- (IT. 
Tlilisine: I.T. and consul(in~ bt~ pl"Xli.:-,: \lili! a I1t'\,bl: 
Wfh\lre-- solution. da' ;s1l0\\i tbe- e~ptur,: and 'nll~·ii> O)f 
whcolt lift tOJ;li will """'.C" lhC" induilr~· for.\l;d a: a f.il~::r 
rJ::~_ he C"nlbuiC"s. -,hC" btnd'us or Ibis a;.'p;~;h 1r~ 10;-.;-
~i",nifiCilnl 10 Ix i~nof':d:-
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Appendix nine - Planned Prevmtative Maintenance Log Book 
MAINTENANCE WORK PLANNING 
INTRODUCTORY NOTES AND START-UP PACK 
PRE-PLANNING AND ORDERING PROCESS AND 
PROCEDURES FOR TOTAL MAINTENANCE OF BUILDING, 
EQUIPMENT, PLANT AND FITTINGS 
ISSUED TO: ALL INTERNATIONAL CITIES DIVISION 
MANAGERS 
YHA (England and Wales) Ltd. A 
~ 0fRce; T~ House. Dimple Aoad. I'1adock, Owbyshire. OH lYH 
Yet; 01&29 592600 fix: 01627 591702 \IWd): _.yha..orJ.uk • 
c-p..,Nt.2Ill.$.5Ac......,.hftdby,..... HOSTElLING 
~a..nr,Na:.J06111 INTERNATIONAL 
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INTERNATIONAL CITIES DIVISION 
YHA 
PLANNED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE. 
LOGBOOK 
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INDEX 
QUICK CONTACT LIST 
HOW TO USE THIS MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 
SAMPLE SERVICE FREQUENCY REQUIREMENT LIST 
CONTRACT SERVICE VISIT PLANNING CHART 
SAMPLE OF COMPLETED PLANNING CHART 
SAMPLE WEEKLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SAMPLE MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SAMPLE 3 MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SAMPLE 6 MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SAMPLE YEARLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
BLANK CHECK LIST FOR 'PHOTOCOPY AND USE 
SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION SHEETS 
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YOUTH HOSTEL 
QUICK CONTACT LIST 'PHONE NO EMAIL 
ITEM SERVICE PHONE NAME MAKEOF 
ENGINEER NUMBER EQUIPMENT 
BOILER I 
BOILER 2 
PASSENGER LIFT 
GOODS LIFT 
SEWAGE LIFT 
EMERGENCY 
LIGHTING 
FIRE EXTING 
-UISHERS 
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM 
VENTILATION PLANT 
AIR CON PLANT 
CATERING 
EQUIPMENT 
EMERGENCY 
GLAZIER 
ELECTRICIAN 
PLUMBER 
SHOWER VALVES 
CCTV 
ROOF AND GUTfERS 
DRAIN CLEAR 
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Note: Amend list to specific requirements as agreed with Buildings 
Manager 
HOW TO USE THIS MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME 
Please remember that the purpose of this programme is to enable you to carry out 
the maintenance of the building in the easiest possible way whilst ensuring, at 
the same time, that the building is fully and efficiently operational. 
In the same way that a vehicle has a maintenance log book which tells the owner 
how and when service and maintenance should be carried out (e.g. every year 
of 10,000 miles etc) to prevent breakdowns, or unnecessary wear, on 
components;, so does each building need regular and systematic maintenance 
scheduled to reduce deterioration. Thus this log-book can be considered as 
similar to a vehicle maintenance log. 
Unlike vehicles which are designed and tested to enable minimum but regular 
servicing of many components to be carried out at one visit to a service 
centre or garage, buildings are virtually all different. Not only are the 
buildings different in their external appearance and construction, but even 
similar buildings may contain very different components internally. For this 
reason each individual building requires an individual maintenance schedule. 
- 223-
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PROGRAMME OF ACTION. 
A Complete the Data Collection sheets with every item of maintenance work that 
you can find! This is best done by walking around the building and considering 
the various suggested items shown on the sample sheets included in this 
programme. Remember to include only maintenance, not desired improvements. 
B Put a tick in the frequency box on the right hand side of the sheet, to correspond 
with your estimation of necessity and frequency. You can decide if an item 
requires maintenance, and how often. If you are not sure, ask the Buildings 
Manager. 
C Abstract the items from the collection sheets onto the Action sheets. (Maintenance 
check list) to produce your weekly, monthly, 3 ,6, and 9 month and yearly action 
plan. Include every item of maintenance, if an item is only carried out every 3 
years, include 1/3 each year. Furniture replacement is not included in the current 
programme details, but is being prepared to be added in during the next year. 
D Allocate budget as necessary. Contracted out services, such as Boiler 
maintenance, will have a known cost, and estimates for other activities, 
such as emergency glazing, need to be made and used only for that purpose. 
E Greater efficiency in using maintenance funds will enable further improvements 
in the future, and as alterations are made they must be added to the maintenance 
programme. 
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SYSTEM S DIAGRAM 
List items 
to be 
maintained 
D 
Attribute 
frequency 
and abstract 
to schedule 
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Place work 
orders and \=J I start PPM 
u 
Adjust 
variables y (costx 
frequency) 
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SUGGESTED SERVICE FREQUENCIES 
ADDIDISCARD ITEMS TO SUIT BUILDING REQUIREMENT 
SERVICE PROGRA- PROGRA- CONFIRMED SERVICE 
ITEM FREQUENC MMED MMED COMPLETED 
Y DATE DATE DATE I" DATE 2'u 
PER YEAR 1ST VISIT 2ND VISIT VISIT VISIT 
BOILER I 2 TIMES 
BOILER 2 2 TIMES 
PASSENGER LIFT 4 TIMES 
GOODS LIFT 2 TIMES 
SEWAGE LIFT 2 TIMES 
EMERGENCY 2 TIMES 
LIGHTING 
FIRE EXTING 2 TIMES 
-EXUISHERS 
FIRE ALARM 2 TIMES 
SYSTEM 
VENTILATION 2 TIMES 
PLANT 
AIR CON PLANT 2 TIMES 
CATERING I TIME 
EQUIPMENT 
EMERGENCY AS 
GLAZIER REQUIRED 
ELECTRICIAN I \TIME & 
AS 
REQUIRED 
PLUMBER I TIME& 
AS 
REQUIRED 
SHOWER VALVES I TIME 
(2 visits x y,) 
CCTV 2 TIMES & 
AS 
RQUlRED 
ROOF AND 2 TIMES 
GUTTERS 
DRAIN CLEAR I TIME 
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CONTRACT SERVICE VISIT PLANNING CHART. 
INSERT ITEM TO BE SERVICED/MAINTAINED AND DATE 
MONTH WEEK I WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEKS 
JANUARY 
FEBRUARY 
MARCH 
APRIL 
MAY 
JUNE 
JULY 
AUGUST 
SEPTEMBER 
OCTOBER 
NOVEMBER 
DECEMBER 
- 232-
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SAMPLE OF COMPLETED PLANNING CHART 
INSERT ITEM TO BE SERVICED/MAINTAINED AND DATE 
MONTH WEEK I WEEK2 WEEK 3 WEEK4 WEEKS 
GOODS 
JANUARY LIFT 
Passenger Fire Alann & Catering 
FEBRUARY Lifts Extinguishers equipment 
& Emergency 
Ventilation Lighting 
Sewage Lift Boilers 1 SI 
MARCH Pumps 
Shower val yes 
APRIL 
Passenger 
MAY Lifts 
GOODS LIFT 
JUNE 
Ventilation 
JULY systems 
Passenger Fire Alann & 
AUGUST Lifts Extinguishers 
& Emergency 
Lighting 
Sewage Lift 
SEPTEMBER Pumps 
Boilers 2"' Shower val yes Roof gutters 
OCTOBER (dependant 
on leaffaIl) 
Passenger 
NOVEMBER Lifts 
DECEMBER 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET. SHEET NO LI ___ O_F __ ...J 
WEEKLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
Date Code Item Cost Compl Manager to 
eted by Sign confinn 
Public areas 
Check carpet for chewing gum and remove 
Check signs and notice boards. remove redundant notices 
Replace defective lamps, including emergency lights. 
Bedrooms 
Replace defective lamps, including emergency lights. 
Check waste plug in basin 
Check lamps and replace, incl. Bunk and basin lights 
Washrooms 
Check for loose or broken WC seats and rectilY 
Replace defective light bulbs 
External 
Lights checked and bulbs replaced 
Paths swept clear of debris and leaves 
Grass/lawn areas cut and edges trimmed 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET 
o 1 MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SHEET NO 
Date Code Item Cost 
External 
Set timing controls correctly for time of year 
Water drain oifpoints cleared 
Loose gravel and skid material cleared 
Dead leaves swept clear of grass (November - March) 
Soil water waste_sullies cleared of Fat and waste dep-"sits 
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Compl Manager to 
eted by sign confinm 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET 
03 MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
SHEET NO 
Date Code Item Cost 
External 
Set timing controls correctly for time of year 
Water drain oifpoints cleared 
Loose gravel and skid material cleared 
Dead leaves swept clear of grass (November - March) 
Soil water waste gullies cleared of Fat and waste deposits 
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Comple Manager to sign 
led by confinn 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET SHEET NO OF 
o MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST (replaces alternate 3 monthly maintenance) 
Date Code Item Cost Campi Manager to 
eted by sign confirm 
External - low level 
Set timing controls correctly for time of year 
Water drain off points cleared 
Loose gravel and skid material cleared 
Dead leaves swept clear of grass (November - March) 
Soil water waste gullies cleared of Fat and waste deposits 
Securely fix any loose fittinJ(s, cables etc 
Drive checked for pot-holes and all filled 
Loose kerbs and edgings repaired 
Rainwater gullies cleared ofleaves and debris 
Timber sheds etc. 
Floor supports clear of base and not rotting 
Rooffelt securely fixed and repaired as necessary 
Sides cleaned and coated with preservative 
Door locks and hinges oiled 
Surplus stored rubbish sent to tip 
External -high level 
Clean out guttering around buildings 
Visual check on chimney pots, order repair if necessary 
(om) 
Visual check on chimney stacks and flashing. (om) 
Visual check on hip and ridge tiles (om) 
Visual check on slates and tiles. (om) 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET SHEET NO OF 
YEARLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST (Replaces alternate 6 month maintenance) 
Date Code Item Cost Compl Manager to 
eted by sign onfinn 
External 
Set timing controls correctly for time of year 
Water drain off points cleared 
Loose gravel and skid material cleared 
Dead leaves swept clear of grass (November - March) 
Soil water waste gullies cleared of Fat and waste deposits 
Securely fix any loose fittings, cables etc 
Drive checked for pot-holes and all filled 
Loose kerbs and edgings repaired 
Rainwater gullies cleared of leaves and debris 
Paint outside of fittings, posts etc. 
Remove young trees that may cause root damage to 
foundations 
Defective inspection covers replaced 
Inspection covers and gully gratings painted with 
Bituminous 
Timber sheds etc. 
Floor supports clear of base and not rotting 
Roof felt securely fixed and repaired as necessary 
Sides cleaned and coated with preservative 
Door locks and hinges oiled 
Surplus stored rubbish sent to tip 
Sides cleaned and coated with preservative 
External -high level 
Clean outButtering around buildings 
Visual check on chimney pots, order repair if necessary 
(om) 
Visual check on chimney stacks and flashing. (om) 
Visual check on hip and ridge tiles (om) 
Visual check on slates and tiles. (om) 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA ABSTRACT SHEET 
D MONTHLY MAINTENANCE CHECK LIST 
Date Code Item 
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SHEET NO OF 
Cost Compkted Manager to 
b\ sign continn 
Appendix nine - Planned Preventative Maintenance Log Book 
PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION SHEET. SHEETNO.~ 
COSTEL NAME COMPILED BY l SAMPLE 11 Keith Farmer ~ TITLE I~ 1 EXTERNAL 
MONTHS 
REF LEADER ITEM OF MAINTENANCE WORK 1/4 I 3 6 12 
Lighting Lights checked and bulbs replaced 
..J 
Set timing controls correctly for time of year / 
Securely fix any loose finings, cables etc. / 
Paint outside of finings, posts etc. 1/3 
Surfaces Drive checked for pot-holes and all filled / 
Loose kerbs and edgings refixed / 
Water drain off points cleared / 
Loose gravel and skid material cleared / 
Paths swept clear of debris and leaves / 
Grass/lawn areas cut and edges trimmed / 
Dead leaves swept clear of grass (November - March) / 
Remove young trees that may cause root damage to foundations / 
Bounds Timber fences repaired and coated with preservative / 
Wire fences checked and repaired / 
Brick/stone boundary walls repaired/repointed 1/3 
Hedges and shrubs cut back from paths clc / 
Sheds elc Floor supports clear of base and not roning / 
Roof felt securely fixed and repaired as necessary / 
Sides cleaned and coated with preservative / 
Door locks and hinges oiled / 
Surplus stored rubbish sent to tip / 
Drains Rainwater gullies cleared of leaves and debris / 
Soil water wastc gullies cleared of Fat and waste deposits / 
Defective inspection covers replaced / 
Inspection covers and gully gratings painted with Bituminous / 
Roofs Visual check on chimney_""ts, order rep-"ir if necessary (om) / 
Visual check on chimney stacks and flashing. (om) / 
Visual check on hip and ridge tiles (om) / 
Visual check on slates and tiles. (om) / 
Clean out internal roof valleys ofleaves and seeds etc. / 
Clean out guttering around buildings / 
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PLANNED MAINTENANCE DATA COLLECTION SHEET. 
HOSTEL NAME COMPILED BY DATE I CLONE I I Keith Fanner I I I I I I INTERNAL TITLE 
SHEETNO·D 
MONTHS 
REF LEADER ITEM OF MAINTENANCE WORK PUBLIC AREAS 1/4 1 3 6 12 
Check carpet for chewing gum and remove I 
Clcan carpets and fix loose edges etc. I 
Check signs and notice boards. remove redundant notices I 
Check damage to decoration and make good and touch up. I 
Check and adiust heatine levels I 
Check and adjust locks and closers. OR 
.1 I 
Ditto and oi/locks, hinges and closers, check''intumescent strip I 
R~~lace defective lamos, includinJ! emerJ!ency lights. I 
Replace ALL high level lamps requiring scaffolding I 
Check and adiust window stops and locks I 
Clean outside of window J!lass I 
Redecorate ceilings and wall surfaces 112 
Redecorate windows, doors, skinings etc. 112 
BEDROOMS 
Remove chewing gum I I 
Deep clean carpets 
Check and adiust heatin.e levels. I 
Check and adjust curtains and curtain tracks I 
Redecorate walls and ceilings 112 
Redecorate woodwork and radiators 112 
Check waste plug in basin I 
Check lamps and replace, inc!. Bunk and basin lights I 
WASH ROOMS INCL. EN-SUITE ETC. 
Clean ventilation grill I 
Aooly approved drain cleaner I 
Descale shower head I 
Check for loose or broken WC seats and rectify I 
Check floor welds and seals and order repair I 
Service shower mixer valves I 
Service extract fans and ducting I 
Check and adjust heatin2 levels. I 
Replace defective light bulbs I 
Replace broken coat hangers etc. I 
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